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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
1.

BBP Regeneration was commissioned by Newhaven Strategic Network (NSN) in 2008, to produce a
20-year Physical Development Vision (PDV) for Newhaven. NSN comprises a range of partners
including SEEDA, East Sussex County Council, Lewes District Council, Newhaven Town Council and
Newhaven Community Development Association (NCDA).

2.

The Study was undertaken in two stages. Stage 1 of the Physical Development Vision considered the
key constraints facing the town and was submitted in April 2008. It highlighted some of the major
issues around flood protection, road infrastructure, and the future strategy for the Port, and
recommended that further work was needed before realistic development options could be assessed.

3.

As a result of detailed consultations, however, it did articulate an emerging consensus around the
Vision objectives, which should aim to create a sustainable community with a balance of uses;
maximising local economic opportunity; tackling social imbalances; enhancing the physical and
natural environments; and establishing a sustainable transport network. It also confirmed the need
for a comprehensive approach to developing the Vision for Newhaven, in particular highlighting that
the town must not be seen in isolation, but as part of a wider functioning economic area.

4.

A brief summary document was issued to partners at the time, setting out the main principles and
high level recommendations.

5.

Detailed work on flood risk management strategies (in parallel with work by the Environment Agency)
and transport modelling continued throughout 2008/09, and by August 2009 was sufficiently
advanced to enable Stage 2 of the Vision Study to proceed. As a result, stakeholder workshops were
held in November and participants had the opportunity to comment on emerging findings and
proposals relating to flood risk management, transport impacts and proposed interventions, progress
on the Port master plan, issues around the status of the town centre and the retailing offer, an open
space strategy, and the scale of potential, future housing and employment growth.

6.

Stage 2 was finally concluded in April 2010, and this report and its conclusions, reflect the position at
that time.

7.

One of the key messages emerging from this study is that there is no “silver bullet” that will make
Newhaven a more prosperous, sustainable place; rather, a combination of coordinated actions will be
required over a long period. The aim is, therefore, to identify the long term Vision and ensure that all
actions, initiatives and developments are broadly consistent and contribute to the whole.

8.

It is also considered that the Newhaven Physical Development Vision makes a key contribution to
local planning policy and strategy. It will inform the Lewes District Council Local Development
Framework (LDF), setting out suggested spatial planning priorities for Newhaven’s town centre and
surrounding communities. It will also contribute to the LDF evidence base, providing analysis and
recommendations on economic development interventions, employment sites, education and skills
priorities including those relating to Higher and Further Education and schools, housing priorities, and
community wellbeing.

9.

Clearly, given the economic situation and with a General Election imminent, the political and
economic environment is likely to be subject to significant and ongoing change across a range of
policy issues, any of which could impact upon the proposals set out here.

10. This report does however seek to clearly set out a shared Vision for the town, which can form a
“backdrop” for actions and decisions over a 20–25 year period. It provides a framework for
stakeholders and partners in Newhaven to work towards, with policies, infrastructure and
development being implemented over this longer term period. The Vision will therefore need to be
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kept under review, and in particular the strands of activity and phasing recommended in this Report,
however this should not affect the main, long term objectives.

Physical Infrastructure
11. There are a number of key physical infrastructure aspects (flood risk, transport, town centre and open
space) which have been the subject of some detailed examination as part of the Study, and the main
issues associated with each are set out below, as a backdrop to the Vision.
Flood Risk Management (FRM)
12. Flood risk is a key challenge that will impact on the future of Newhaven, with or without new
development.
13. Dialogue with the Environment Agency (EA), preliminary modelling work and a ‘Strategic’ Exception
Test has informed the development of a strategic approach to flood risk management which will
protect existing areas of development in the town and facilitate new mixed use development of the
East Bank.
14. The EA have acknowledged that the proposed approach is acceptable in principle subject to LDC
completing the Sequential Test and developers completing their respective Exception Tests as
required (including detailed flood risk modelling); the proposed programme for undertaking this will
be set out in a memorandum of understanding, to be agreed with the EA.
Transport
15. Newhaven currently suffers from several constraints with respect to the highway and public transport
network, with delays common in the peak hours. A transport model has been developed to model
future growth scenarios and to evaluate the impact of potential transport improvements.
16. The development scenarios proposed through the PDV have been tested with the new transport
model which has indicated that subject to detailed design work, and the availability of funding, the
proposed development and accompanying transport infrastructure improvements are all achievable
in transport and engineering terms. In the current economic climate, it is likely that prioritisation of
projects will be necessary, however, and this is covered later in the report.
17. An integrated approach to sustainable transport is important to ensure current congestion is relieved,
new development can be adequately accessed, and that existing and new development is linked by a
network that encourages healthy lifestyles rather than car dependency.
Town Centre
18. The historic core of the town centre remains in key areas, but is an asset that has in part, been
blighted by post war development. The ring road currently severs links between the historic town
centre and the rest of the town for both local residents and those passing through the town.
19. The traditional retail role of the town centre has become increasingly marginal in recent years, a
decline accelerated by the recent recession.
Open Spaces
20. Newhaven has the lowest provision of equipped play space in the District, and improving this is a
priority. The emerging LDC local facilities strategy is likely to identify the need for more informal play
space and some types of sports facilities.
21. There are currently 44 people on the residents’ waiting list and 17 on the non-residents’ waiting list
for the allotment site owned by NTC.
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22. Furthermore, although there are a number of walking and cycling routes throughout Newhaven,
enhancements and extensions are needed to provide a more comprehensive system, along with
better connections to the countryside and the National Park.

Newhaven Port
23. Over the last 18 months, Newhaven Port & Properties’ (NPP) consultants have been undertaking a
major port review and planning exercise, in order to inform the Port’s future business plan.
24. Business opportunities which the port is keen to pursue include an ongoing ferry service to Dieppe
alongside an improved/expanded commercial port operation. It also wishes to incorporate ‘green
port’ principles into its development plans, including potentially an option to pursue uses which
support the construction of the proposed offshore wind farm.
25. The direct economic benefit of offshore wind to Newhaven could reach added GVA of between £4.5
and £24m per annum (not including job creation), depending on the scale and scope of onshore
facilities secured. It also has the potential to generate a peak of some 350 jobs during the later
construction and early O&M phases and about 30-40 jobs in long term maintenance and support
functions when the offshore wind farm is operational.

The Economic Role of Newhaven
Employment Sectors
26. Key employment sectors that should be built upon in the future economic growth of Newhaven (in
addition to alternative energy above) include Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering, the Visitor
Economy, the Food Sector, and Creative Industries, Culture and IT.
27. Manufacturing accounts for 31% of the employment in Newhaven, and some local businesses offer
international calibre products, such as Cash Bases and Clean Power Technologies.
28. Newhaven is part of the wider Lewes District, South Downs and Sussex catchment which attracts a
large number of visitors each year and there is a significant opportunity to capitalise on Newhaven’s
location and natural assets, making the town a destination for visitors and the local community.
29. The food sector is an important contributor to the economic development of Newhaven, with the
employment profile including fishing, food manufacturing and wholesaling. The local fishing fleet has
a reputation across the South East for sustainably caught fish, and Enterprise Works has for some
years helped to enable new start up businesses in the food sector.
30. Hillcrest Centre is home to a number of painters and sculptors, and there are also creative businesses
operating in Newhaven Enterprise Centre (NEC), which is well suited to office based creative activities
such as digital media and design.
Supporting Small Businesses and Entrepreneurship
31. A combination of physical and non-physical infrastructure and support is needed to enable business
start-ups to form as well as existing small, medium and larger businesses to expand. This can include
accommodation, facilities and equipment, along with ‘softer’ business support.
32. Investment in enterprise initiatives, especially when linked with education and skills development,
can be a significant driver of economic growth and productivity. NEC has been very successful in
offering managed small business workspace. Additionally, Enterprise Works serves a key function as
an incubator for new manufacturing businesses, supporting a number of specialist sectors.
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Homes and Communities
33. Residential areas surrounding Newhaven town centre often have a poor quality environment and
generally there is a shortage of low cost housing. Stakeholders suggest that new housing
development should be balanced with community facilities and provided in sustainable locations.
This is especially important to improve access to local services for the residents of Newhaven.
34. The Vision therefore considers opportunities to improve the existing housing stock in Newhaven
through retrofitting energy saving measures to social rented properties (as well as private/owner
occupied premises in the longer term), which could make a significant contribution to reducing
household fuel bills.
35. Education, skills and training is the domain on the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) in which
Newhaven performs worst, and this has been recognised as being detrimental to the town’s
development.

The “Preferred” Physical Development Vision
36. The Study has identified a recognition that Newhaven needs to grow, develop and diversify in terms
of its population/demographic profile, business and economic activity, skills and education. To
achieve this it must comprehensively deliver a significant quantum and wider mix of housing,
additional space for education and training, accommodation for key businesses, more attractive
locations for additional retailing and leisure, and open space improvements.
37. The main development opportunity is in the area to the East side of the river which is predicated on
the delivery of a comprehensive flood risk management strategy. Proposals for the “East Bank” area
include a mixed use sustainable community focussed around an extended town centre (retail and
leisure), a new education and employment campus, and new residential uses.
38. There is also a need to develop a high level Development Framework and Masterplan for the Western
Heights area, which will provide a context within which early phases can be developed along with a
blueprint for longer term opportunities.

Action Plan and Delivery
Short Term Priorities
39.

Moving the Physical Development Vision forward is critical if momentum is to be maintained. This is
particularly the case given the current economic climate and the likely reduced availability of public
funding over the next few years. A number of priority areas have been highlighted in this study where
key projects can potentially make a real difference to the town over the next 2-3 years:
A Flood Risk Management Strategy – including ensuring that LDC completes the Sequential
Test as soon as possible; liaising with the EA on the Coastal Defence Strategy; formally
submitting the final Exception Test to the EA for flood measures to the East of the river;
working up a costed and programmed delivery strategy; working up the detailed evidence base
and business case for proposed developer contributions (and the preferred mechanism for
collection) and seeking any statutory approvals necessary;
A Town Centre Strategy – including working up a more detailed Development Framework for
the Town Centre to establish the priority sites to be considered for early development and the
appropriate mix of uses; the development of a new library and associated “one stop shop” for
community advisory services; developing a town centre “Spacebank” proposal to bring vacant
and under-used premises back into use; and proposals to progress the Ring Road
rationalisation scheme;
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An Initial Phase of Development in the East Bank Quarter – including the production of a
Framework document which designates key sites, ownerships and the new mix of uses;
progressing a mixed use, food retail led scheme including small business workspace;
progressing the design of/proposals for the Eastern Link Road to relieve traffic pressure in the
East Bank area; and developing a new pedestrian and cycle bridge across the river linking the
existing town centre with the proposed development along the East Bank;
A Masterplan for Comprehensive Development and Access in the Western Heights Area –
including considering the critically important environmental and landscape features of the site
and adjacent areas and how these can be protected or improved; determining the scale, nature
and location of potential development and the mix of uses required to create a balanced
community; examining vehicular and public transport access and developing a wider transport
strategy to accommodate new development; and identifying the preferred option for a new
Western Link Road;.
Improvements to the Avis Way Industrial Estate – including assembling a representative group
of owners and longer term occupiers on the estate to consider some of the key strategic issues
that have been identified; earmarking a “champion” to drive forward change and
improvements; and developing options for redeveloping or reconfiguring those parts of the
estate which are in need of major investment;
Development of a Sixth Form College – including the establishment of a “steering group” of
the main parties concerned; an assessment of the potential demand for a sixth form college
from Newhaven, Seaford and Peacehaven; drawing up a specification for the facility required,
together with an assessment of estimated costs and funding/delivery options; a consideration
of potential locations; and a final, detailed Action Plan for delivery;
A First Phase of the Public Transport Interchange – including reviewing interim proposals and
assessing whether any alterations are required in the light of conclusions from this study;
considering proposals in the context of the wider East Bank Development Framework; working
up a detailed Phase 1 scheme specification ready for implementation as and when funding is
available; and incorporating the delivery of the initial phase within other development
proposals in the area;
Open Space Initiatives – including linking existing pedestrian and cycle routes within
Newhaven with the coastal and National Park routes to establish the town as a centre for
visitors using these facilities; progressing a number of landscape planting initiatives in order to
improve the “gateways” into the town; and
Ensuring Newhaven Strategies are Specifically Highlighted/Included in the East Sussex Local
Investment Plan – including establishing the rationale for investment in Newhaven and
highlighting the growth opportunities compared with need; articulating the main aspects of the
vision which will require public sector intervention; and working with the HCA to identify
specific projects/investments which could be considered as part of the HCA’s agenda over the
next five years.
Delivery and Governance
40. Establishing a delivery and governance structure is something which can evolve over time. In the first
instance it is important that there should be a Steering Group that ensures policy is in place,
responsibility points are identified between partners, and that action plans are agreed and being
delivered. It would also need to begin to undertake regular reviews of the programme, ensure that
responsibilities are being met and that the overarching strategy is still relevant.
41. The Steering Group should initially comprise the key public sector players with a role to play in the
area, for example: LDC, ESCC, Newhaven Town Council, the HCA, the Local Partnership (e.g. NSN), and
any potential future economic agencies for the sub region. There would also be an advantage in due
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course, including some of the main private sector employers/land owners in this Group, such as the
Port or companies like Cash Bases.
42. Part of the delivery process would also include the establishment of a number of “task and finish”
groups drawn from the key partners, which would address priority projects, particularly where there
is a need to pool together thinking in order to develop an overall initiative and its subsequent delivery
arrangements. These groups would be primarily tasked with producing an agreed strategy, backed by
a business or delivery plan and an identified means of delivery and ideally a “champion” to drive
forward the initiative.
43. The importance of funding at the present time should not be underestimated, and this will need to be
considered in the context of any delivery vehicle and ensuing governance arrangements. It is
becoming increasingly obvious that “cocktails” of funding are going to be required in order to deliver
particular initiatives. The principles of Total Place and Total Capital (making better use of public
resources to achieve better outcomes locally) should also be considered in Newhaven.
[Finally, it should be noted that a final Draft version of this Report was circulated to NSN and its
Partners, during the course of Summer 2010. Any feedback on technical or factual issues have been
incorporated into this Final version. Any comments which express an opinion or view have been
included in a separate Annex which is attached to the Report for information (Annex F). Where it
was considered appropriate for BBP to provide a response to such comments etc., these have been
incorporated into a further Annex (Annex G) for information.]
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BBP Regeneration was commissioned by Newhaven Strategic Network (NSN) in December 2007 to
produce a 20-year Physical Development Vision (PDV) for Newhaven. NSN comprises a range of
partners including SEEDA, East Sussex County Council, Lewes District Council, Newhaven Town Council
and Newhaven Community Development Association (NCDA).

1.2

This report presents the outcome of tasks undertaken within Stage Two of the PDV, and has been
prepared by BBP Regeneration, along with specialist inputs from LDA Design (urban design and open
space), Campbell Reith Hill (flood risk, surface water and land quality) and Mott MacDonald
(transport).

1.3

Stage 2 was finally concluded in April 2010, and this Report and its conclusions, reflect the position
at that time.

1.4

Clearly, given the economic situation and with a General Election imminent, the political and
economic environment is likely to be subject to significant and ongoing change across a range of
policy issues, any of which could impact upon the proposals set out here.

1.5

This report does however seek to clearly set out a shared Vision for the town, which can form a
“backdrop” for actions and decisions over a 20–25 year period. It provides a framework for
stakeholders and partners in Newhaven to work towards, with policies, infrastructure and
development being implemented over this longer term period. The Vision will therefore need to be
kept under review, and in particular the strands of activity and phasing recommended in this Report,
however this should not affect the main, long term objectives

1.6

Current thinking has highlighted a number of critical components which have been embodied into a
comprehensive approach and which are demonstrated in the diagram below. It is considered
important to tackle these in a joined up way, rather than cherry picking one or two – however within
this framework there is a real need to make progress, by building on existing strengths, seizing the
opportunities that present themselves, and making sure any short term wins are consistent with the
overall Vision.
Figure 1.1:
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Summary of Stage 1 Findings
1.7

This project was broken down into two Stages, the first of which culminated in a report to partners in
April 2008 which set out the following information and analysis:
The background and context in terms of the town’s image and socio-economic profile, and a
description of the “character areas” that we have identified throughout the town.
The current physical and infrastructure issues facing the town.
Market conditions in terms of supply and demand and the development prospects that exist.
Defining the characteristics of a sustainable community and how such objectives can be applied
to Newhaven.
A SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis arising from the issues
examined, and the key drivers for the future prosperity of the town.
Defining the future role of Newhaven within the wider sub-regional and regional context, also
setting out a potential long-term vision.
The opportunities presented in terms of the various “character areas” or neighbourhoods,
followed by a number of options for large-scale redevelopment, including a broad brush
viability analysis.

1.8

The conclusions from the Stage 1 work confirmed the need for a comprehensive approach to
developing the future vision for Newhaven over the next 15 to 20 years. This needs to be considered
from two perspectives – first in terms of the role and priorities for the town itself and second, in
terms of how Newhaven relates to and sits within the context of the wider area – which will have a
major impact on the Vision itself and its component parts. The town must not be seen in isolation,
but as part of a wider functioning economic area.

1.9

Stage 1 also highlighted some of the major issues around flood protection, road infrastructure, and
the future strategy for the Port – and recommended that further work was needed before realistic
development options could be assessed, as part of the Stage 2 study.

1.10

The objective was articulated as creating a sustainable community which concentrated on a number
of key drivers to create a balance of uses; maximise local economic opportunity; tackle social
imbalances; enhance the physical and natural environments; and establish a sustainable transport
network. The report examined the potential to create the values necessary to tackle essential
infrastructure requirements. Some preliminary development modelling work was undertaken to
consider opportunities for redevelopment, intensification of existing uses and new development in
order to gain a view on potential capacities and costs of enabling infrastructure.

1.11

These very preliminary exercises indicated a range of development options creating between 3,000
and 5,500 new houses, and between 1,500 and 5,000 job opportunities. Infrastructure costs were,
however, significant, ranging from £70m to £90m, and even allowing for the potential long term value
created, resulted in a large funding gap for the public sector to address.

Stakeholder and Partner Engagement
1.12

The final report for Stage 1 of the Physical Development Vision was submitted in April 2008. A brief
summary document was then issued to partners in June 2008 setting out the main principles
underpinning the Vision, along with high level recommendations on: maximizing economic
opportunity, addressing social cohesion and community infrastructure, tackling major physical
infrastructure issues, sustainable transport solutions, enhancing the natural and built environment,
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energy and waste, and the future role of Newhaven. This was accompanied by presentations to
Council Members from ESCC, LDC and Newhaven Town Council.
1.13

Detailed work on flood risk management strategies (in parallel with work by the Environment Agency)
and transport modelling continued throughout 2008/09, and by August 2009 was sufficiently
advanced to enable Stage 2 of the Vision Study to proceed.

1.14

As a result, stakeholder workshops were held on the 2nd and 30th November 2009 at the Newhaven
Enterprise Centre, and valuable feedback was received which has fed into the development of this
Vision. In particular, workshop participants had the opportunity to comment on emerging findings
and proposals relating to flood risk management, transport impacts and interventions, the latest
developments with regard to the Port, the town centre, open spaces, the scale of housing and
employment growth, and retail issues.

1.15

Comments received by stakeholders at these events and since then, have had a large influence on the
recommendations in this report, especially reinforcing the concept that large scale redevelopment
may be necessary to address the substantial challenges associated with worsening deprivation,
education and skills needs, a declining town centre and changing demographics. Most participants
were positive about a potential new role for Newhaven in the future, and many also accepted the
suggestion that a “step change” was needed to achieve a good balance of homes and jobs and create
development value that would enable significant infrastructure constraints to be overcome, even if
this involved housing growth over and above the minimum targets that were emerging as part of the
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS), the South East Plan.

Key Issues for Newhaven and a Broad Vision
1.16

Many of the conclusions from the Stage 1 report outlined above, for a comprehensive strategy are
perhaps even more valid today. There is no “silver bullet” that will turn around Newhaven’s future
and make it a more prosperous, sustainable place. A combination of coordinated actions will be
required over a long period.

1.17

The aim is therefore to identify the long term vision and ensure that all actions, initiatives and
developments over the ensuing period are broadly consistent and contribute to the “whole” – not just
responding to individual developer-led proposals. It is also about identifying the really key
components that will make up this strategy and showing how these can be developed in a phased
way over the short, medium and long term.

1.18

Through close working with Newhaven Strategic Network (NSN) and consultation with a wide range of
stakeholders, including business owners, universities, skills providers and others, such as officers and
elected members at a local, district and county level, we have explored the potential to develop
Newhaven’s long term role as a sub regional centre. This role or Vision complements other economic
development objectives in the sub region such as the Brighton or Sussex Coast Sub-Region highlighted
by SEEDA as a priority.

1.19

Like other existing strategies, it also aims to reduce deprivation levels by addressing education and
skills, housing, and employment in areas where there is the greatest need. This report therefore
identifies some of the main challenges and proposes a number of joined up solutions that are
consistent with the Vision.

1.20

The Newhaven Physical Development Vision makes a key contribution to local planning policy and
strategy. It will inform the Lewes District Council Local Development Framework (LDF), setting out
spatial planning priorities for Newhaven’s town centre and surrounding communities. It will also form
one of the documents to be considered as part of the LDF evidence base, providing analysis and
recommendations on both physical and economic development interventions, key employment sites
and critical sectors, education and skills priorities including those relating to Higher and Further
education and schools, housing priorities, and community wellbeing. The vision is ambitious and will
require commitment, innovation and consistency of approach over time; however, it is important to
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recognise that full realisation of the vision is planned over 20/25 years and as such some of the
current challenges, relating to scarcity of public funding and historically poor property market
performance, should not be seen as necessarily insurmountable in the long-term
1.21

[Finally, it should be noted that a final Draft version of this Report was circulated to NSN and its
Partners, during the course of Summer 2010. Any feedback on technical or factual issues have been
incorporated into this Final version. Any comments which express an opinion or view have been
included in a separate Annex which is attached to the Report for information (Annex F). Where it
was considered appropriate for BBP to provide a response to such comments etc, these have been
incorporated into a further Annex (Annex G) for information.]

1.22

The report which follows is therefore set out as to explore on an iterative basis the key issues:
Section 2 examines the physical infrastructure issues that Newhaven faces, including most
significantly flood risk, transport and those impacting upon the town centre.
Section 3 discusses the current status of the Port and its potential future role, highlighting
potential opportunities arising from new developments in offshore wind energy.
Section 4 provides an analysis of the economic conditions and employment sites in Newhaven,
along with recommendations relating to key sectors and drivers.
Section 5 considers the essential role that homes and communities can play in the Vision and
how exiting communities will benefit.
Section 6 looks at the preferred physical vision and development framework for the town.
Section 7 offers a number of suggested actions to take forward in both the short and medium
term.
Section 8 assesses delivery options for the Vision.
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2

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

2.1

This Section of the report comprises a summary of the key issues relating to physical infrastructure in
Newhaven along with the suggested strategies to be adopted in order to address each; the
combination of which defines the parameters for the Newhaven Physical Development Vision. The
key Physical Infrastructure issues relate to
flood risk management,
land quality,
air quality,
transport,
the town centre and
open space.

2.2

This section sets out the key issues in some detail, in respect of each of these aspects.

2.3

In many cases there is an opportunity to address existing problems or capitalise on under exploited
assets in relation to each of the infrastructure issues. In some cases, a large amount of detailed work
has been undertaken; where applicable, this is provided in the Annexes that accompany this report.

Flood Risk Management
Key Points
Flood risk is a key challenge that will impact on the future of Newhaven, with or without new
development.
Dialogue with the EA, and preliminary modelling work and a ‘Strategic’ Exception Test has
informed the development of a strategic approach to Flood Risk Management which will
protect existing areas of development in the town and facilitate new mixed use development
of the East Bank.
The EA have acknowledged that the proposed approach is acceptable in principle subject to
LDC completing the Sequential Test and developers completing respective Exception Tests as
required (including detailed flood risk modelling); the proposed programme for undertaking
this will be set out in a memorandum of Understanding, to be agreed in due course with the
EA.
Context
2.4

As outlined above, the stage 1 report identified the management of flood risk as a key issue affecting
the future of Newhaven – both impacting on existing development areas as well as the prospects of
achieving any future expansion. This particularly related to the development of the ‘East Bank’ area,
which is potentially critical in determining the town’s future role. In developing the approach to flood
risk management, regard has been had to Planning Policy Statement 25 ‘Development and Flood
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1

Risk’ which sets out the framework for assessing and managing flood risk as part of the planning
process.
2.5

In particular PPS 25 sets out two tests which must be ‘passed’ in order for potential development sites
to be included in Local Development Frameworks (LDFs) and ultimately to secure planning consent,
these are the Sequential Test and the Exception Test.
Sequential Test

2.6

PPS 25 requires that the Sequential Test is undertaken by the Local Planning Authority as part of the
LDF process and, working across the whole district, seeks to locate new development on sites
categorised as lying in zones where there is the lowest probability of flooding. Flood risk zones are
identified through modelling (usually as part of the Local Planning Authority’s (LPA’s) Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment (SFRA)) resulting in a classification of zones 1, 2, 3a and 3b (with 1 being the lowest
risk and 3b being ‘functional flood plain’). The Lewes District Council SFRA has identified much of
Newhaven’s East Bank as lying within Flood Zone 3a (as shown on the EA Flood Map overleaf).

2.7

Where possible, development should be located within Flood Zone 1. Residential development is
classified as ‘highly vulnerable’; where this is not possible however, other zones can be considered,
including Zone 3a, subject to completing a satisfactory sequential test, and proving that no other
suitable sites in zones 1 and 2 are available in the area. It also then needs to be established that
suitable measures can be undertaken which will either take such land out of Flood Zone 3a or apply
suitable mitigation measures – in which case an Exception Test must be successfully undertaken and
agreed with the Environmental Agency (EA) in order for such development to be permitted.
Exception Test

2.8

The Exception Test can be undertaken by the LPA or a developer and is ultimately approved by the EA,
but can only be applied once the Sequential Test has been carried out. For the Exception Test to be
passed:
a)

It must be demonstrated that the development provides wider sustainability benefits to the
community that outweigh flood risk;

b)

The development should be on developable/previously-developed land; and

c)

A Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) must demonstrate that the development will be safe, without
increasing flood risk elsewhere, and, where possible, will reduce flood risk overall.

Approach Taken for Physical Development Vision
2.9

In order to devise a deliverable development framework for East Bank, it is necessary to develop a
strategy to address flood risk that accords with the PPS 25 principles outlined above. The strategy
outlined below has therefore been developed through a ‘Draft Strategic Exception Test’ (SET) that
meets criteria a)-c) above.

2.10

Following completion of the SFRA, it was understood that Lewes District Council were to undertake
the Sequential Test in Autumn 2009. This has not yet been completed, however, as the Council
considers that it first needs to complete its Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) in
order to do so. The SHLAA is likely to be available in August 2010. The EA has, therefore, yet to
formally assess the Strategic Exception Test prepared as part of this study. Extensive liaison with EA

1

Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk, Department of Communities and Local Government, March
2010 http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/planningpolicystatement25.pdf
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officers has however confirmed that, in principle, the suggested approach is acceptable subject to
“passing” the Sequential Test and subject to further detailed modelling to be undertaken by the EA
which will confirm the detail of flood zones.
2.11

Annex A contains the SET in full; this was informed by a Surface Water Study (attached as Annex B)
which identifies areas of historical flooding and establishes the drainage networks on the east bank of
the town. Large scale development is proposed east of the River Ouse and where the drainage
network (including ditches) is to be altered a full drainage strategy will need to be prepared by
developers at a later stage.

2.12

All modern development proposals are now required by government and local guidance to
incorporate sustainable urban drainage into designs thus restricting design run off from development
sites.

2.13

The SET has included an overview of the surface water network and potential flooding issues;
however detailed local issues are not specifically relevant at this strategic level.

2.14

Proposed development west of the Ouse (including sites in Flood Zone 1) will need to consider
flooding from all sources and will require a detailed drainage strategy which has regard to surface
topography and geology, however, this will need to be prepared by developers at a later stage.

2.15

Developers will also need to see their developments not as single entities but as part of an integrated
urban drainage network that must be sustainable, robust and integrated.

2.16

The key principles and practical implications of the overall flood risk strategy proposed are therefore
set out in the paragraphs below and illustrated on the Flood Mitigation Strategy plan on page 11.
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General Flood Risk Management Principles
Where possible, sites are raised to levels above high flood risk zones rather than simply
protecting current ground levels by means of flood barriers. This latter approach would still
leave a residual risk, the management of which can often require intensive
monitoring/maintenance and which may not be acceptable on a large scale re-development
such as East Bank.
In some cases however, the extent to which land raising can be achieved is limited by existing
development and highway alignments.
The proposed treatment for all sites has been designed to protect against the 1 in 200 yr tidal
flood level, including a 20% allowance for climate change in accordance with Table B.2 of
PPS25. The mix of uses/new development possible, reflecting both the techniques proposed
and the likely site constraints, is as follows:
-

Sites where any mix of residential and commercial uses will be acceptable are shown as
green in figure 2.5 and will require land raising to achieve a final level of 5.4m Above
Ordnance Datum Newlyn (AOD) (currently around 3m AOD) with finished floor levels at
5.7m;

-

Sites where ‘less vulnerable’ commercial uses only will be acceptable on the ground floor
(with residential possible from the first floor upwards) are shown as red in figure 2.5
overleaf and will entail land raising to achieve a final level of 4m AOD with a finished floor
level of 4.3m;

-

Sites where commercial uses only are acceptable are shown as blue in figure 2.5 overleaf
and will entail land raising to 4m AOD with a finished floor level of 4.3m;

-

Railway Quay would not be raised due to the existing listed buildings; permanently fixed
flood defences which would be raised only when there was a flood warning (e.g.
‘Tiltdam’) would therefore be installed along the river frontage; no residential
development would be allowed at ground floor level Tilltdam (or an alternative
permanent demountable system) would be placed on the west and north of Railway Quay
only and would be designed to tie into raised areas between the buildings and the railway
(these areas are shown shaded green on the plan overleaf) in order to protect against
flooding from ‘from the rear’; and

-

‘Undevelopable areas’ have been identified as purple on the East Bank river frontages
where existing river walls are not considered to be structurally adequate or economically
repairable to support new development; however, these areas are still suitable for use as
riverside walks/promenades.

Existing residential areas and adjacent open space will not be raised and currently lie at
approximately 3m, this means that adjacent raised land will be between 1m and 2.4m higher;
the current plans are conceptual and will require considerable design development, to devise a
final scheme incorporating appropriate grading and landscaping of banks to mitigate
topographical issues.
Safe egress and access is a critical component of any flood risk management strategy, and will
be required from all sites (Appendix B of the Strategic Exception Test) and is indicated by red
dotted lines in 2.2, and achieved as follows:
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-

-

-

‘Railway Quay’ and ‘Waterfront’ on the East side of the river would be served by raised
and improved road junctions with escape routes across the existing swing bridge which is
already at a level of 6m AOD;
The remainder of East Bank would use locally raised roads to reach the new Eastern Link
2
Road which it is assumed would be constructed as part of the strategic transport
infrastructure in this part of the town (detailed in the Transport Section below), and
finished above the 1 in 200 year flood level as required to provide safe access and egress;
a secondary escape route would also be available to this area (for emergency use only)
using unsurfaced tracks (designated for the purpose) to access the A259 Seaford Road;
and
Safe routes have been identified for each of the at risk sites on the West side of the river,
and are significantly more straightforward given rapidly rising ground levels.

In terms of phasing, having first delivered the two safe access/ egress routes (protecting the
west side gyratory with limited flood protection works linking this with the bridge, and the
eastern escape route towards Seaford) the majority of sites identified in Figure 2.2 are capable
of phased and independent delivery. Each site will require access to the flyover to allow
escape west, whilst sites to the east of the railway can be designed to allow escape eastwards.
Links will need to be established between sites using raised road areas. The one exception is
Railway Quay for which the implementation of land raising on the adjacent port land is a
prerequisite, in order that the proposed waterfront defences can be tied into appropriately
high ground.
On both the East and West banks, the proposed flood risk management strategy set out above
will reduce flood risk for existing properties, which could solve major issues for these areas that
would otherwise be significantly affected by the projected rises in flood risk over future years.
The Environment Agency have been investigating the potential for the implementation of a
raised ‘flood wall’ to the north of Newhaven to protect against fluvial flooding; at the present
time, no “foolproof” solution has been found for this (the main obstacle being accommodating
the line of the working railway ), the potential for such a wall is indicated on Figure 2.2 and
further work with the EA will be required in order to establish a comprehensive strategy for the
area.
The wall would offer particular benefits by protecting areas such as the Avis Way industrial
estate which are not currently protected or proposed to be protected by the suggested
development vision.

2

Formerly referred to as the Port Access Road
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Coastal Defence Strategy
2.17

The River Ouse to Seaford Head Coastal Defence Strategy was prepared and published by the
Environment Agency in November 2006. The Strategy outlines the flood risks in the area and through
Newhaven along the course of the tidally influenced River Ouse, and proposes options for reducing
future flood risk in Newhaven and Lewes.

2.18

North of Newhaven are raised earth embankments along the river which prevent flooding and up to
the present time have been subject to a “hold the line” approach. The Coastal Defence Strategy (CDS)
however states that if these embankments were allowed to breach in certain key places, and the
farmland behind them flood with each tidal cycle, this would create significantly greater storage
capacity and therefore decrease fluvial flood risks to Newhaven and the surrounding area. It would
also create valuable inter-tidal habitat offsetting losses elsewhere. This approach would however
allow higher flows in the lower reaches of the estuary, increasing erosion of the river banks/walls,
through Newhaven itself.

2.19

The option of a barrage within the estuary was presented in the CDS which would mitigate the
increase in tidal flows by limiting the volume and velocity of water passing through Newhaven during
each tide.

2.20

The Strategic Environmental Appraisal (SEA) of the options within the CDS, however, concluded that
the barrage would have negative impacts on the passage of fish, and on navigation within the estuary.
In addition, construction of a barrage would significantly increase the costs of any flood risk
management strategy for the lower Ouse, making it less likely to achieve a high benefit/cost ratio and
attract funds in comparison with schemes elsewhere in the South East.

2.21

It is considered that if the barrage concept were to be implemented North of Newhaven as outlined in
the CDS the risk of flooding could be more efficiently managed upstream in the rural areas between
Lewes and Newhaven. However, the risk of flooding within Newhaven itself would not be affected
and tidal flooding would remain a major constraint through the town.

2.22

The EA are still working up proposals in this respect and there will need to be continual close liaison
between proposals within Newhaven itself and the CDS.

2.23

Finally, one of the key development sites considered as part of the Physical Development Vision is
Western Heights to the west of the town centre. This is a cliff top location and as such coastal erosion
needs to be considered in line with PPS25 guidance. The anticipated level of erosion (approximately
10 metres over the next 50 years) and the fact the CDS policy is to ‘hold the line’ mean that whilst this
issue needs to be considered and monitored, it should not prevent development at Western Heights.”
Memorandum of Understanding

2.24

Discussions with the EA over recent months have explored the advantages of agreeing now a common
approach to determining the final flood risk management strategy to be adopted for the area - given
the significant time and financial investment required in terms of modelling and design work in order
to identify problems and solutions. Experience elsewhere has shown the value of the “promoters” for
a project such as Newhaven, entering into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the EA as a
means of securing such agreement. In the case of Newhaven the ‘project promoters’ who should be
party to the MoU with the EA will in part be dependant on delivery/governance arrangements that
are agreed to progress the project’s implementation (see Section 7 below). It is likely, however, that
key parties will be drawn from LDC, ESCC, SEEDA, the HCA and NSN. The MoU will make it clear that it
will not prejudice or supersede any of the signatories’ statutory roles.

2.25

This provides a clear framework for both parties to work through identified issues and provides added
confidence in the process – for example project promoters secure an assurance that investment in
feasibility work will not prove abortive, barring unforeseen circumstances, whilst for the EA it
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prevents their position being prejudiced to such a point that they feel under pressure to approve
development.
2.26

Initial meetings have been held with EA officers and a draft MoU structure has been prepared with
the following suggested structure:
The MoU’s objectives;
The parties’ respective objectives;
Agreed obligations between the parties in terms of information disclosure and timely
responses to requests; and
Key issues to be addressed at Newhaven and a costed programme and methodology for doing
so.
Flooding and Surface Water Conclusions

2.27

In conclusion, a clear strategy for resolving flood risk issues within the significant development areas
to the East side of the river in Newhaven has been established by this Study.

2.28

There are still however, a number of issues which need to be finally concluded in order to establish an
agreed comprehensive strategy to tackle flood protection and management, which can obtain the
necessary approvals. These essential work items, which need to be progressed by the partners with
all speed, include:
Completion of the sequential test for the area, particularly focusing on development to the
East Bank of the river; to be led by LDC.
A refinement of the Strategic Exception Test to be completed once the sequential test is
confirmed and following agreement with the EA.
The working up of an agreed solution with the EA (based on the proposition within this Report)
in order to establish a flood protection strategy/approach to new development in the town as a
whole (particularly the Eastern side of the river). This strategy will take account of the EA’s
current work to review/revise their coastal management strategy for the area.
The strategic approach will encompass proposals for phased ground raising and flood defences
where required (as set out above), but will avoid having to undertake expensive river wall
works.
This strategy will need to be applied to all future development implementation in the town and
will be established as part of LDC’s planning and building regulation frameworks – together
with a delivery strategy which outlines how these requirements are going to be implemented
and funded, whether on a site by site basis or as part of a more holistic infrastructure initiative.
The agreed approach will be encapsulated within a Memorandum of Understanding with The
Environment Agency, in order to clearly set out issues actions and expectations.

2.29

Assuming that the above issues are taken forward and concluded, then development to the East side
of the town can be contemplated/planned and would form the significant development zones for
future growth and regeneration within the town. Specific development options in these areas would
however, need to reflect the risks of flooding on a site by site basis and the necessary works to
provide a solution, which would determine the uses permissible throughout this area.
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2.30

It has also been concluded on a preliminary basis that a barrage/barrier is not required (or
recommended) as part of the flood protection solution for Newhaven and would create unnecessary
complications and cost.

2.31

As a consequence of the above, it will be necessary to establish a programme of activity, together
with responsibility points, in order to implement this flood protection strategy. It is expected that this
would encompass:
Works to be done up front, potentially funded by the public sector.
Works which can be incorporated as part of a development strategy on a site by site basis and
therefore undertaken by private developers/owners as an integral site development cost.

2.32

An initial part of the process for developing the strategy in more detail will require indicative
benefit/cost assessments to be undertaken in order to explore the potential of securing public
funding relative to other flood and coastal defence schemes elsewhere

2.33

An early estimate of the costs associated with the Flood Risk Management (FRM) strategy outlined
above is provided in the Table below, some of these will need to be funded upfront by the public
sector, whilst others would form part of respective development scheme costs.
Figure 2.1
West Quay Flood Risk Management
River infill

£550,000

River Wall

£1,600,000

Land raising

£525,000

Drainage

£100,000

Total

£2,775,000

Town Centre Flood Risk Management
River Defence

£125,000

Local Land raising

£150,000

Land purchase (est)

£50,000

Services

£150,000

Total

£475,000

Eastbank Flood Risk Management
Land Raising

£3,990,000

Revetment

£5,925,000

Railway Quay

£625,000

New Flood Walls

£360,000

Bridge works (defence/escape)

£600,000

Escape route-Seaford

£1,250,000

Bund

£500,000

Drainage

£500,000

Total

£13,750,000

Total Flood Risk Management

£17,000,000
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Flood Risk – Actions
LDC to undertake Sequential Test – results to be assessed in the context of flood risk
management proposals set out in this Report.
Maintain dialogue with EA and confirm final Exception Test.
Finalise overall Strategy and conclude MoU with EA.
Strategy and site specific proposals to be implemented and refined (as necessary) as sites
come forward.

Land and Air Quality
Key Points
The nature of much of the land, and its former uses, at Newhaven is such that remediation is
a key issue that will need to be considered and addressed in many cases in order for mixed
use development to occur.
A desktop review has highlighted the key areas where contamination is expected to be a
particular issue and cost estimates have been derived for the necessary remediation.
Air quality is another known local issue that needs to be considered in planning new
development in order to ensure that any potential negative impact is fully mitigated.

Land Quality
2.34

As part of this study, a brief overview has been taken of potential issues which may affect either the
physical practicalities of developing the areas of land which have been identified for significant
development, or the costs of such development.

2.35

Given the previously developed and historical industrial nature of many of the proposed development
areas, contaminated land is a key such issue.

2.36

Previous known uses that could give rise to contamination include:
Old Gas Works;
Industrial Land;
Landfill; and
Railway land.

2.37

With this in mind an initial desk-top survey of the key opportunity sites was undertaken. The uses
identified are typical of Victorian railway towns and the initial assessment has indicated that whilst
some degree of treatment will be required, this is not expected to present a major constraint on
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development, provided that appropriate investigations are undertaken and suitable measures are
undertaken. The findings are illustrated in the plan on page 18.
2.38

In keeping with the partners’ overall vision for the sustainable development of Newhaven, developers
will be required to adopt the latest and most cost effective solutions based on the guiding principles
of risk assessment and the development of remediation strategies (where required) which are based
on in situ and pre-treatment techniques in accordance with CLR11. The initial desk-top work has
indicated that as there is likely to be a relatively limited quantity of contaminated material to deal
with, it should be possible to treat it on site without requiring the establishment of a treatment hub.
Further detailed work is required in order to devise a more definitive contaminated land strategy.

2.39

The following however do impose more significant development constraints:
The old tunnels which form part of HMS Forward under Glynde Close may constrain further
residential development due to concerns about subsidence.
The landfill areas at Beach Road, Tide Mills, Lewes Road and Denton Island are all likely to be
generating waste gas with consequent development risk in relation to methane and carbon
dioxide. Guidance recommends no development on landfill areas and the imposition of gas
consultation zones for development within 250 metres. It is not therefore recommended that
such sites are taken forward as development priorities, but it is recognised that with suitable
investigations and design solutions, future development is likely to be possible albeit with
cost/viability implications.
The site at Valley Road was the location of a gasometer, rather than gas works and
investigations by Lewes District Council have concluded it does not constitute "Contaminated
Land" as defined by Part IIA of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.
The old gas works at the Southern end of the Parker Pen site is considered likely to be
significantly contaminated and in an area that represents significant and clear risk to controlled
waters. There are also old streams in the area leading to significant potential for
contamination, if leachable, to move into the sea. It is therefore likely that significant clean up
(or other measures) will be required on this and adjacent sites.
Meeching Quarry has a known wartime use for the storage of oil tanks to feed flaming oil into
the harbour in the event of invasion. With regard to the sensibility of the underlying chalk
aquifer this historic use represents a significant risk and may result in significant clean up costs.

2.40

All other potentially contaminative uses on other sites are likely to include relatively low levels of
contamination with isolated hotspots in relation to tanks or on site waste disposal. All sites will need
to be investigated and remediation proposals agreed with the regulators. At this stage limited
excavation of major obstacles and capping of contamination would appear to be an appropriate
approach with removal or treatment of any hotspots believed to be causing risk to controlled waters.

2.41

The identified contaminated sites and former uses are identified on the plan later in this Section.
Conclusions

2.42

There are likely to be some initial site by site issues - to be resolved to reflect previous land uses.
However, there are not understood to be any “wholesale” contamination issues to be dealt with
across the town as a whole, or which would blight development within a significant part of the town.

2.43

Remediation treatment will depend upon ultimate land uses which will also dictate costs and
therefore viability.
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2.44

It is believed, however, that the issues arising in this respect are not sufficient to influence either the
overarching strategy being proposed in this report or progress towards delivering the vision for the
town.

2.45

An early indication of the costs associated with Land Remediation is provided in the Table below:
Figure 2.2
Remediation
Eastside

£700,000

Town Centre FRM

£20,000

Others

£100,000

Total

£820,000
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Air Quality
2.46

Newhaven was identified in 2008 as having possible air quality problems with the annual mean for
nitrogen dioxide being exceeded around the vicinity of the Newhaven Central Ring Road. The area is
not currently designated an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA), although LDC regularly measure
air quality on the ring road. Any future development in the area would need to ensure that there
would be no adverse effects on the air quality through appropriate mitigation measures during
construction and post-construction.

2.47

The current patterns of movement in Newhaven are unsustainable, even without potential demand
created by additional development; the PDV therefore offers an opportunity to address existing
problems and to facilitate new development in an integrated manner. The mix of development
proposed through the PDV provides a balance of housing, employment opportunities and leisure
facilities which offers the potential to reduce the need for both new and exiting residents to travel
outside of the town on a regular basis.

2.48

In parallel, the package of transport improvements outlined below is designed to maximise the
potential for modal shift away from private car usage to more sustainable public and private modes
amongst both new and existing residents. The combination of reducing the need to travel and
providing non-car based options has the potential therefore to reduce air pollution. In addition the
project partners may wish to explore the benefits of drawing up a ‘Low Emissions Strategy’ that will
ensure opportunities to manage air quality are given full consideration as the PDV is taken forward; it
will be of critical importance however to ensure that any strategy is designed in a manner that is fully
integrated with the PDV to ensure that respective measures are complementary and do not conflict
or add to development constraints unnecessarily.

2.49

Should mitigation of high pollutant concentrations be required for residential development it is
possible to include whole building ventilation with the air intake on the unaffected side of the
property or at high level if required. This would ensure low internal pollutant concentration and
means that there would be no reasonable constraint on development. In addition residential
development would be located above ground and first floor where the nitrogen dioxide levels would
be at their highest.

2.50

Implementation of the proposed package of transport improvements (see below) provides an
opportunity for a real and long-lasting impact on Newhaven’s air quality by reducing the need for car
travel and by directing traffic via the most appropriate routes, avoiding heavy concentrations in living
areas.

Land and Air Quality – Actions
Intrusive ground surveys will be a pre-requisite of developing detailed plans for many of the
key sites in Newhaven.
Implementation of the Physical Development Vision provides a means to address the poor
environmental legacy of Newhaven’s past in a strategic and sustainable manner.
Similarly, whilst air quality is a key issue that must be considered in implementing the PDV,
and should be built into the overall approach to new development, the proposed transport
improvements (see below) provide an opportunity to improve local quality in the medium
term.
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Transport
Key Points
Newhaven currently suffers from several constraints with respect to the highway and public
transport network, with delays in the peak hours common.
A transport model has been developed to model future growth scenarios and to evaluate the
impact of potential transport changes and improvements.
An integrated approach to sustainable transport is important to ensure current congestion is
relieved, new development can be adequately accessed, and that existing and new
development is linked by a network that encourages healthy lifestyles rather than car
dependency.
Context
2.51

In order to inform the preparation of the Newhaven Physical Development Vision, transport
consultants Mott Macdonald have developed a transport model to assess the transport network “hot
spots” within the town at the present time, and any improvements which can be adopted to solve
these problems, and to assess the impact of the development/growth proposals which are being
considered for the town as a whole in this study, and to inform the definition of a range of
infrastructure measures which need to be considered in order to facilitate this proposed growth.

2.52

It is important to recognise that even under a ‘do nothing’ scenario traffic levels in and around
Newhaven are expected to increase by some 15 percent or more during peak periods by 2026 in the
immediate area, and this alone has the potential to markedly increase journey times, and thus affect
both the overall environment and potentially the local economy. The existing limitations of bus and
rail links are also well known with limited direct rail services to London and poor rail-bus interchange
facilities being particular issues.

2.53

The emerging plans from East Sussex County Council (e.g. interchange improvement) and from
Network Rail’s Route Utilisation Strategy (RUS) identify only relatively limited service and
infrastructure improvements in the immediate area (e.g. Southease Station), although some bus
priority measures have been introduced on the A259 to the west of Newhaven.

2.54

The current issues which have emerged from the above analysis are that Newhaven experiences:
Serious congestion around the ring road and on feeder roads at peak traffic times;
A range of congestion issues throughout the town as a result of the swing bridge opening at
various times of the day;
A conflict between various traffic streams flowing through the level crossing around the main
station, including a combination of port traffic and vehicles feeding the waste to energy centre;
and
A lack of connectivity between modes of public transport and between cycle and car/taxi
routes.

2.55

Analysis of the existing mode of travel to work indicates that some 56 percent of travel to work
journeys (excluding those working at home) are by car in Newhaven compared to 43 percent within
the Brighton & Hove area. Bus and train modes comprise of 5 percent and 4 percent of travel to work
trips for Newhaven compared to 12 percent and 8 percent for Brighton & Hove. For those working in
Newhaven (either from outside or living locally) the mode of travel is similar.
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Figure 2.3 – 2001 Census Travel to Work by Modes for Newhaven
Newhaven Denton and Meeching TTW Mode (2001 census uv35)

Underground, metro, light rail or
tram
Train

0%
0%
16%

8%

Works mainly at or from Home

4%

Bus, minibus or coach

5%

3%

Taxi or minicab

1%

1%

Driving a car or van

6%
Passenger in a car or van
Motorcycle, scooter or moped
Bicycle
On foot

56%

Other

2.56

The proportion of those working from home in Newhaven (at just under 10 percent) is noticeably
lower than in Lewes district (20 percent), Brighton (16 percent) and the South East as a whole (16
percent).
Figure 2.4 – Census 2001 Travel to Work Distances (Residential Population) for Newhaven (tn115_a)

2%3%
4%

22%

11%

Newhaven Travel To Work (residential population): Distance to
work km (uv35)
4%
9%
works from home
Less than 2km
2-5km
5-10km
10-20km
36%
20-30km
30-40km
40-60km
over 60km
9%

2.57

Newhaven has a higher proportion (36%) of people who travel less than 2km to work compared to the
south east (21%), yet only 20% travel 2-10km compared to 35% in the south east. This reflects on the
limited number of jobs within 2-10km radius of Newhaven.

2.58

As an example of movement challenges in the area, it is estimated (RUS) that more than 30 percent of
Gatwick Airport passengers travelling by rail emanate from the Brighton and the surrounding area.
With typical travel times of 50 minutes (by Rail or Car) between Newhaven & Gatwick, this a realistic
commuting distance for Gatwick Airport employees, as well as for air passengers.

2.59

An analysis of times to other employment locations indicates that car as a mode of travel, typically to
work, remains faster compared to public transport. However for those locations close to railway
stations in particular (and noting that Newhaven has both the Town and Harbour Station), public
transport can be an attractive mode. Clearly, some destinations still remain difficult to access by
public transport and take considerably longer than compared to car travel.
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Figure 2.5 – Indicative Travel Times from Newhaven to various destinations
Destinations
Travel times From Newhaven by key modes
Rail

Bus

Car

Brighton Centre

30 minutes

33 minutes

21 minutes

Gatwick Airport (Manor
Royal)

51 minutes

2 hrs 29 minutes

46 minutes

Falmer

20 minutes

1 hr 30 minutes

22 minutes

Shoreham

55 minutes

1 hr 13 minutes

29 minutes

Worthing

63 minutes

1 hr 37 minutes

37 minutes

Seaford

8 minutes

20 minutes

6 minutes

Eastbourne

40 minutes

1 hour

24 minutes

Ashford

2 hrs 15 minutes

2 hours 37 minutes
(bus & rail)

1 hr 45 minutes

Hastings

69 minutes

1 hour 33 minutes
(bus & rail)

51 minutes

Sources: http://www.journeyon.co.uk/ and http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/
2.60

However, as experienced over recent years, the cost and availability of parking in the main town and
city centres and places of work (e.g. Brighton, Lewes, and Eastbourne) has seen a marked increase
and this is expected to rise further, meaning that public transport forms an increasingly more
attractive mode of travel, particularly for travel to work.

2.61

For the same reasons, as set out above, by providing safe and convenient pedestrian and cycle routes,
it will be expected that some people will choose to either walk or cycle for all or at least part of their
journey to work. It has been shown that where people use non-car modes for travel to work, there is
often also a marked increase in usage of non-car modes for leisure and education journeys.

2.62

It is therefore not unreasonable to expect that residential and commercial growth in Newhaven
would result in:
More people working at home;
People travelling increased distances to work and for leisure and education;
More people travelling by bus, rail, walk and cycle; and
Increased linked work, shopping and home travel.

2.63

It is anticipated that increase in land use activity and thus overall demand for movement will be
progressed using sustainable modes as far as possible.
Overarching Approach - Sustainable Movement

2.64

An integral part of the outline feasibility of the growth/development schemes for the town, has been
the assessment of potential trip generation and the opportunity for access by sustainable modes.
There has been a specific focus on determining how accessibility by public transport, walking and
cycle modes can be improved.

2.65

All new transport infrastructures will need to be implemented in parallel with traffic management
measures, increased frequency of public transport services linking both to the town centre and
Westwards towards Brighton, and a parking strategy to make optimum use of the parking capacity of
the town. This would seek to achieve a balance between short term parking requirements for
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shoppers around the town centre and commuter parking in and around the station areas. Effective
land use planning will assist in achieving a modal shift that supports the regeneration in the area.
2.66

The measures will also mean that public transport, walking & cycle modes will be more attractive to
existing residents, thus potentially reducing their dependence on the private car, whilst increasing
revenue on bus and rail modes.
Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of transport improvements

2.67

A comprehensive transportation approach to the town, has therefore been developed, to both
address the existing issues set out above, as well as cater for development growth as articulated
elsewhere in this Report. Full details of the modelling and resultant strategy are provided in Annex C
(Preferred Transport Strategy). The key components of the approach are however summarised below
and illustrated in the schematic diagram in Figure 2.6 are:
Ring Road Reconfiguration

2.68

The existing one way configuration and structure of the A259 ring road surrounding Newhaven town
centre isolates the main retailing, commercial and civic facilities from the adjoining residential areas,
with a high degree of severance created by the ring road.

2.69

To resolve this, the proposal is to re-configure the A259 ring road to make the route two-way, “down
grading” the A259 on the southern side to reduce severance and establish a better connectivity
between from the town centre and the river and adjacent residential development.

2.70

Transport modelling indicates that the effect of re-configuration on travel times along the A259
through the centre of Newhaven will be very limited. The resulting changes in overall network travel
times will be small.
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2.71

From both a civil engineering and traffic management point of view, the proposed ring road reconfiguration is achievable. However, there are certain aspects of the scheme such as provision of
current and future on-street parking (including loading/unloading facilities), details of alteration to
signals, and road marking and signs that need to be addressed through further detailed feasibility
work, although these are thought to be achievable within acceptable costs levels.
The Eastern Link Road (ELR) serving the Port and New Development

2.72

A new access road from the A259 Drove Road roundabout providing access to planned new
development to the east of the town, including the Eastside Business Park via a new roundabout and
continuing on to the port with a new bridge crossing the railway line and Mill Creek received planning
consent in 2007. Some very limited, initial works for the first section of this road have been
undertaken, thus safe guarding the consent.

2.73

The practicalities of crossing the railway line and the creek to the southern extremity of the proposed
road, are seen as extremely difficult issues to resolve at the present time, and therefore a revised
route is proposed (Figure 2.7) which will initially follow the line of the original route but then run
westwards on the north side of the water treatment works to join Beach Road before crossing the
railway line “at grade” at the existing level crossing location.

2.74

There are several opportunities for additional local connections from Beach Road in the area to the
south of the recreation ground as this area is currently occupied by under – used and or vacant
properties with several existing west east estate roads.

2.75

Compared to the original route, the realigned ELR makes best use of existing infrastructure, provides
enhanced connections with the two railway stations and makes cost savings by omitting the
expensive crossing of the railway/Mill Creek which would have achieved relatively limited benefits.
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Figure 2.7: Realignment of ELR (NB revised version under preparation to show core route to port more
clearly)
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Enhanced Western Links
2.76

Significant development opportunities are located to the west of the town at Meeching Quarry, and
Harbour Heights. This area, including existing development is however, currently isolated from the
rest of the transport network in the town (particularly access to the western section of the A259
Brighton Road), and all traffic is forced to gain access and egress via the town centre ring road
network resulting in a high level of traffic on Fort Road. In order to address these issues and to realise
the area’s development potential, a new Spine Road and a new limited access link road between the
proposed development area and the A259 are proposed (see Figure 2.8).

2.77

Bus gates in combination with single lane priority sections (i.e. chicanes, etc.) would enable buses to
use all links and ensure that local access only is provide to residential areas. These measures would
help to avoid ‘rat running’ via new or existing routes.

2.78

As shown, a further new link is also proposed through the Quarry Road industrial Estate parallel to
Court Farm Road (CFR), this would form the key longer term highway link into the western
development sites.

2.79

The route shown for the Spine Road is expected to minimise costs by following existing contours as
far as possible. The overall Spine Road link from North of the CFR connection will potentially link to
the A259 further West off Pevensey Road.

2.80

There is also potential to utilise existing unsurfaced tracks (i.e. extending along and Northwards of
Charlston Avenue intersecting the Highway at its highest point and descending to the A259 Brighton
Road). This is likely to require further land acquisition and engineering challenges due to the existing
topography. The alignment and capacity of the existing A259 at this point is also expected to limit the
potential location for an enhanced or new junction on this section, and therefore further detailed
design work will need to be undertaken to identify the most suitable and economic solution.

2.81

A high quality network of foot/cycle paths will also be fundamental in order to improve connectivity
with town centre amenities and provide access to the various areas of open space. The proposed
enhanced western links would improve existing patterns of movement if implemented immediately in
addition to providing capacity for additional development; it is suggested however that bringing
forward the levels of additional development set out elsewhere in this Report, would be necessary in
order to enable the works to be funded.
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Figure 2.8: Western access improvements

Transport Interchange
2.82

This would involve redevelopment of land adjacent to Newhaven Town station to provide integrated
rail, bus and taxi facility with direct links to existing and new and improved pedestrian and cycle
routes within and in the vicinity of the Newhaven Town Station and town centre, together with a
number of bus reliability improvements.

2.83

As discussed in more detail in Section 3, it should be noted that NPP have commissioned a Port
Masterplan, which will consider the port’s strategic planning in the medium and long term. The
Transport Interchange is dependent upon the Port’s future plans which will therefore need to be
considered.

2.84

Available funding is currently very limited and as such ESCC have been leading work to devise a base
scheme that can provide urgently needed public transport improvements to the town whilst
minimising the need for expensive land acquisition or complex engineering/construction works.

2.85

Through the implementation of the PDV however, it is proposed to deliver a significantly enhanced
scheme, carefully integrated with wider public transport service improvements, foot/cycle paths and
new development itself. The scheme should be exemplary and innovative in order to stimulate the
levels of modal shift aspired to through the vision. Recent schemes that illustrate leading edge
thinking that may be applicable to Newhaven include those in Norwich (Norfolk, UK) and Chatham
(Kent, UK) as illustrated in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 below.

2.86

As illustrated in Figure 1.14, the recently opened (March 2010) bus station in Norwich is a ‘drive
through’ facility. The key features of this step change facility are:
A total of 12 bus stands with ‘saw-tooth’ type stand layout for buses to access the stands with
ease;
Facilities such as passenger information centre, toilets, secured cycle parking, pay phones,
ticket machines and a café;
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Dedicated drop-off area for taxi and other vehicles (except Light Goods Vehicles and Heavy
Goods Vehicles); and
Pedestrian crossing facility (uncontrolled) to walk between stands.
Figure 2.9: Exemplary Bus Station in Norwich, UK

2.87

As shown in Figure 2.10, the Dynamic Bus Facility (DBF) is a state of the art bus interchange facility in
Chatham, Kent. The scheme has recently (2010) been granted a planning permission and is now
under construction. Key design features of the scheme are:
A total of 13 bus stands with an island and ‘saw-tooth’ type stand layout;
A layout strongly supportive of pedestrian movements with crossing facility provided at places
pedestrian want to cross; and
Dynamic type allocation of stands that is intended to maximise efficiency and offer potential
for more growth in future services by providing additional capacity. The dynamic type
allocation of stands would mean that selected services, grouped by their geographic coverage
area and destinations, will use same cluster (or platform) of stands. The bus stands within a
cluster (or platform) are within walking distance to ensure waiting passengers do not have far
to walk when a bus is allocated to a stand.
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Figure 2.10: State of the art bus station in Chatham, UK

2.88

The proposed location for the Newhaven public transport interchange facility will favour a drive
through approach. One of the key factors that will drive the design of the proposed interchange is
whether the bus facility will have to accommodate layover facility for buses or only stopping services
will need to be accommodated. The former may require additional land.

2.89

As the proposal progresses, the following should be assessed to inform the overall specification of the
proposed interchange:
Size of the facility (including number of bus stands and layover bays): The aspects that have to
be considered are the existing number of services and future potential growth that will have to
be accommodated.
Provision of taxi pick-up and drop-off facilities: Adequate taxi pick-up and drop-off facility will
improve overall accessibility and promote use of public transport.
Accessibility by walk and cycle: This should be considered to ensure good accessibility to/from
the interchange facility by walk or cycle. Typically, a minimum provision for secure cycle
parking should be considered to promote interchange between these two modes of transport.
Improvements to the walk & cycle routes to and from adjacent developments (existing and
proposed) should be considered.

2.90

In addition to the design criteria identified above, the following should be considered to make the
interchange facility further efficient and attractive:
Bus and Rail time table optimisation: Bus time table optimisation will offer an efficient
interchange facility with rail services and vice versa, reducing waiting times for passengers to
change modes.
Bus priority measures on routes approaching the interchange facility: Bus priority measures
will assist in addressing bus reliability issues and improve overall operation of bus services and
the interchange facility.
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Parking provision: Adequate parking provision in close proximity to the interchange facility will
provide an opportunity to achieve patronage from a larger catchments and consequently
supporting an aim to achieve higher modal split for public transport.
Public Transport Service Improvements
Rail
2.91

Opportunities to improve rail connections are somewhat limited and some solutions could have a
potentially high cost. Whilst the rail line north of Newhaven is twin track, between Newhaven and
Seaford the line is only single track. Although there is no line capacity constraint to the immediate
north of Newhaven area, the principal rail capacity constraint is at and on the immediate approaches
to Lewes, but there are no plans in the Route Utilisation Strategy (RUS) to upgrade this in the short to
medium term. The upgrade of the rail signalling system (e.g. to overcome current shortcomings (e.g.
Absolute Block, an archaic system which severely limits the capacity of a section of track) and
proposals to overcome the low ‘Route Availability 7’ gauge which limits the weight of rolling stock
that the Lewes-Seaford line can support, are also not included in the RUS.

2.92

Improvements are therefore likely in the short to medium term to be limited to service improvements
on the stretch of the line between Lewes and Newhaven. Further research will be required in order
to establish the nature of improvements and it will be important to ensure that such improvements
are integrated with the wider transport and physical development strategies as a whole.
Bus

2.93

In the short to medium term it is expected, therefore, that the increase in demand for public
transport travel generated by new development in and around Newhaven will largely have to be
accommodated by the bus network.

2.94

In recent years the bus service and bus priority measures implemented on the A259 to the west of
Newhaven as part of a long term strategy to improve public transport connectivity between
Newhaven, Peacehaven, Rottingdean, and Brighton have resulted in significant improvement in bus
journey time reliability.

2.95

The Phase 1 works between Ovingdean and Telscombe Cliffs comprised of:
Dedicated bus lanes approaching the junction with Rottingdean High Street;
“Intelligent” signalling at the Telscombe Cliffs Way junction that gives priority to buses;
Improved crossing facilities at Rottingdean High Street;
New roundabouts, traffic lights and crossing facilities at Longridge Avenue and Telscombe Cliffs
Way;
An off-road cycle route, forming part of the National Cycle Network; and
Improved crossing facilities near bus stops throughout the route.

2.96

The results of the Phase 1 works have meant that Brighton & Hove Bus journey times along the A259
have been reduced by up to 10 minutes during peak travel times and frequency of services has also
been increased. This has meant more than a 25% saving in bus journey time for some journeys. The
proposals for the Phase 2 works from Telscombe Cliffs to Newhaven are unlikely to be progressed in
the short term until further funding is identified. Although the existing congestion problem on A259
Brighton Road between Rottingdean and Newhaven suggests that Phase 2 of the scheme should be
considered a priority in terms of overall movement between various town centres on the A59
including Newhaven - proposals for the works are still in their infancy with only limited details
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available. It is recognised, however, that a key objective of Phase 2 of the bus priority scheme is to
help achieve increased use of sustainable modes of transport (e.g. rail, bus, walk and cycle).
2.97

Further improvements through bus priority measures, and in increased bus frequencies on the main
routes, particularly towards Brighton are thus planned. These will be expected to be upgraded in line
with phases of development with partial funding through development obligations.

2.98

As a precursor to the further extension of the CTS for Telscombe Cliffs to Newhaven, further options
for bus priority measures have been identified. It is noted that with predicted growth in background
traffic, whilst there will be an element of peak spreading, with some people choosing to travel outside
of peak periods, inevitably travel by more sustainable modes including bus and rail has to provide for
a higher proportion of travel and take higher priority

2.99

In addition there is potential for the bus network to benefit from new routes serving the west of the
town.

2.100

In the longer term this may include integration with the Worthing-Brighton Coastal Transit System
(CTS) network, which comprises bus rapid transit, and part of which has been implemented (as
previously described).

2.101

Consideration could also be given to additional bus routes serving the National Park in order to
provide an affordable means of access.
High Quality Integrated Foot and Cycle Ways

2.102

All the above initiatives should definitively be designed around an integrated network of high quality
foot and cycle ways which will be developed in parallel with the open space strategy.

2.103

The re-configuration of the Newhaven ring road will help address the issues of poor pedestrian
connectivity. This will be achieved by providing pedestrian crossings at appropriate places to improve
connectivity and accessibility of existing and planned developments in and around the town centre.
In addition, cycle priorities will be provided at junctions and dedicated (or shared with pedestrians)
lanes for cyclists can also be provided based on the overall demand for movement.

2.104

The National Cycle Network (NCN) Route 2 that connects Brighton to Seaford passes through
Newhaven via Gibbon Road. The future walking and cycling provisions will be integrated with the
NCN route to provide better connectivity.

2.105

A new pedestrian/cycle bridge link to the South of the existing Swing Bridge is proposed, which will
increase pedestrian connectivity between the Newhaven Town rail station, the proposed transport
interchange, and Newhaven town centre. In addition, it will link the developments on the east of the
river to the town centre. The new bridge will offer an excellent opportunity to be integrated with the
NCN route.
Transport Model

2.106

The Transport Model for the town, developed as part of this study by Mott Macdonald comprises an
extension of the existing ESCC ‘Saturn’ highways model, and the addition of a multimodal ‘DIADEM
interface. The extent of the area to be modelled by the Newhaven Traffic Models: AM and PM Peak
Hours (NTM 2009) was agreed with the Highways Agency (HA) and with East Sussex County Council
(ESCC). The models correlate well against the observed information and that, overall, represents the
current and forecast baseline conditions within and through the Newhaven town centre. The existing
ESCC ‘SATURN’ model has been substantially enhanced as part of this study and has been approved in
principle by the Highways Agency as an appropriate tool to model the strategic effect of any new
development proposals within the town
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Modelling the Growth Scenarios
2.107

Following the Highways Agency (HA) in principle sign-off, the morning peak traffic model has been
used to assess the effects of a number of key scenarios for planned housing and commercial
development growth from 2009 to 2026 in the Newhaven area.

2.108

As set out above, the results of the morning peak traffic model have indicated that the number of
trips in the network could increase by more than 15%-20%, even without any of the major growth
identified later in this Study.

2.109

Allowing for the proposed higher levels of development (set out in detail later in this Report), this
could increase to 30% within 15-20 years, with an increase in journey times on all routes. However, it
is likely that with the general trend to changes in working/commuting patterns, and the consequential
retiming of peak spreading and changes in demand (due to variable demand effects) – the effects will
be substantially less marked.

2.110

The increase in travel time varies for individual areas and routes. With the existing junction
configurations, increases in delays have been identified in the vicinities of the A27, with the A27/A275
Ashcombe Hollow roundabout facing delays due to increase in traffic on A27 and C7. An analysis has
therefore been undertaken using the traffic model to gauge the forecast travel times in the future
with committed growth only, and also with development.

2.111

The comparative travel times for the Scenarios considered are shown in table 2 (based on
development capacity discussed in Section 6) and these clearly indicate only a limited proportional
increase arising from the effects of development compared to background growth by itself, except for
the scheme when only the Brighton Road/Southway west junction is signalised (Sc 2). The main
increases arise in and around the A259 junctions, and focused on the town centre.

2.112

Smaller increases are predicted in Newhaven town centre, again as a result of the area wide growth
factor which is applied across the board.

2.113

It can be seen that where the A26 offers a route alternative, or indeed the preferred route, to using
the C7, i.e. for journeys between Seaford Road (to the south east of Newhaven and either to A27 west
of Lewes (i.e. Ashcombe Hollow Roundabout) or to central Brighton (i.e. A270 Brighton Road\Upper
Lewes Road) the A26 in all cases offers substantial times savings. A comparison of the scenarios
assessed shows that area wide growth factors will lead to increases in journey times without any
development or infrastructure schemes in Newhaven; overlain on this ‘background growth’ the
reconfiguration of the ring road will have only limited effect on journey times. It may be expected
that peak spreading and modal shift will see lower increases in journey times in practice.
Investment Required to Implement Transport Improvements

2.114

Figure 2.11 below provides indicative estimates for the investment needed to deliver the various
transport improvements outlined above.
Figure 2.11
Transport Improvement
Public Transport Interchange

Provisional Cost
£2,500,000

Ring Road re-configuration

£3,000,000

Bus Priority Measures on A259 between Newhaven and Brighton, and through to Denton
roundabout, and on both approaches to the swing bridge
£3,500,000
Rail Improvements - subsidy to improve connections between Newhaven and London
£1,000,000
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New foot, cycle and public transport bridge linking the town centre with Railway Quay
£3,000,000
Foot/cycle network - integrated cross town network
£500,000
Enhanced Western links
£9,220,000
Eastern Link Road
£5,000,000
Wider network improvements Variable Message Signing (VMS) andA27 junction
approaches
£100,000
Total
£27,820,000

Conclusions - Transport
2.115

The development scenarios proposed through the PDV have been tested with the new transport
model which has indicated that subject to detailed design work, and the availability of funding, the
proposed development and accompanying transport infrastructure improvements are all achievable
in transport and engineering terms. In the current economic climate, it is likely that prioritisation of
projects will be necessary; and this is considered further below.

2.116

The study has produced an up-to-date traffic model which is capable of testing a range of traffic and
transport improvements to deal with the current range of transport problems in the town, as well as
predicting any highway/transport overload capacity issues which may flow from proposed growth
within Newhaven going forward or significant changes of use. A method will need to be developed
for continuously updating the traffic model.

2.117

The report concludes that there are a range of solutions to both:
Improve congestion and other transport/connectivity issues within the town.
Cater for potential future growth.

2.118

Implementation of these solutions will need to be carefully considered in the context of public
funding constraints, and whilst the aspiration should be to deliver the full range of initiatives, it is
likely to be necessary to prioritise and phase implementation. Any prioritisation must happen within
an overall comprehensive framework such that incremental schemes are all integrated with one
another; the following priority order is suggested:
1.

Improvements to bus services (including new public transport infrastructure such as bus priority
measures) between Brighton and Newhaven to capitalise on the recent success of Phase 1 works
and to lay the ground for the future extension of the Worthing-Brighton CTS. These
improvements will not only address the existing congestion issues along the A259 Brighton Road,
but also improve the connectivity between Newhaven and Brighton;

2.

In order to open up access to new and existing development areas to the west of the town and to
reduce reliance on the ring road, new and enhanced western links, should be implemented that
link the A259 Brighton Road to the Meeching/Harbour Heights area. The introduction of such
links could be phased with initial phases including the limited access or bus only link from Gibbons
Road to the A259;

3.

The reconfiguration of the ring road to concentrate through traffic to the north of the town and
significantly improve the physical environment and connectivity between the town centre and its
hinterland to the south; ideally this would follow the enhanced western links as these would
reduce traffic flow through the town centre and hence minimise disruption caused by the
construction work;
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4.

The construction of a new high quality public transport interchange around the railway station
and improved bus facilities and access at North Lane, to facilitate easy connection and interchange
between different modes of public transport and linking with pedestrian, cycle, taxi and other car
access routes around the town, also to be implemented alongside improvements to the wider
town centre; and,

5.

The construction of a new Eastern Link Road, separating port traffic from the relatively congested
section of the A259 to the immediate east of the Swing Bridge crossing and providing a safe
escape route which is key to the flood risk management strategy that will facilitate development
across much of the Eastbank area.

Transport – Actions
Work with ESCC to develop the specification and business case for a leading edge public
transport interchange.
Work with key land owners to implement the western link roads as development proposals
are brought forward in Western Heights.
Ensure the transport strategy is integrated with the open space strategy, so that
walking/cycling routes are coordinated effectively.
Use the transport model to develop scheme by scheme proposals within the overall
sustainable transport framework.
Work with key land owners to implement the eastern link road as development proposals are
brought forward within the wider East Bank area.
Undertake a Ring Road rationalisation scheme – to remove the “concrete collar” which
currently isolates the town from the surrounding area and enable access and development to
expand further south and east towards and along the river bank.

Town Centre
Key Points
The historic core of the town centre is an asset that has been blighted by post war
development.
The ring road currently severs links between the historic town centre and the rest of the town
for both local residents and those passing through the town.
The traditional retail role of the town centre has become increasingly marginal in recent
years, a decline accelerated by the recent recession.
Historical Analysis
2.119

The original village of Newhaven was located along the frontage of the river to the western bank and
extended south towards the sea front. Historically, the main route through the village was via Bridge
Street and High Street with an original river crossing by means of a bridge located to the south of the
current bridge alignment.
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2.120

Denton Island was also historically a feature and was accessed via a bridge located on the site of the
current structure. Apart from the main buildings within the village, there was a significant area of
allotments located to the South and on the eastern bank of the river around what is now known as
North Quay.

2.121

The railway line was constructed in the late Victorian period to service this area and Newhaven Town
railway station was established in 1882. It has remained in the same location to the current day.

2.122

Figure 2.12 indicates the original area of the village shown coloured pink together with the location of
the adjacent St. Michael’s Church which originally stood in extensive grounds to the south east of the
centre. It can be seen that the area around the station was established as railway sidings providing
access to the river and the port which was also functioning at that time. The areas alongside the river
were in many instances used for ship building/ship repairs, the main thoroughfares are indicated by
red dotted lines on the plan.
Figure 2.12: Historical Analysis

Townscape Quality Today
2.123

The town centre still retains a number of buildings of notable quality, including a cluster of listed
buildings at the junction of High Street and Bridge Street. There are also some other buildings which
are of considerable importance to the townscape and again these are located on the original routes
through the town, particularly on High Street and Bridge Street.

2.124

The current configuration of the town centre, which reflects a chequered history of demolition and
redevelopment over the last 100 years, has introduced a number of buildings which are of particularly
poor quality and which adversely affect the ambiance of the town centre as a whole. There are also a
number of vacant and, in some instances semi-derelict, buildings which have started to appear
around the town centre and, although this situation has worsened during the recent economic crisis,
it should be stressed that such impacts were already apparent prior to the downturn.
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2.125

In particular, the Newhaven Square complex, anchored by Somerfield, includes a number of single
storey lock-up shops and a multi-storey car park. This whole area is of minimal architectural quality
and exhibits a number of problems in terms of upkeep and occupation levels. Indeed, there are some
parts of this area where access is particularly poor and consequently retail uses have always been
difficult to sustain. There are also a number of other buildings of poor architectural quality in the
High Street itself – including the former Broadway nightclub and adjacent retail units dating from the
1960s.

2.126

All of the above tend to adversely impact on the environment of the town centre and, due to recent
occupational levels, seriously break up frontages creating unattractive vistas.

2.127

Figure 2.13 below provides an analysis of the existing townscape quality within the town centre,
highlighting particularly those buildings which are listed/of architectural merit, together with those
which are of no architectural value and are adversely affecting the environment within the town
centre.
Figure 2.13: Townscape Quality

2.128

Figure 2.14 provides examples of high quality buildings to be retained and enhanced though new
development, whilst Figure 2.15 illustrates the low quality legacy of post war development across the
town that needs to be tackled by new development.
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Figure 2.14: Listed buildings

Figure 2.15: Low quality buildings and broken street frontages
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2.129

Figure 2.16 below illustrates important edges/frontages within the town centre, particularly along
High Street and Bridge Street, which have some architectural and design merit to be preserved. A
limited number of existing mature trees help to improve the town centre environment. There are
also some important residential edges to the south of the town centre which are a key part of the
original layout of the town and create its “block structure”. Clearly these need to be retained and
enhanced where possible.

2.130

The analysis presented in the plan highlights where there are significant gaps in terms of the quality in
frontages and, in particular, where the more recent poor quality development has ignored the original
building lines and has created an adverse impact along the street scene.

2.131

The original fine grain of development within the town has been lost in places, as can be seen by the
scale of some of the buildings introduced over the last few decades, such as Somerfield, the leisure
centre and the multi-storey car park.
Figure 2.16: Important edges and trees

Land Ownerships
2.132

An initial examination of land ownerships in the town centre has taken place to identify the key
ownerships in relation to the major opportunity areas referred to above. Figure 2.17 is an indicative
ownership plan which identifies the main owners within the town centre and the broad extent of their
ownership boundaries. It is stressed that this is not based upon an examination of legal boundaries
etc. but intended to demonstrate how much of the town is controlled by a few major owners.

2.133

In particular, it should be noted that Lewes District Council are significant landowners in the town,
including the existing leisure centre and car parking areas. The Somerfield site, although occupied by
Somerfield/Co-operative, is in fact owned by a company controlled by ASDA, as are the adjoining
retail units and this forms a significant part of the town centre.

2.134

Other important ownerships are represented by the Saxonholme site, the grouping of units around
the former Woolworths store and the existing library site, the PO sorting office, and the former
Broadway nightclub which is currently on the market for sale.
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2.135

It can be seen therefore that there is potential to consolidate several key ownerships to facilitate a
comprehensive redevelopment scheme taking in a significant part of the town centre area without
the need to deal with a multiplicity of land ownerships.
Figure 2.17: Town centre key land ownerships

Development Opportunities
2.136

One of the key features of the existing town centre is the ability to create a number of interesting
opportunity areas for future new development. These are either formed as a result of existing sites or
sites which are currently vacant and on the market. The green areas on the plan in Figure2.18 below
highlight these opportunities.
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Figure 2.18: Town centre development opportunities

2.137

It is not suggested that all of these areas provide immediate opportunities. However, over a period of
time, it may well be advantageous to consider opportunities to either upgrade existing development
or look at redevelopment opportunities.

2.138

At the present time there are a number of sites which are either vacant or under used, and in certain
instances these are being actively marketed for sale. These particular opportunities are shown
coloured dark green and are located around the Saxonholme site, the former Woolworths building,
the British Telecom exchange, former Broadway nightclub, and the current Post Office sorting office.
The areas shaded light green, present longer term opportunities and include the multi-storey car park
(leased by LDC), the Newhaven Square shopping centre (majority owned by Asda) and the Council
owned leisure centre.
New Library

2.139

Discussions are currently ongoing with regard to the development of a new library building within the
town. This is proposed to take place on the Saxonholme site, as part of an affordable housing
scheme. In the light of market conditions over the last 12 months, this has proved difficult to bring
forward as single-phase development and options are now being considered to develop the library as
an initial phase on this site. The presence of the library is crucial to the existing town centre and its
ongoing “civic” role, and therefore every effort should be made to deliver this, either on the
Saxonholme site or on an alternative location within the town centre.

2.140

It is suggested that the new library should seek to embrace a concept that captures some of the more
innovative aspects of library development over the last couple of years elsewhere in the country,
which present a ‘radical rethink of the traditional library concept’ with modern buildings combining a
public library and state-of-the art learning spaces with community facilities. This facility can then
serve as a “one stop shop” for advice and services for local residents (see section 5).
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Retailing in Newhaven
2.141

It is important to understand the retailing position within Newhaven in order to consider the future
role which Newhaven town centre can perform in this respect.

2.142

In terms of convenience goods , the main offer within the town is as follows:

3

J Sainsbury with a superstore located on the edge of the town on The Drove.
The recent planning consent awarded to ALDI to convert the former MFI building, subsequently
revised and transferred to LIDL and currently under development on the Drove on the edge of
the town centre area.
Somerfield/Co-operative who trade in the town centre.
2.143

Permission has recently been granted for permission for an extension to the Sainsbury’s store which it
is understood will provide approximately 50% more capacity and enable the provision of an additional
range of comparison goods within the store.

2.144

Other retailing offers that concentrate on comparison goods are provided within:
The extended Sainsbury’s store as above.
The Drove retail park on the edge of the town which includes retailers dealing in bulky goods
such as B&Q, Halfords, Carpetright and Rosebys.
Some units remaining within the current town centre.
Other centres in the vicinity, particularly Lewes, and Brighton and Eastbourne.

2.145

Trends over the last few years have been for the town centre to service the convenience
requirements of those in the immediate vicinity and particularly unable to travel further afield.
Newhaven town includes a number of such customers who utilise stores such as Somerfield/Co
operative and Boots. There is also a wider “value for money” offer in the town centre which has until
recently been served by such stores as Woolworths, Peacocks and MacKay’s.

2.146

The town has also fulfilled a “civic” role, together with the supply of local business services, including
such facilities as the library, post office, banks, building societies and offices for professional services
providers. There are also a number of cafes/public houses and a weekly street market.

2.147

The recent recession has exacerbated the very limited nature of the retailing offer within the town
centre, with a number of additional closures and a depleted offer including the closure of
Woolworths. Anecdotally, the view of many people consulted as part of this study indicates that
there is currently very little reason for anyone to visit the town centre at the present time.

2.148

Despite market conditions, over the last 12 months there has been further interest shown in
additional convenience retailing space within the town, in particular by ASDA who have been
promoting a new store on the ‘Eastside Business Park’ site located on the edge of town, owned by
Avalon Newhaven LLP and currently allocated in the local plan for business park use.

3

Convenience goods are those purchased frequently and with minimum effort e.g. most groceries, newspapers and car
fuel
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2.149

It is understood that this was seen as a suitable location by ASDA to service the wider community
including Peacehaven, Seaford and Newhaven. A planning application was originally expected in
January 2010, although we understand that this will now be deferred until the end of the year.

2.150

It is not part of this study to assess retail capacity in the area (this is being done separately by LDC as
part of its planning role), and we understand that the local authority will look extremely carefully at
any further food/convenience applications.

2.151

In site terms, however, the current ASDA proposal is for a remote out of town site, which in sequential
test terms would need to be considered very carefully in terms of other more suitable locations either
in or close to the town centre.

2.152

It is argued that the development of a further convenience retail site outside of the town centre
would compound the issues articulated above, having an immediate and further detrimental impact
on the town centre by drawing trade out of the centre in direct conflict with PPS 4 Planning for
4
Sustainable Economic Growth which requires the application of the sequential test, as established
through the former PPS 6, when selecting new sites for retail and leisure uses. It is stipulated that
existing centre, edge of centre, and finally out of centre, sites should be considered in succession and
that links to existing centres are also important considerations in considering edge and out of centre
sites.

2.153

Lewes District Council is in the process of preparing their Local Development Framework, with work
on the Core Strategy currently being progressed towards the Preferred Strategy stage.

2.154

The Core Strategy is examining options for the 'Eastside' area of Newhaven, which includes the
current Business Park allocation. The Core Strategy may examine other strategic sites and locations in
and around the town and consider what future role they should play. The Site Allocations
Development Plan Document, which will be prepared once the Core Strategy has been adopted, will
examine the non-strategic sites in Newhaven and consider what development/change should take
place on them.

2.155

In preparing the Physical Development Vision, consideration has therefore been given to the
ability/suitability of the town centre in terms of accommodating further significant convenience
retailing, particularly of a size which would meet the needs of a major retailer such as ASDA or
Morrison’s, both of which have been consulted as part of this work. It is understood that their
accommodation requirements would be between approximately 40,000 – 60,000 sq ft and would
include the need for significant car parking, either on the site (in the case of ASDA), or in the
immediate vicinity.

2.156

Discussions have taken place with ASDA several times over the last year to establish whether they
could be persuaded to establish a store within the curtilage of the town centre, however, in their
view:
There are no suitable sized sites available.
Assembling sufficient land, currently in several ownerships, would be a very difficult and costly
process, probably impossible without use of local authority CPO powers.
A store of the size required by ASDA (at the upper end of the above range) would be
impractical and damaging to the current town centre and its environment in any event, due to
the logistics of servicing and the amount of car parking required.

4

PPS 4 Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth , Department of Communities and Local Government, December 2009
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2.157

In short, ASDA’s view is that a store meeting their requirements would completely dominate all other
uses within the town centre and destroy the very features which one would be seeking to preserve.

2.158

In terms of land availability, the ASDA view expressed above is correct and, certainly for the larger
store sizes quoted above, there would be no readily available areas that would meet this space
requirement without very significant site assembly which would completely transform large parts of
the town centre into a single supermarket with extensive car parking alongside. Alternatives might be
to split the operation of the major food retailers by allowing primarily food sales to operate from one
site and clothing/household from another. However, it is known that this is not a preferred solution
amongst many operators.

2.159

Preliminary discussions have also been held, and are ongoing, with a number of other food retailing
operators to form a view of their interest in the town; the following represents some of the
comments received:
Recent contact with both Tesco and Morrison’s through their agents, confirms the potential
interest from the major supermarkets in Newhaven; such operators would be likely require in
the region of around 40,000 sq ft should a suitable site be available.
Discussions to date indicate that demand is likely to come from a limited number of the larger
supermarket retailers with a trading profile that reflects the current demographics of
Newhaven; as such, the likely front runners for representation are Asda, Morrison’s, Tesco and
Iceland (the latter for a smaller store, maybe 10,000 sq ft).
It is likely that these retailers would require representation in a ‘bespoke’ location i.e. where
there would be adequate parking provision and allowance for the construction of a new store
to their standard requirements. A suitable site would need to be between 2 acres and 4 acres,
which may preclude the immediate town centre area.

2.160

Initial site capacity work has however identified that it would be possible to assemble land in one
particular area to the north of the town (assuming that Somerfield/Co-operative remain trading to the
south of the centre). This site to the north could accommodate a store of some 40,000 sq ft, although
in itself it would still require a significant reconfiguration of the town centre, particularly, the current
car parking provision and the assembly of land currently within several ownerships would be required.
Indications are, however, that this may be possible due to a number of current vacancies and other
discussions with landowners which have indicated a willingness to move to alternative premises (see
indicative development plan below).

2.161

Potential development options for the town centre are considered further in Section 6.
Conclusions - Town Centre

2.162

From the above analysis it can be concluded that:
There are significant market issues impacting upon the town centre at the present time,
creating a lack of demand for town centre retail uses (particularly comparison goods).
The existing poor physical and landscape environment is now being significantly exaggerated
by the range of vacant and underused premises which can be found within the town centre.
The isolation created by the existing ring road is also impacting upon retail demand and usage.
Some of the buildings within the town do have architectural merit and quality, and should
therefore be retained – others do not and should form the focus for new development over the
next few years.
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There are, however, some significant development sites which are in relatively few ownerships
and a number of which are either vacant or underused. As such these could be combined to
create large and comprehensive development areas although this would either entail some
form of cooperation agreement between the owners in order to achieve a consistent approach
to development, or the use of CPO powers to create development certainty.
2.163

There is therefore a need for a strategic decision to be taken on the main locations within the town to
be developed for convenience retailing (provided that LDC concludes that sufficient demand exists in
the first instance). This is particularly important given the recent approval for the Sainsbury’s'
extension and proposals which are forthcoming from other food retailers for representation in the
town e.g. ASDA and Morrison’s.

2.164

For a variety of reasons described above, the town centre is not currently considered able to meet
their requirements and is therefore not within their considerations and it may well be that other
benefits can be secured by promoting an alternative, sequentially acceptable location, for this
purpose.

2.165

This would then provide an opportunity to refocus the main role of the town centre around:
Retaining/improving the broadly “civic” and business services offer within the town e.g. library,
banks, building societies, etc..
Retaining/improving the local convenience offer by Somerfield/Co-operative Group.
Assembling a comprehensive development site comprised of some of the key town centre
ownerships.
Developing the town centre as a place for people to live and spend their leisure time through a
mix of housing, food and drink, and street markets etc..
Managing the vacant accommodation and the public realm within the town centre proactively,
and in a way which promotes the above themes. This should be used as an opportunity to
create additional footfall and value within the town and ultimately to bring forward further
development and other uses.
Link the existing town centre very strongly to the river and the surrounding residential
areas/hinterland.

2.166

In order to bring forward land for development or other development opportunities within the town,
consistent with this revised thinking, there would be a need to:
Prepare a detailed development framework for the town setting out the potential site uses and
improvements to public realm which can be considered.
Prepare detailed development briefs for some of the key sites on a phased basis in order to
encourage development interest from owners and private sector developers.
Utilise existing public sector land as a catalyst where possible to bring forward key
development and encourage follow on uses within adjoining sites. This would also release
capital for investment in further land acquisition/site assembly or other major improvement
works.
Ensure that the development briefs focus on uses that have value in the current market and
can crystallise early development e.g. small housing areas, affordable housing, and possibly
small business units for example. Opportunities should also be considered for niche food
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retailing or eating/drinking outlets (is there an opportunity to consider something equivalent to
a factory outlet mall within the town centre itself?).
Implement a strategy to promote existing vacant/under-used space for alternative purposes,
and drive forward the crucial development of a high quality modern library.
2.167

Further proposals to take forward some of these ideas are developed in more detail in Section 6 of
this report.

Town Centre – Actions
LDC and partners to make a strategic decision regarding the need, and most appropriate
location, for additional food retailing in the town.
Develop a strategy to capitalise on the existing town centre’s historic assets and remaining
commercial business interests through introducing new complementary uses and, in
particular, developing a civic, business services, eating and drinking theme, linked to more
diverse residential development.
Consider the feasibility of the Newhaven Space Bank concept further.

Open Spaces
Key Points
Newhaven has the lowest provision of equipped play space in the District, and improving this
is a priority. The emerging LDC local facilities strategy is likely to identify the need for more
informal play space and some types of sports facilities.
There are currently 44 people on the residents’ waiting list and 17 on the non-residents’
waiting list for the allotment site owned by Newhaven Town Council (NTC).
Enhancements are needed to walking and cycling routes throughout Newhaven, along with
better connections to the countryside and the National Park.
2.168

In 2006 an Open Space Strategy for Newhaven was prepared for NSN by the Department of Transport
and Environment, East Sussex County Council (County Council Landscape Group). This built on an
earlier landscape assessment of Newhaven carried out in 1996 by the Landscape Group. The Open
Space Strategy was conceived as a means of taking a strategic and coordinated approach to the
development and management of open spaces, and an Open Spaces Group was established to take
forward initiatives. The Physical Development Vision revisits that existing body of work and reaffirms
the priorities agreed by partners.

2.169

The approach to Open Space in Newhaven is an important part of the overall Vision, in two main
ways:
It provides a major resource which, if maintained and expanded, can act as an asset to both
meet the needs of existing residents as well as attract new residents and visitors to the area.
It can link Newhaven to a much wider network of routes in the wider area (footpaths,
cycleways, bridleways and roads) and therefore enable visitors and tourists to access the town
and benefit from its various services, also acting as a gateway to the National Park.
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2.170

The following section therefore covers “open space” in the broadest possible context, including sports
and recreational facilities, play space, allotments, river crossing, all routes through and round the
town, and public realm.
Current Provision of Open Space and Recreational Facilities
Sports Facilities

2.171

The Lewes District Outdoor Playing Space Review identifies a current and projected shortfall of junior
football and cricket pitches. There is currently no provision for hockey or rugby. The table below
summarises the current sports facility provision in Newhaven, the identified shortfall and proposals
made in the Lewes District Outdoor Playing Space Review. The new local facilities strategy which is
currently being written by LDC is, however, likely to identify the need for more facilities such as
informal play space, and many of the other recommendations below may change as a result of
community consultation.
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No Provision

Fort Road Recreation Ground: 1 bowling green

Hockey

Bowls

No provision

Athletics

.

Source: Lewes District Outdoor Playing Space Review

Fort Road Recreation Ground: 3 tennis courts

Tennis

Bowls facility on Denton Island

No Provision

Denton Recreation Ground: 1 cricket pitch

Fort Road Recreation Ground: 1 cricket pitch

South Heighton open space – used for Denton &
South Heighton FC

South Heighton Recreation Ground and Lewes
Road Recreation Ground were previously used as
sports pitches but at the time of the playing
space review did not support teams

Rugby

Cricket

Eastside Recreation Ground: 1 adult pitch

Football

Fort Road Recreation Ground: 1 adult pitch

Current provision

Facility

Figure 2.19
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Shortfall of 2 floodlit courts projected to
increase to 3 courts by 2006

The number of bowls greens is sufficient based
on current supply and demand

Newhaven hockey club, currently based in
Seaford would like to relocate back to
Newhaven

No hockey teams but population could support
3 teams

Population could support 3 rugby teams

Current shortfall of 1.5 cricket pitches.
Predicted to increase to 2.3 pitches by 2006.

Current undersupply of 2 junior football
pitches, predicted to increase to 2.7 by 2006

Shortfall

Seek any possible developer contributions via Section 106 agreements

3.

14. Track provision in Lewes and surrounding towns out of Lewes District is sufficient, no
action required

13. Continue with the plans to redevelop Fort Road Sports Park to include three floodlit
courts with a mix of club and community use

(Tennis/5-a-side courts proposed in initial draft Masterplan for Riverside Park)

12. Continue to work with the bowls club to maintain the current facility

11. Encourage the club to develop a junior programme

10. Seek any possible developer contributions via Section 106 agreements for a minimum
of one new pitch

9. Continue with plans for Fort Road Sports Park and the development of a STP.

(Hockey pitches in winter proposed in the initial draft Masterplan for Riverside Park)

8. Continue to monitor the local population to establish whether there is the potential
and sports development back up to form a rugby club

(Rugby pitches proposed in the initial draft Masterplan for Riverside Park)

7. Improvements should be made to the sites as listed in Table 7.2

6. Seek any possible developer contributions via Section 106 agreements for a minimum
of one new pitch

5. Develop community-use agreements with schools (with suitable pitches and ancillary
facilities), for example Tideway School

(1 cricket pitch proposed in the initial draft Masterplan for Riverside Park)

4. Pitches require a combination of capital and revenue expenditure

Continue to pursue developments at Fort Road Sports Park, improve quality of current
pitches to improve carrying capacity to allow for increase in junior matches

2.

1. Develop community-use agreements with schools (with suitable pitches and ancillary
facilities), for example Tideway School. Investment in appropriate school provision may
be needed

Proposals for sports facilities
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Play Space
Figure 2.20 - Current provision of play space per 1000 population:
Partnership
2009
Informal Play
Ha per 1000
Area
population
Space actual
population
provision (ha)

Equipped Play
Space actual
provision (ha)

Ha per 1000
population

0.24

0.27

0.02

District
95,615
25.88
0.27
Source: East Sussex in Figures, prepared by CACI (2009)

5.38

0.06

Newhaven

12,241

2.95

2.172

South Heighton Recreation Ground and Lewes Road Recreation Grounds are occasionally used as
informal sports pitches, but are susceptible to flooding. Newhaven Town Council are currently
investigating potential improvements to drainage.

2.173

Newhaven has below the average area of informal play space per 1000 population compared with the
average for the District. In comparison Peacehaven/Telscombe has twice the amount of play space
per 1000 population. Newhaven has the lowest provision of equipped play space in the District.
Improving equipped play space in Newhaven is therefore a priority.

2.174

Comparison of informal and children’s play space against local standards of 0.28 ha (informal) and
0.10ha (equipped), using 2009 population figures:
Figure 2.21
Informal Play Space
Partnership
Area

2009
population

Local
standard
req (ha)

Actual
provision
(ha)

Equipped Play Space
Surplus
/shortfall
(ha)

Newhaven 12,241
3.1
2.95
-0.2
Source: East Sussex in Figures, prepared by CACI (2009)
2.175

Local
Standard
req (ha)

Actual
provision
(ha)

Surplus
/Shortfall

1.1

0.27

-0.8

Newhaven has 9 equipped play areas and one skate park. These are listed in figure 2.22 below and
shown on the Play Strategy plan at the end of this section.
Figure 2.22
Ref
Play Area

Comment

1

Lewes Road Recreation Ground

2

Valley Road Play Area

3

Hazel Close Play Area

4

Hill Crest Road Play Area

5

Fort Road Recreation Ground

6

Fort Road Skate Park and BMX track

7

Newhaven Fort Play Area

8

Eastside Recreation Ground

9

Denton Play Area

10

South Heighton Play Area

Recently refurbished and enhanced to
provide a new Parkour training facility.

Play area recently refurbished.

Play area inside Fort. Not publicly
accessible.

Recently improved and well used.
Opportunities for further improvements
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Allotments
2.176

There are currently three allotment sites in Newhaven as well as community gardens. The allotment
site by Newhaven Cemetery with 43 allotments is owned by Newhaven Town Council. There are
currently 44 people on the residents’ waiting list and 17 on the non-residents’ waiting list for this
allotment site. Residents of Newhaven have priority for allotment sites.

2.177

The allotment site on the edge of Eastside Recreation ground is owned by Lewes District Council. This
site is significantly smaller that the site by Newhaven Cemetery, with only 7 sites available. There are
currently 40 people on the waiting list here.

2.178

The third site, located adjacent to the Three Ponds Holiday Park in South Heighton is owned by Glynde
Estates.

Opportunities and Recommendations
Enhancements to Routes
Strategic Routes through the Countryside
Promote Newhaven as a Gateway to the South Downs National Park. Newhaven is an ideal
starting point for walks and mountain biking in the South Downs, with good access by public
transport. This could be enhanced through the provision of cycle hire facilities. Existing public
transport should facilitate common activities in the park e.g. areas to store bikes/adequate
racks for rucksacks on buses/trains etc. There should also be extended bus routes to key
walking areas.
Seahaven Coastal Trail: Peacehaven – Newhaven - Seaford coastal trail linking the three
communities.
Promote circular walking and cycle route around Newhaven. The main constraint to this
concept is the lack of river crossings to the North of Newhaven apart from the existing
Southease Bridge. A new pedestrian and cycle bridge by Piddinghoe would enable the
establishment of circular route around the town and increase opportunities to enjoy the river
landscape with a route from the Riverside Park, along the western bank of the river up to
Piddinghoe and back along the eastern bank. The advantage of a circular route is good access
from all parts of the town and the opportunity to vary the length of the route.
Improve access to Bollen’s Bush from Lewes Road. There is currently poor accessibility to
Bollen’s Bush with steep gradients and lack of signage. The use of Bollen’s Bush could be
encouraged by improving the quality of the access route, providing signage, wayfinding and
interpretation.
New River Crossings
Potential new pedestrian and cycle bridge adjacent to existing road bridge.
Potential river crossing linking Riverside Park to North Quay. River access may be needed for
the proposed Incinerator, therefore boat crossing may be a more viable solution than a bridge.
Potential river crossing by Piddinghoe.
Enhancement of Routes within Newhaven
Eastern Riverside walk to be delivered as part of the flood defence works. The river frontage is
one of the assets of Newhaven, but there is currently no public access to the eastern bank of
the river. With the implementation of the flood defence works and regeneration of the eastern
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riverfront there is the opportunity to create public access and create a river walk on the
eastern bank.
Re-establish access down to West Beach. The steps down to West Beach from the promenade
have been closed due to safety issues, preventing access to this sandy beach.
Enhance the access route to beach. The existing access route to the West Beach is uninviting
and pedestrian unfriendly. The Beach and Promenade are key assets to the town that should
be celebrated, and the route to the beach should encourage use.
Enhance route from Newhaven Town Station to the town centre. There is potential to enhance
the landscape around Drove Road with additional planting to reduce the dominance of the
road.
Promote street tree planting. There are a number of streets in Newhaven with grass verges
where street tree planting would be easy to implement at a relatively low cost and with
significant benefit for the streetscape, some of which is to be funded by Section 106
contributions associated with the Energy from Waste facility.
Enhancements to Open Spaces
Deficit in Accessible Natural Greenspace
2.179

A key objective of the NCDA, NTC and LDC is to address the accessible natural greenspace deficit in
the town centre. Several sites listed below, located close to the town centre, have been identified as
opportunity sites for improvement. Bay Vue, Neil’s Close and Hillcrest Court are currently under-used
areas of amenity grass that could be diversified and function more as community gardens, with
plantings, picnic benches, and opportunities for barbecues etc.

2.180

Spaces close to the town centre where improvements can be made to address the deficit in accessible
natural greenspace have been identified as:
5

1)

West Quay ;

2)

Bay Vue;

3)

Neil’s Close;

4)

Hillcrest Court; and

5)

Denton Island – possibility for circular route.

Open Space Priorities
2.181

Other open space priority areas identified around the town include:
6

West Beach ;
Fort Road Recreation Ground;
7

Castle Hill ;

5

Open space could include both natural greenspace and high quality garden space

6

This is partially in a nature reserve so development would be limited

7

This is partially in a nature reserve so development would be limited
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Ouse Estuary Nature Reserve;
Tide Mills;
Meeching Down;
Valley Ponds;
Riverside Park; and
Bollen’s Bush.
Growing Food Locally
2.182

There is a strong interest from the community in more opportunities to grow food locally. All existing
allotment sites have waiting lists which demonstrates that there is a need for more allotment sites or
community gardens.

2.183

The concept of a ‘Ring of Food’ is to provide additional sites suitable for food growing on the fringes
of Newhaven, distributed in such a way that there is equal access to sites from all parts of the town. It
is recommended that all homes should have access to allotments within 800m and that new sites
should be in the Denton and Gibbon Road/Western Road areas.
Play and Physical Activity

2.184

Initiatives to improve play areas in Newhaven could include the following:
Provide a range of play elements to offer diverse experiences located across the town. The
strategy for play should include both formal/organised play (equipped play) and informal
(creative) play through encouraging use of the open space and interaction with landscape
elements such as water and public art including opportunities for boisterous play.
Provide a level of formal equipped play throughout the town that broadly follows guidance
contained in 'Planning and Design for Outdoor Sport and Play' (Fields in Trust).
Local Areas for Play (LAP) should be located in pocket parks and comprise play equipment for
ages 3-6. Local Equipped Areas for Play (LEAPs) should provide equipped play for ages 5 and
above. The existing facilities at Fort Road and Lewes Road Recreation Grounds should be
strengthened to provide Neighbourhood Areas for Play (NEAP), catering for all age groups and
offering play facilities for all residents.
Informal play should be provided throughout the town using natural features such as boulders,
trees, open grassland, slopes etc. The emerging LDC study on formal and informal leisure
needs will provide more detailed recommendations in this regard. Opportunities to develop
interactive public art elements should also be sought as part of a broad arts strategy. School
grounds could also form part of the suite of play facilities offering a range of community uses
as well as promoting play through the education curriculum.
Leisure Facilities

2.185

In addition to the open space improvements outlined above, opportunities for further long term
leisure provision in the town should be explored. This could include a new multi-purpose leisure
centre at Lewes Road, potentially including a new swimming pool, other facilities in the town centre
and at Fort Road Recreation ground, or enhanced leisure provision at North Quay, as discussed in
Section 5 of this report. As part of this wider leisure strategy, consideration should be given to
relocating the existing town centre swimming pool close to the energy from waste plant so that it can
make use of the waste heat it provides.
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2.186

The potential for new leisure facilities in Newhaven will also be explored as part of the emerging LDC
local facilities strategy mentioned above.

Open Spaces – Actions
LDC reviewing the need for improved local facilities; to produce a new strategy in 2010.
ESCC undertaking a strategic tree planting review.
NTC reviewing current and potential new allotments.
Investigating enhanced access to the National Park and improved pedestrian and cycle links
throughout the town, also linking with the Seahaven Coastal trail.
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Promote circular walk / cycle route
around Newhaven

Access to the South Downs Way
Potential new
river crossing to
enable circular walk

Establish foot and cycle link between
Piddinghoe and South Heighton

Access to the South Downs
National Park

PIDDINGHOE

DENTON

SOUTH HEIGHTON

Centre for
mountain
bike hire

Bollen’s Bush
Woodland
experience

MOUNT
PLEASANT

Potential new
river crossing

Riverside Park
New sports facilities
Gateway to National
Park
Sailing / canoeing
along the River Ouse

AV I S W AY
INDUSTRIAL
E S TAT E

South Downs National
Park Boundary

Enhance Drove Road Gateway to the Town
Centre

NORTH
Q U AY

Improve and promote
access to Bollen’s Bush
Valley

Denton Island

THE

Newhaven Town
Station

TOWN CENTRE

Potential new
river crossing

Enhancement of
open spaces around
the Town Centre

Hillcrest Court

Meeching Down
Educational Resource
MEECHING

National Cycle Route 2

Proposed route of the Peacehaven to
Seaford Coastal Path

OUSE
ESTUARY
N AT U R E
RESERVE
Nature Conservation
Flood Storage
Bird watching

West
Quay

Neil’s Close
Bay Vue

WEST
Q U AY

Proposed riverside walk to
be delivered as part of the
flood defence works
THE PORT

Fort Road Recreation
Ground
Improve existing
sports facilites
Castle Hill Local
Nature Reserve
Festivals
Sea view

Newhaven
Fort

Tide Mills
local history
Enhance access route
to West Beach

West
Beach
Re-establish access onto West Beach
Key
South Downs National Park boundary
Open countryside and green spaces
Public rights of way
National cycle network route
Seahaven Coastal Trail
Proposed circular route
Proposed new links
Enhancement of existing routes
Access to the South Downs National Park
Proposed pedestrian river crossing
Major landscape design projects
Landscape enhancement & nature conservation

Newhaven Open Space Strategy

South Heighton
Recreation Ground

Denton Primary School

Avis Road
Recreation Ground

Th e Drove

Riverside Park

Bollen’s Bush

Newhaven
Cemetery

Lewes Road
Recreation Ground
Valley
Ponds
Denton Island Park
Newhaven Town
Station

Bollen’s Bush
The Valley
Play Area

Meeching Valley
Primary School

Memorial Garden

Newhaven
Town Centre

Southdown
Junior School
Neil’s Close

Peacehaven Golf
Course

Ouse Estuary
Nature Reserve

Eastside
Recreation
Ground

Hillcrest Court
West Quay

Meeching Down
Open Space

Bay Vue
Newhaven
Harbour
Station

Grays School
(Infants)
Gibbon Road

Tideway School

Marina

Meeching
Quarry
Fort Road
Recreation
Ground

Castle Hill Local
Nature Reserve

Newhaven
Fort

Tide Mills

Tide Mills Beach
West Beach
East Pier

Key
Open countryside and greenspaces
Natural and semi-natural urban green space
Parks and gardens
Amenity greenspaces
Allotments
Civic space
Cemeteries and churchyards
Outdoor sports facilities (incl. school sports pitches)
Play area / facilities for young people
Beach
Primary school
Secondary school

Newhaven Open Space Typologies
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PIDDINGHOE

SOUTH HEIGHTON

DENTON

MOUNT
PLEASANT

Riverside
Park

AV I S W AY
INDUSTRIAL
E S TAT E
NORTH
Q U AY

Bollen’s
Wood
DENTON

THE VALLEY

Newhaven
Town
Station

TOWN
CENTRE

Eastside
Recreation
Ground
Meeching Down
Open Space

Ouse Estuary
Nature Reserve

Newhaven
Harbour
Station

MEECHING
WEST
Q U AY

Marina
Meeching Quarry

THE
PORT

Fort Road
Recreation
Ground
Castle Hill
Local Nature
Reserve

Newhaven
Fort

Key
Newhaven town boundary
South Downs National Park boundary
Open countryside and green space
Public rights of way
Seahaven Coastal Trail
National Cycle Network route

Existing Strategic Footpath and Cycle Links

RING

OF

South Heighton Allotments
Owned by Glynde Estates

FO

O

D

Newhaven Cemetery Allotments
Owned by Newhaven Town Council

Eastside Allotments
Owned by Lewes District Council

Key
Existing allotments
Further Investigation needed
into potential sites for new allotments

Existing Allotments
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3

NEWHAVEN PORT
Key Points
Over the last 18 months, NPP’s consultants have been undertaking a major port review and
planning exercise, in order to inform the Port’s business plan.
Business opportunities which the port is keen to pursue include an ongoing ferry service
alongside an ongoing commercial port operation; one option is to pursue uses which support
the construction and longer term operations and maintenance of the proposed offshore wind
farm.
The direct economic benefit of offshore wind to Newhaven (if there was an opportunity to
attract servicing and manufacturing facilities for a much wider area) could reach added GVA
of £4.5 to £24m per annum not including job creation; it also has the potential to generate a
peak of 358 jobs during the later construction and early O&M phases.

3.1

During the Stage 1 study, port owners Newhaven Port and Properties (NPP) were at an advanced
stage in discussing terms with a development partner (Oakdene) to take on much of the currently
vacant port land and to redevelop it for a significant mixed use scheme. This was reflected in our
earlier thinking, which showed much of East Bank being developed for mixed use opportunities,
particularly for residential, retail and community purposes. This arrangement did not proceed,
however, and in September 2009 NPP appointed consultants to assist in the preparation of a Port
Masterplan. The Port Masterplan will consider the port’s strategic planning in the medium and long
term and will inform employees and the local communities about potential future port developments.

3.2

The port’s vision for the masterplan identifies their ambitions to develop into a green port and for the
ferry terminal to remain and be reinforced as the core business of the port. Other development
opportunities, such as those related to the construction of the Round 3 ‘Rampion Bank’ off-shore
wind farm will also be explored. Further considerations in relation to wind farm opportunities are
discussed below.

3.3

The Port of Newhaven wishes to incorporate ‘green port’ principles into its development plans
included the emerging port masterplan. This will ensure that any strategic developments will adopt
proactive environmental management and environmental enhancement as well as contributing
positively to local and regional socio-economic development. This approach will reinforce the
underlying philosophy of sustainability that can be shared with all stakeholders who work within or
use the port. The port has commenced on the first steps in becoming a green port and is currently
reviewing the existing environmental policy statement for the port. In addition the port will also
review its current operations to provide base line data from which improvements in performance can
be measured.

3.4

The masterplan is now well advanced, with the baseline data collection and initial stakeholder
engagements having been completed. Scenarios for various developments are now being created and
the masterplan is due to be completed by the end of 2010.

3.5

Although there is a need to ensure that future land uses do not give rise to conflicts with essential
port activities, these issues are being addressed in the emerging Port Masterplan and discussions have
identified that it may be possible to consolidate port activities while still making land available for a
wider range of land uses, including potentially employment, retail/leisure and residential. This,
however, may be a longer term opportunity and further work will be required to “blend” the PDV and
the final Port Master Plan, to ensure that short, medium and long term uses can be accommodated
for the benefit of the Town, side by side, without prejudicing the key components of the long term
Vision.
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Opportunities for Offshore Wind Development
3.6

In January 2010, the results of ‘Round 3’ of the tender for licences to develop new wind farms in the
UK’s coastal development zones were announced, amounting to awards for 32 GW of capacity. E.ON
Climate and Renewables UK (E.ON), and Eneco were awarded contracts to develop new off-shore
wind farms for the Rampion Bank and Isle of Wight zones, respectively. This presents a unique
opportunity for ports such as Newhaven, where there is sufficient land availability to provide a
potential base for wind farm construction, operations and maintenance (O&M) and future growth.

3.7

In the March 2010 Budget, Chancellor Alistair Darling announced plans for the Department of Energy
and Climate Change (DECC) to distribute £60m in funding for port upgrades designed to support the
development of the UK's offshore wind energy industry. The Department will stage an open Offshore
Wind Site Development Competition, inviting bids from port authorities and project developers
proposing new manufacturing and assembly facilities.

3.8

The proposed sites will need to demonstrate that they have access to sufficient land that could be
developed for wind turbine manufacturing facilities, are suitable for the transport of large and heavy
materials, and have surfacing capable of bearing heavy loads. Bids for port upgrades will have to be
supported by commitments from manufacturers to locate at the site. Criteria for the competition are
likely to include the project’s technical and commercial viability, as well as its impact on jobs and the
wider economy.

3.9

Despite the original announcement calling for completion of these projects by 2020, it is unlikely that
many will begin construction until around 2018. Offshore wind projects are currently taking eight to
nine years from conception to construction. The UK’s Round 2 projects are seeing approval times
following application submission of 18-30 months which is a big component of the long development
period.

3.10

The Rampion Bank zone is located off the Sussex coastline from Worthing to Seaford. The area is
270.2 sq km, equivalent to 54,000 football pitches. It is over 13km from the coast at its closest point
and nearly 26km at its farthest point. The shallowest parts of the zone at around 19m are of a similar
depth to the London Array project awaiting construction in the Thames Estuary. The deeper areas of
up to 62m are more likely to be avoided, so not all of the zone will used to locate wind turbines.

3.11

E.ON have now signed an exclusive Zone Development Agreement with the Crown Estate, to take the
proposals through the planning and consenting phase and eventually develop the Rampion Bank
zone. E.ON were early pioneers in offshore wind with the country’s first offshore wind project at
Blyth and one of the first commercial scale projects at Scroby Sands off Great Yarmouth. Since then
E.ON have constructed the 180 MW Robin Rigg project in the Solway Firth which is going through the
latter stages of commissioning.

3.12

The Rampion Bank project is the key construction opportunity for Newhaven. Being one of the
smaller Round 3 projects at 600 MW, Rampion could be amongst the first to be built and construction
could begin around 2017. Given current tendering activity, major contractors would be invited to
tender around 2013.

3.13

There are a number of French projects proposed which Newhaven could also target. These are,
however, some way off realisation. French legislation and market mechanisms are not supportive of
offshore wind at the current time. Ports such as Le Havre would offer competition to Newhaven.

3.14

Construction jobs are not long term and can be seasonal. Without a visible project pipeline (ongoing
maintenance and manufacture) long term benefit from offshore wind construction could be minimal.
Overall, there is a risk that UK ports will only be used for construction phases.

3.15

For the O&M phase, proximity to the project is of greater importance. Fast access to the project is
crucial. Being located nearer to the project allows much faster personnel transfer. Increased transfer
times mean a smaller percentage of maintenance personnel’s working days are spent on the turbine.
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Access is the other main factor and the port must offer round-the-clock availability (with no tidal
restrictions).
3.16

Choice of an O&M port is a decision made by the turbine manufacturer in conjunction with the
project developer. The turbine manufacturer provides initial O&M as part of its initial warranty
period (now usually two years) on the turbines. Because the project developer/owner may
subcontract the O&M after this initial period, it is involved in the decision making.

3.17

Given its location, Newhaven would represent a sound choice for O&M activities for the Round 3
Rampion Bank wind farm. The Isle of Wight wind farm is located too far away for Newhaven to have a
realistic chance of providing the main O&M services. As opposed to wind farm construction, O&M
offers the prospect for some long-term higher income jobs although the numbers are not significant.
Existing projects show that the majority of these jobs go to local people.

3.18

Three scenarios for direct economic benefit and employment have been developed based on possible
roles for Newhaven in the two main projects relevant to it, Rampion Bank and Isle of Wight. The high
case assumes that Newhaven is home to construction and O&M activity for the Rampion Bank project
and is the base for construction for the Isle of Wight project. The medium case assumes that
Newhaven is home to construction and O&M activity for the Rampion Bank project only. The low
case assumes that Newhaven is home to the O&M activity for the Rampion Bank project and has no
role in its construction, or in any other project.

3.19

The direct economic benefit to the Newhaven area, in terms of expenditure on port related wind farm
support activities, could range from:
In the “high case” £4.5m as early as 2016, peaking at £24m in 2019 when the Hasting Bank
zone becomes operational, £19.5m in 2020 and then £15.8m per annum thereafter.
In the “medium case” also £4.5m pa from 2016-18, then £20.3m in 2019 and £15.8m from
2020 onwards.
In the “low case” providing local port-related expenditure of £15.8m pa from 2019.

3.20

In all cases this would be a significant boon to local Gross Value Added (GVA), of anywhere from £4.5
to £24m in a particular year, not including job creation. The analysis shows that the high case
8
scenario has the potential to generate a peak of 358 jobs during the later construction and early
O&M phases, tailing off to 98 jobs over the longer term. This highlights the short term nature of
employment opportunities during the construction phases.

3.21

Both the Port and the local area as a whole will need to consider how they address the skills needs
associated with the future development of this industry. For example, Sussex Downs college and the
universities could look at developing courses to be prepared with suitably skilled residents in 4–5
years. This has been successfully carried out elsewhere, such as in Kent where Faversham College has
developed Mechanical Engineering courses to support the industry.

Opportunities
In the short term, Newhaven has a very strong case for winning the O&M phase of the
Rampion Bank project and has the capability to act as the construction port for the project.
NPP, SEEDA, LDC and ESCC have already begun to enter dialogue with the winning developer,
E.ON, and this should extend to the selected turbine manufacturer.

8

358 jobs include 198 jobs generated from construction and O & M at Hastings plus 160 jobs generated from construction
at Isle of Wight. See pages 24 and 25 of Annex D for further details.
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Newhaven Port should be marketed first and foremost as a suitable location for long term
O&M activity, as this will require potentially the least amount of effort for the greatest medium
term gains. However, the benefits associated with the wider possibilities should also be
explored.
Newhaven should develop a strong business case for offshore wind work immediately if it is to
target the construction phase.
SEEDA’s successor could play a lead role in promoting the development of offshore wind and
related technologies, not only through port development but through building up the regional
supply chain. Intervention is needed in order for the region to reach critical mass in renewable
energy.
SEEDA’s successor could help to pinpoint and support local businesses that are well placed to
contribute to growth in the offshore wind supply chain and related technologies, including
research and development (R&D) through links with local universities.
East Sussex County Council, Lewes District Council and other partners should focus on
strategies to help to ensure that local residents are equipped with the necessary skills to
participate in this labour market, thus maximising the proportion of jobs that can be taken up
by local people.

Physical Requirements
3.22

Newhaven must be able to offer sufficient quayside for personnel transfer vessels and supply vessels.
A quay length of 50m would be adequate. Depending on project characteristics, multiple quay spaces
may be required. Large offshore installation vessels of around 120m do not need to be
accommodated but this would be advantageous as they are sometimes used for major repair works.
Other facility requirements are warehousing (with easy quay access), offices, car parking and small
workshop space.
The principal uses of a port in relation to offshore wind are:
Storage and assembly - The servicing ports are likely to be required to lay down a stock of
towers and rotors to ensure smooth operations for the installation vessels. Assembly of the
blades and rotor arrangement can take place on shore with the nacelle, hub and two blades
fitted together and then transported to the site in a ‘bunny ear’ configuration.
Quay side access & specification - Vessels engaged in wind farm construction will vary in
length from around 50 metres (barges) up to 130 metres for the largest jack-up installation
vessel. A further 10-20m will be required for mooring lines at each end of the vessel. A hard
quayside is required, with load bearing capacity sufficient to take the load of craneage and
heaviest weight being transferred on or off a vessel.
Volume of shipping - The number of vessel movements generated in a typical installation of
100 turbines excluding foundations is estimated to be approximately 143 heavy transports over
2 seasons; equivalent to around 72 vessel movements in a six-month period. Additional
allowance also needs to be made for deliveries of turbines, cables and equipment by ship. The
total number of vessel movements generated by the construction of 175 wind turbines is
therefore estimated at around 332 vessels over two seasons.
Operations and maintenance (O&M) - Once a wind farm installation operation is complete
there will be an ongoing need for servicing and maintenance of the facility. During the
operating life of a wind farm (20-25 years) there will be a need for onshore monitoring and
servicing. Personnel requirements would be between eight and ten engineers. Office
accommodation will be required to house the remote censoring equipment connected to the
turbines to monitor outputs and performance.
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3.23

More generally, if Newhaven Port is to be in the frame for servicing the Rampion Bank Zone, it will
need to be able to provide:
Berthing, dispatch and manoeuvring facilities for large offshore wind construction vessels.
24-hour access.
Loading capability for all plant modules (foundations, nacelles, rotor, blades, towers, cable
reels, etc.).
Sufficient quayside for multiple vessels for both delivery of components and construction
vessel load-out.
Areas for interim storage and pre-assembly of plants and plant modules.
Covered storage areas.
Reliable and efficient transport connections, onshore and offshore.
Good shipping possibilities to and from European countries.
Proximity to road and rail networks, and to an airport with direct European connections.
Offshore wind experience, project management experience of local port and logistic service
providers.
Qualified local staff.
Existing local companies in the supply chain/capable of providing support.

3.24

If Newhaven is going to play a key role in supporting offshore wind, it is also going to need to consider
the requirement for any investment in advance port upgrades – so as to properly position itself as a
real prospect for wind farm operational activities.

3.25

NPP has shown an interest in the investment required to make the port ‘wind farm ready’ but they
may require support from SEEDA and others in the region to secure funding and to ensure that
investment work is carried out in a timely manner. It also needs to be understood whether the Port is
willing and able to make the necessary commitment to secure the expected business.

3.26

There are currently significant areas of unused land within the port and therefore it is unlikely that
there would be a difficulty in allocating a sufficient area for an offshore construction facility.
However, it would need to be confirmed with NPP that the Port land/facilities were of a sufficient
specification to meet the requirements of the operation – such as ground load bearing capacity (for
storage space), as well as quayside length and load bearing.

3.27

Given the proximity of both Newhaven and Shoreham Ports to Zone 6, it could well be in the interest
of E.ON to invest in the necessary port upgrades and this would need to be explored. There may also
be an opportunity for the public sector to support the operation, on the strength of the benefits
which could accrue to the local area, although this would require careful consideration in the context
of State Aid.
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3.28

A full report is attached as Annex D.

Newhaven Port - Actions
Further work should be undertaken once the Port Master Plan and Business Plan is finalised –
to ensure that short, medium and long term objectives are clearly matched with the Physical
Development Vision.
At that time, the opportunities to link future “traditional” business growth within the Port
(ferry operations, boat repairs/building, fishing, marina uses etc) with the PDV should also be
explored.
Newhaven should develop a strong business case for offshore wind work immediately if it is
to target the construction phase and the O&M opportunities as a minimum.
The opportunities for Newhaven Port to build on future O&M activity should be investigated
and a wider strategy developed.
Partners should focus on strategies to help to ensure that local residents have the necessary
skills, thus maximising the proportion of jobs to be taken up by local people.
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4

THE ECONOMIC ROLE OF NEWHAVEN

4.1

This Section of the Physical Development Vision looks at the economic role of Newhaven, both at the
present time and as part of the long term aspirations for the town. First it examines the current
economic strengths and weaknesses of Newhaven, focusing on the town’s employment profile
(further socio-economic analysis is provided in Section 5 of this report). This is followed by a brief
summary of existing employment sites in the town.

4.2

Finally, an in depth analysis was undertaken of a small number of key economic sectors that it is
recommended should be pursued. The suggested actions and physical requirements are set out
following the description of each sector.

4.3

The analysis in this Section has been informed by a combination of data review and consultations with
a wide range of stakeholders, including a number of local businesses, carried out over the past two
years.

Strengths and Weaknesses
4.4

Newhaven is a town of approximately 12,240 people (as at 2009) located in the Lewes District of East
Sussex. The town is on the South Coast of England at the mouth of the River Ouse and has historically
been an important cross -Channel port, with a commercial vehicle and car ferry service to Dieppe in
Normandy. In addition to the commercial ferry service, Newhaven handles other port traffic
(principally aggregates, scrap and industrially-based cargoes) and there is also a small marina.
However, despite its strategic location, Newhaven requires investment to support its regeneration
and economic development.

4.5

In recent decades the harbour has suffered from lack of maintenance and general decline, and
surveys have indicated that some ferry users perceived Newhaven to be ‘unattractive’, consequently
overall visits and spend by ferry travellers in the town centre is low 9. There has also been
deterioration in the traditional port-related industrial areas, where dated premises, vacancies, lack of
upkeep and low value uses have served to accelerate the decline in property assets.

4.6

The town centre is also an indicator of Newhaven’s economic status. As set out in the previous
section, several of the town’s major shops have closed over recent years (25% in July 2010), there are
a number of vacant units and the retail offer is generally weak. Apart from meeting the day-to-day
convenience needs of the community (which are also served by the large Sainsbury’s store located on
the outskirts of the town), residents need to travel outside of Newhaven for many forms of
comparison goods, further exacerbating the economic decline of the town centre.

4.7

As well as commercial and industrial issues, and despite some new development in recent years, there
are still some serious housing issues facing local people – such as a poor physical environment in some
residential areas and a shortage of low cost housing, particularly for first-time buyers. None of the
affordable housing units completed in Lewes District between 2001 and 2009 were within Newhaven.

4.8

Stakeholders have told us that the town’s image is currently defined by the town centre, port, and
large industrial estates which give a generally poor impression. It needs to get away from the “pit
stop” image, as somewhere that is just passed through rather than visited, which bedevils most ferry
ports

4.9

However, Newhaven benefits from a number of physical and other characteristics, including the
successful Enterprise Centre, which is evidence of a strong entrepreneurial culture; an attractive

9

DTZ Newhaven Strategic Network Report, 2004
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location by the river, sea and the South Downs National Park; relatively good transport links to
Brighton, Eastbourne and London; and a local population with higher than average skills in
engineering and manufacturing. There are also other sector specific strengths which are explored in
more detail later in this Section.

Economic Vision
4.10

The Department for Communities and Local Government (CLG) launched a strategy in March 2010
with the aim of securing the economic future of seaside towns, and ensuring that they have the
support they need to benefit from new opportunities to develop strong economies in the future.
Although the strategy notes that the unique heritage of seaside towns is at risk because of the
recession, new possibilities to cultivate low carbon economies, among other factors, provide an
excellent opportunity for such places to secure economic regeneration.

4.11

The East Sussex Economic Development Strategy 2007 stated that, with regard to “Building on the
Growth of Newhaven,” the acquisition of part of the port by Oakdene was expected to transform the
area and contribute significantly to the regeneration of Newhaven’s local economy, and subsequently
the priority was to build on the opportunity this would create to spread economic growth benefits
across the East Sussex economy.

4.12

Also cited in the Strategy was the role of the Newhaven-Dieppe ferry link and associated business
opportunities, and there is mention of “workforce development initiatives aimed at improving the
investment case for incoming businesses” which are to be put in place 10.

4.13

Clearly, the demise of Oakdene and the impact of the recession on other potential developers and
inward investors has meant that many plans have been put on hold, although current owners of West
Quay (RBS) may be considering commissioning the development of the remainder of the site,
wrapping around the marina. The stalling of proposed development along with the further
deterioration of the town centre and businesses such as Parker Pen pulling out of the town have led
to a worsening of the short term economic prospects for Newhaven. However, this should not
detract from the longer term aspirations to raise the town’s profile.

10

East Sussex Economic Partnership with Ancer Spa, December 2007
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What Stakeholders have told us:
Newhaven’s future role needs to build on its strengths and assets: a good business base,
attractive location (by river, sea and Down Land), links with Brighton; it needs to build up its
future role “from the inside”.
Town needs to develop an 18-hour economy, where people want to live, work and enjoy
leisure time. It needs to expand to a level sufficient to draw in facilities and services which will
promote such a diverse economy; town centre should be visible and vibrant, drawing in more
people; quality mixed use development is the key.
Newhaven has an important role as an employment centre and this needs to continue. A
diverse range of businesses, providing a very wide range of jobs in terms of sectors and skill
levels should be provided for.
A range of employment spaces, catering for SMEs and larger businesses, across a range of
sectors (including IT, manufacturing, and engineering) should be promoted, with a particular
need for move-on space.
Skills provision is important for ensuring local communities can access new employment
opportunities. Skills in emerging growth sectors need to be provided, with an emphasis on ‘re
skilling’ for those who are keen to seek different types of employment.
4.14

The conclusions from the Stage 1 analysis confirmed the need for a comprehensive approach to
developing the future vision for Newhaven over the next 15 to 20 years. The town must not be seen
in isolation, but as part of a wider functioning economic area primarily stretching along the Sussex
coast.

4.15

Our preliminary analysis indicated a range of development options creating between 3,000 and 5,500
new homes, and between 1,500 and 5,000 new job opportunities. While the scale of new
development may have altered, particularly in terms of housing, it is still important to note that there
is no “silver bullet” that will turn around Newhaven’s future and make it a more prosperous,
sustainable place. Rather, employment and economic growth must be considered in the wider
context of opportunities in the town, taking into account local, sub regional and regional drivers.

4.16

The economic vision is about identifying what can be achieved over the short, medium and long term
in order to maximise opportunities for Newhaven and its residents, and recommending what physical
interventions should take place to help make this vision a reality.
Analysis of Existing Employment Sites
Avis Way Industrial Estate

4.17

The Avis Way industrial estate covers an area of approximately 20 hectares in Newhaven, located on
the east side of the River Ouse and to the north of Drove Road. The table in Figure 4.1 below provides
a summary of the estate’s quality and occupancy levels.

4.18

Over 80 businesses are located on the estate, which is divided into 12 different sub-areas of varying
age and quality. Commercial development began on the site prior to 1970, with continued expansion
of the area for employment uses since then. Today, it is estimated that around half of the stock pre
dates 1980. Given the age of many of the units located on the Avis Way industrial estate, it is not
unexpected that a number of units are of low quality, with around 20% of the stock deemed to be in
sub-standard condition.
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4.19

The site also experiences notable vacancy levels, with 18 units (17%) of the site observed to be empty
as of September 2009. Voids are concentrated in the south east corner of the site where there is a
prevalence of older pre-1970s units. Newer development is concentrated to the north and west of
the site which also experiences higher levels of occupancy.
Figure 4.1:
Avis Way Industrial Estate – Occupancy and Quality analysis

4.20

No of Units

% Unoccupied

% Low Quality

% Ageing Units
(Pre-1980)

103

17%

20%

50%

There is predominance within the B1 use class, with the majority of units consisting of light industry
with ancillary office functions. The pie chart in Figure 4.2 summarises the sectoral mix of Avis Way
occupiers. Uses are dominated by manufacturing (50%), with a significant proportion of businesses
also in the retail trade (16%) and business services (13%) sectors. There are a limited number of units
occupied by employers in IT, education, or the financial services sectors.
Figure: 4.2 Avis Way employment uses

Quarry Road Industrial Estate
4.21

Quarry Road Industrial Estate, by comparison, is a much smaller (3.5 ha) commercial location,
comprising just over 10 units, and is located to the south of Newhaven town centre, adjacent to
Meeching Quarry. Employment uses have been present on the site for more than 30 years, with
extremely limited new development of the site having place in recent years, as expansion is
constrained by its location adjacent to the quarry.

4.22

Figure 4.3 presents a headline analysis from a site visit in 2008; a small number of units were
unoccupied (around 10%). A significant number of the units on the Quarry Road Estate were however
in poor to average condition and dated from before 1970.
Figure 4.3:
Quarry Road Industrial Estate – Occupancy and Quality analysis
No of Units

% Unoccupied

% Low Quality

% Ageing Units
(Pre-1980)

13

8%

38%

100%
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4.23

Around 13 occupiers are situated within low density units. The units fall within the B1 (offices/light
industry) and B2 (general industry) use classes, with around 60% of the units utilised for
manufacturing. The major occupier on the estate is Artex-Rawlplug Ltd, manufacturer of paint and
powder which holds a number of buildings on the site, combining manufacture and administrative
functions. The remainder of the site is occupied by a number of smaller businesses.
Figure 4.4: Quarry Road Employment Uses

Denton Island
4.24

Denton Island provides a business location of circa 4.8 hectares located in the River Ouse. It is
connected to the Newhaven mainland by a vehicular bridge which joins North Way on the Newhaven
town centre ring road. Denton Island is the location of the Newhaven Enterprise Centre (NEC) which
comprises 44 incubation units for business and light industry use.

4.25

NEC provides a wide range of small affordable business units to let on easy in/easy out terms, which is
aimed at occupiers with 1 to 10 staff. As shown in Figure 4.5, the majority of occupiers are
concentrated in the IT and Business Services sector, with financial services and the health/community
sector also strongly represented. With NEC currently being almost fully occupied, there is a need for
move-on space in order to allow existing occupants to expand and new companies to enter.
East Side Industrial

4.26

Employment land on the East of the River Ouse occupies an area of approximately 14 hectares. The
area consists of a number of commercial units located off Railway, Clifton, and Beach Roads
respectively which run adjacent to the port owned land. Significant units located in this area are the
Bevan Funnell site (which is currently unoccupied), the former Parker Pen site (which will be occupied
until September 2010), and the Enterprise Works unit which provides incubator space for
manufacturing businesses.
Drove Road Retail

4.27

Located to the South of Drove Road on the east side of the River Ouse, the site has an area of
approximately 4 hectares and comprises a number of large retail warehousing units. The majority of
the units are occupied, with the exception being the former MFI unit (due to become a Lidl
supermarket with business units above).
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Figure 4.5: Newhaven’s Enterprise Centre: Business sectors

Employment Sectors
4.28

In 2008, there were 5,149 people employed in Newhaven, working in 561 workplaces. The majority of
these jobs are in the manufacturing sector, which accounts for 31% of all employment in Newhaven,
compared to England where manufacturing constitutes only 10% of employment. Other significant
employment sectors in Newhaven include the wholesale/retail distribution sector (22.6%) and
health/social work (10%). The economy is also characterised by the dominance of small and medium
sized businesses, with 82% of workplaces employing less than 10 employees in 2008, and only 4%
employing over 50 employees.

4.29

Given the low wage nature of the local economy, the recession has had a greater impact on
Newhaven than on the relatively affluent district of Lewes as a whole. In April 2010, 4.9% of the
resident working age population in Newhaven were claiming Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) compared
to 3% for Lewes District and 4.1% across the UK as a whole. This represents a 132% increase in
number of unemployed people in the town since April 2008.

4.30

Between April 2009 and April 2010 the JSA claimant count in both Newhaven Valley and Newhaven,
Denton and Meeching wards remained at the same level for 18-24 year olds, but rose sharply for the
25 -50 age group, albeit from a lower base (rising from 15 claimants to 55 claimants for people aged
over 25 and claiming for over one year).
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Figure 4.6: Newhaven’s employment profile by sector employees

4.31

Reflecting wider national trends, employment in manufacturing fell by 21% in Newhaven between
2006 and 2008. Although over the same period, sectors that have experienced growth include
construction (a 50% increase) and banking, finance and insurance (a 30% increase).

4.32

In terms of number of businesses, the highest numbers of workplaces in Newhaven are now the
wholesale and retail distribution (124 workplaces) and the renting and business activities sectors (115
workplaces), as well as the manufacturing sector (77 workplaces).

4.33

The overall breakdown of workplace employment is shown below:
Figure 4.7: Newhaven’s employment profile by sector workplace
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4.34

The following pages provide an analysis of the key sectors that we believe Newhaven should pursue
and focus on as part of the Physical Development Vision. In addition to port related activities which
have been discussed earlier in this report, these key sectors are: Advanced manufacturing and
engineering including “green technologies”; food; creative industries; and the visitor economy. The
local versus national representation of each sector is shown in Figure 4.8 below.
Figure 4.8: Key employment sectors in Newhaven, proportion of total employees (ABI, 2008)

4.35

A description of the current state of each sector in the Newhaven economy is presented, along with
an assessment of the opportunities to develop each sector, and the actions and physical interventions
required.

Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering
Key Points
Manufacturing accounts for 31% of the employment in Newhaven vs. 9.2% nationally.
Some local businesses offer international calibre products, such as Cash Bases and Clean
Power Technologies and Newhaven businesses have a competitive advantage in bespoke or
high specification products as opposed to large scale standardised production.
4.36

Some of the largest single employers in Newhaven remain in the manufacturing sector – including
companies producing lighting equipment (241 employees), office machinery (215 employees), pumps
and compressors (145 employees) as well as other miscellaneous products that are not classified
(242). There is also a cluster of eight general mechanical engineering companies employing over 80
people. Not including food manufacturing, which is discussed as part of the food sector below,
manufacturing still accounts for 31% of the employment in Newhaven (as only a very small number
work in food manufacturing) and 9.2% nationally.

4.37

Despite a national trend towards a declining manufacturing sector, Newhaven still has a much higher
representation than other parts of the country. Some local businesses offer international calibre
products, such as Cash Bases and Clean Power Technologies, and are set to expand their facilities to
meet increasing demand from within the UK and abroad.

4.38

Unlike manufacturing in general, the main areas where Newhaven businesses have a competitive
advantage are those where bespoke or high specification products are needed, rather than large scale
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standardised production where labour costs often outweigh the benefits of manufacturing in the UK
versus overseas in lower wage economies.
4.39

For this reason, Newhaven has been able to develop a strong, specialised skills base in engineering
and advanced manufacturing that could be further developed in future, and drawn upon by any of a
range of potential inward investors.
Clean Power Technologies UK
Alternative Fuel, Steam Technology, Fuel Efficient & Emission Reduction Technology
Clean Power Technologies aims to significantly reduce emissions from transport and utilities by
introducing a steam hybrid system.
This system is based on the proprietary technology Clean Energy Separation And Recovery (CESAR).
CESAR is able to recover otherwise wasted heat from combustion engine exhaust and cooling systems
which is then utilised to generate high-pressure superheated steam. This energy is converted to
rotational power by expansion through a vapour engine to drive auxiliary equipment or to
supplement a vehicle's main power source.
Clean Power Technologies Inc. (CPTI) is a publicly listed company trading on the Nasdaq Exchange.
CPTI, through its wholly owned UK subsidiary, Clean Power Technologies Ltd, is developing fossil fuel
and steam hybrid technology. The Company develops novel power trains that generate
supplementary auxiliary power energised by the normally dissipated exhaust heat from conventional
internal combustion engines.
The Technology
A running road vehicle expends approximately 36% of the available fuel energy to exhaust, 33% to
engine cooling, and 4% to rolling resistance, leaving only 27% of the energy to power the vehicle along
the road. Clean Power's laboratory tests have demonstrated that its CESAR technology can capture
up to 35% of this otherwise wasted energy and used it to power vehicles.
CESAR utilises the waste heat energy from an internal combustion engine exhaust to generate steam
which can be used to power a small engine. In turn, this steam engine can provide the motive power
for ancillary equipment on a vehicle or provide a supplement to a vehicle's main power source. Using
this system the overall fuel usage of the vehicle is substantially reduced along with the overall
emissions.
On April 13th 2010 CPT unveiled its first engine for the landfill application in front of 60 invited guests.
This engine will go for field trial at the Finmere landfill site in Oxfordshire shortly. The company has
stated that the market potential for the landfill application between the UK and the USA is over 2300
systems with potential gross revenue of over £360 million. The company has received interest from
the prospective landfill operators in Canada, China and India, and will be looking to license this
technology. Other projects to follow include systems for the refrigeration or “reefer” trucks, marine
applications and bio-mass.
The company currently have 15 staff in Newhaven, mostly highly skilled engineers, test technicians
and fabricators. Three quarters of their staff commute from within a 25 mile radius, mostly from
Seaford. They started operating in Newhaven in 2006 and have since acquired a total of 25,000 sq ft
of industrial space in Avis Way.
Source: www.cleanpowertech.co.uk
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4.40

Currently engineering and manufacturing wages tend to be relatively low in Newhaven, and
consultees from local businesses have reported that it is becoming increasingly easy for their staff to
be lured away to jobs in retail that are perceived as easier, cleaner and have a better reputation.

4.41

Part of the long term solution is clearly for the stigma to be removed from manufacturing and
engineering, which will happen as the sector shifts more towards higher value activities. But staff
development is also crucial to retention. If staff know that they can move up quickly with training and
consequently make better wages, they are more likely to stay on.

4.42

As discussed in Section 5 of this report, a high quality housing offer and the availability of a wide
range of local services and amenities also help to encourage higher level employees to live and work
in an area. Currently, many of the professional and managerial staff within Newhaven manufacturing
and engineering companies commute in from Brighton and Eastbourne or sometimes as far as
Croydon and further afield.

4.43

A number of local business owners have agreed that housing and community facilities are important
to staff recruitment because people want to be able to live and work locally. As part of this, they
want a vibrant town centre, and this is important to the companies as well, who want to be able to
take clients and suppliers out to lunch but there is nowhere suitable at present. Likewise, the
presence of a more “upmarket” hotel and shops and bars would make the town more attractive to
residents, businesses and visitors alike.

4.44

In national discussions about whether or not to promote the manufacturing sector as a strong part of
the UK economy, a point that should not be overlooked in the current economic climate is that many
countries such as Germany with a more significant manufacturing and production base to their
economies have been relatively more resilient to the global recession. Furthermore, making the
manufacturing sector more attractive in a particular place contributes to wider economic prosperity,
because other types of businesses, including support services, naturally follow.

4.45

The existence of the port is seen as a strength, especially for companies that export to Europe.
Several consultees have suggested that Newhaven should build an identity around the port, with
cafes, shopping and other activities along the waterfront. Being part of a wider conurbation is
another plus (mainly the Brighton to Eastbourne coastal strip) with good transport links.

4.46

Most business consultees agree that Newhaven in future should have more specialised manufacturing
than at present. There is anecdotal evidence that the perceived attractiveness of manufacturing
overseas is declining so it is a good time to look to accommodate UK businesses. Companies that are
starting to move back will come where there is a good labour force. As part of this trend,
manufacturing must become more high tech and highly skilled. Clusters are another important factor
in the promotion of this sector, as many companies rely on other local businesses as suppliers.
Links with HE and FE

4.47

Besides supply chain opportunities, it is also essential for this sector to have clusters in terms of links
with universities, in particular research institutions, in order to foster R&D, innovation and new
business start ups. Two examples of successful Newhaven businesses that are spinouts from
university research are Surrey Nanosystems (University of Surrey) and Clean Power Technologies
(University of Sussex).

4.48

The Government has pledged to give increased priority to programmes that support key sectors
identified in New Industries: New Jobs, including sciences, technology, engineering and mathematics.
Universities are also increasingly being pressed to maximise their contributions to the wider
community. Consultations with the University of Sussex, the Sussex Innovation Centre (SIC) and the
University of Brighton have confirmed that these institutions are eager to engage with business and
with local communities including Newhaven.
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4.49

For example, there is now agreement to foster links between businesses in Newhaven (particularly
advanced manufacturing) and the University of Sussex, to create partnerships where the university
can add value by offering access to knowledge, people and consultancy services – via Knowledge
Transfer Partnerships (KTPs) or possibly more informal relationships. Links could be created with
Sussex Innovation Centre, with the potential for networking or business support as well.

4.50

With regard to skills development, City College Brighton and Hove has a recognised Centre of
Vocational Excellence (CoVE) in the field of Instrumentation, Control and Automation Engineering, the
focus of which is to address the shortage of qualified technician level engineers. The South East has a
long history of involvement in this aspect of engineering and has the greatest demand for employees
with appropriate industry-specific qualifications at this level.

4.51

The field of Instrumentation, Control and Automation covers a full range of engineering activities,
including: Integrated Manufacture, Process Control, Public Amenity Engineering, and Transport. The
City College CoVE is developing a range of ‘off the shelf’ and bespoke Level 3 qualifications to meet
the specific needs of the industry, and they may be an opportunity not only to offer these
qualifications to residents and employees in Newhaven, but to existing and prospective businesses as
well, thus raising the profile of Newhaven among various specialist industries.
Land and Premises

4.52

As part of a strategy for joint working with SIC, there is potential for Newhaven to be a location for
‘move-on’ space from SInC businesses, but this would require close engagement with this economic
development vision and planning policy. Newhaven would have to provide the right types of
premises and supporting infrastructure to meet demand.

4.53

On the other hand, some have suggested that it is perfectly acceptable for Newhaven to be an
incubator location for new businesses, which can then move elsewhere. If that is the case, the most
important element is to have a range of buildings and land available and training facilities for
companies to use. This could include reusing empty B1 and B2 industrial space throughout
Newhaven. One idea is to offer a facility such as Enterprise Works but on a larger scale, i.e. an
industrial park which acts as an incubator but with a combination of industrial buildings and some
office space similar to NEC. This will need to be accompanied by suitable move-on space to allow new
start-ups to enter the incubation space.

4.54

However, it has also been suggested that the optimum situation would be for Newhaven to offer a
“whole life cycle” approach to supporting growing businesses, beginning with incubation, through to
innovation and growth, and finally to full production. In order to achieve this, it will be necessary first
and foremost to have suitable land and premises available locally for all stages of a company’s
development. Grow-on space for thriving companies should not be neglected in the desire to
promote new business start-ups because these are inextricably linked.

4.55

In Q1 2011 Clean Power Technologies will move from the pilot stage into large scale manufacturing,
and will expand rapidly from 2012 onwards. The aim is for Newhaven to be their lead manufacturing,
testing and R&D facility although some assembly will likely take place overseas. The company is
currently in pursuit of space to accommodate their expansion needs. By contrast, Surrey
Nanosystems is in the process of leaving Newhaven as they have been unable to find very high
specification premises to suit their future needs.
Green Technologies

4.56

There is significant overlap between the development of “green technologies” such as opportunities
around offshore wind discussed previously in this report, and the advanced manufacturing and
engineering sector. Clean Power Technologies is a key example of a company that is an international
leader in renewable energy technology, but which also has a strong manufacturing basis. There are
also a number of companies in NEC that manufacture innovative, environmentally sustainable
products for UK and international consumption.
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4.57

Retrofitting homes (and businesses) to be more environmentally sustainable is also becoming an
increasing priority for the UK Government and the EU, with the aim of reducing carbon emissions – a
third of which come from the built environment – but also for businesses that want to carve out a
niche in a rapidly growing economic sector. There is considerable opportunity for new and existing
businesses to position themselves to supply innovative products to the retrofitting market, whether
that be insulation, windows, or micro energy generation.

4.58

The next Section of this report explores in further detail the scale and breadth of the opportunities
that retrofitting may present over the next 10-20 years. Combined with an area that is experiencing
housing growth, this is an ideal time for local businesses to look to improve their skills and expertise in
sustainable construction as well as the manufacturing of products and building materials.

4.59

If as part of a wider “whole community” retrofitting programme, there is also scope for training local
residents to undertake the installation of sustainability measures, along with being involved in the
construction of new buildings, then that is a real opportunity to develop locally. For example, Kent
County Council, supported by significant feasibility funding from SEEDA, is proposing a major centre of
excellence for sustainable construction, including a Skills and Knowledge Academy. One of the
objectives is to fully integrate innovative approaches to sustainable construction into the training, and
innovating the construction training and education process itself. Partners should consider seeking
funding support for a similar facility in Newhaven as part of the wider regeneration of the town.

4.60

As mentioned above, recent announcements by the Crown Estate with regard to new offshore
licences along the South Coast mean that the time is right to explore opportunities for Newhaven and
other UK ports to secure links with wind farm developers, in advance of the construction phase
beginning.

4.61

Getting “a foot in the door” at this early stage could allow Newhaven (and the wider sub region) to
position itself to take advantage of future job creation in the offshore wind sector, in particular
through long term supply chain development opportunities.

4.62

In 2008 the UK passed legislation which introduces the world’s first long-term legally binding
framework to tackle the dangers of climate change – the Climate Change Act. As part of the overall
effort to reduce the UK’s carbon emissions the government also signed up to the EU’s 2008
Renewable Energy Directive. This includes a target to produce 15% of all energy from renewable
sources by 2020 and is equivalent to a seven-fold increase in UK renewable energy consumption from
2008 levels.

4.63

The Government’s ‘Renewable Energy Strategy’, published in July 2009, establishes the balance of
fuels and technologies that will be needed to achieve this ambitious goal. It sets out that more than
30% of our electricity, 12% of our heat and 10% of our transport energy will need to be generated by
renewable energy. As the UK has substantial potential onshore and offshore wind resources, the
strategy’s preferred option is for two thirds of the UK’s increase in renewable energy to come from
new wind power infrastructure.

4.64

The potential for Newhaven Port to support offshore wind growth would align strategically with the
RES and this new focus. Specifically it constitutes a ‘Transformational Action’ to achieve ‘Global
Leadership in Environmental Technologies’. It could also help to alleviate deprivation across the
Sussex Coast sub region by providing new higher value added jobs in emerging technology/green
sectors.

4.65

The project could also contribute strategic added value by helping to achieve economies of scale in
the renewable energy sector. Although there are already a significant number of businesses involved
with environmental technologies operating in the South East, actions are needed in order for the
region to reach critical mass in renewable energy. Investment in Newhaven would help to provide
some impetus for further inward investment in the future. This issue was discussed in detail in
Section 3.
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Key Opportunities
Develop action plans with University of Sussex and University of Brighton to forge better R&D
and business incubation links, as well as Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTPs).
Work with Sussex Innovation Centre to design grow-on space for high tech spinout businesses.
Create a strategy and spatial framework for the development of a “whole life cycle” approach
to supporting business growth through the provision of new and refurbished premises.
Ensure that sufficient suitable land in Newhaven is reserved for a range of B1 (light industrial)
employment uses, including parcels of land that would allow for a company to have its office
and manufacturing/testing facilities on the same site.
Forge links with City College Brighton & Hove for specialist engineering training.
Consider the feasibility of a sustainable construction skills academy in Newhaven.
Physical Requirements
5,000-6,000 sq m of new small workspace (with a combination of office and light industrial
space) to be capable of development in two phases.
Land reserved in existing industrial areas along Beach Road on the East Bank, and in Avis Way
Industrial Estate.
Business incubation space and training facilities as part of the “education hub”.

Advanced Manufacturing - Actions
Work with local universities and colleges to forge better R&D and business incubation links.
Ensure that sufficient and suitable land and premises are available for new business start-ups
and grow-on space.

Visitor Economy
Key Points
Newhaven is part of the wider Lewes District, South Downs and Sussex catchment which
attracts a significant number of visitors each year.
There is a significant opportunity to capitalise on Newhaven’s location and natural assets,
making the town a destination both for UK and continental visitors and the local community.

4.66

Whilst Newhaven is certainly not a standalone visitor destination at present, the town is part of the
wider Lewes District, South Downs and Sussex catchment which attracts a significant number of
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11

visitors each year . There is potential to develop the visitor economy in Newhaven, with particular
focus on the role the town can play in supporting the wider sub-region, and opportunities to develop
supporting facilities and services (accommodation for example).
4.67

It is difficult to undertake a statistical analysis of the tourism and hospitality sector as the sector
includes a number of different industries as defined by the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes. In the main, statistical analysis is usually concentrated on tourism related industries, the most
12
important of which are hotels and restaurants and visitor attractions .

4.68

366 people work in tourism-related industries in Newhaven, which represents 7% of the town’s
workforce, slightly lower than the level for Great Britain, at 8.5%, most likely due to the town’s coastal
location and ferry connection. The majority work in provision of lodgings, not including hotels and
hostels (149) and restaurants (106). However, a higher proportion of Newhaven’s workplaces are
within tourism-related industries – 30 companies, or 8.9% of the total, 18 of which are bars and
restaurants. It is recognised that employment in lodgings is highly seasonal, service based and
primarily low paid.

4.69

Two of the District’s largest visitor attractions are located in Newhaven – Newhaven Fort and Paradise
Park.
Newhaven Fort: The Victorian fort is a Scheduled Ancient Monument and attracts a substantial
number of visitors (34,000 per annum). It already engages successfully with the Newhaven and
wider community, holding many popular events, and performs an important educational role.
The Fort lies to the south of the town, immediately west of the mouth of the River Ouse. The
Fort is already and increasingly used as a venue for a range of community events. There is
potential to hold more larger events and festivals at Newhaven Fort, drawing visitors from the
surrounding area and further afield, funding can be found for a second exit in order to satisfy
licensing requirements.
Paradise Park: This comprises of a garden centre and gift shop, a café, a heritage trail and
gardens, and is directly marketed to group/coach operators. Paradise Park attracts a large
number of visitors though they tend not to go further afield in Newhaven. The park also
houses a small local museum, although opening times are limited according to the time of
year/week. A weekly produce market is also held.

4.70

There is a significant opportunity to capitalise on Newhaven’s location and natural assets, making the
town a destination both for UK and continental visitors and the local community. This includes
becoming a gateway to the South Downs National Park (which gained formal status on 31 March
2010), extensive river frontage, the Seahaven Coastal Trail, leisure marina, beach and coastal
landscape. In addition there is potential for Newhaven to be a touring base for Lewes District and the
wider Sussex catchment, with good links to Brighton and Eastbourne. The increased promotion of
Newhaven as a base for touring the area could make a positive impact on the local economy in terms
of revenue and jobs. To attract touring visitors however supporting infrastructure including
restaurants, cafes, evening economy and accommodation would need to be developed.

4.71

There is also a very interesting opportunity to coordinate the visitor economy with a coordinated
open space strategy, as discussed earlier in this report, which enhances access to the beach, links the

11

2.85m visitors p/a as per 2008 Economic Impact Study

12

The full list includes: Restaurants, Pubs, bars and nightclubs, Hospitality services, Hotels, Contract food service providers,
Gambling, Travel and tourist services, Holiday parks and self-catering accommodation, Youth hostels and Visitor attractions
sectors.
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town to the South Downs and wider Sussex catchment, provides major “routes” around and through
the town, and improves the provision of green spaces and play spaces.
4.72

There is also the significant potential associated with the proposed London to Paris cycle route (the
Avenue Verte), which is planned to open in 2012 and uses the Newhaven-Dieppe ferry crossing. This
could tie in with other green initiatives in the town. In addition, the Sussex Ouse Valley Way, a 42
mile long distance footpath, runs through Newhaven. The path follows the course of the River Ouse
from Lower Beeding in West Sussex, through Lewes, and to the sea at Seaford Bay. This diverse and
scenic route could also be promoted as a significant asset for the town, attracting local visitors and
those from further afield.

4.73

Newhaven Lifeboat station also attracts visitors to the town, particularly groups and schools. Some
stakeholders have suggested that there may be potential to develop a harbour based attraction
including a lifeboat museum, tour and café. The redevelopment of the Cromer Lifeboat Station in
Norfolk is a good example of this type of initiative, and includes a new £1.8 million museum and a
café.

4.74

Despite being a long established ferry gateway to France, consultations with stakeholders have
revealed that many people believe that the ferry merely encourages “through traffic” and there is not
enough to draw in visitors to Newhaven itself. There is therefore a need for some form of “magnet”,
which will make people want to stay, either for a day trip or overnight. Given Newhaven’s location
and proximity to the environmental assets described above, with the appropriate mix of facilities,
services and housing, it could be developed as a significant touring base for visitors to the Sussex
area.

4.75

The port and its river location is seen by many as the town’s best asset at the present time, around
which waterfront development could take place, enhancing the physical environment and overall
image of the area, and acting as a major draw for visitors.

4.76

For example, Gunwharf Quays in Portsmouth is regarded as a best practice exemplar of high quality
waterfront development where some of the principles could be applied in Newhaven. The Oakdene
development on the West bank is seen as an attractive waterfront nucleus albeit lacking many shops
and cafes – and the existing marina already attracts craft to the area, and proposals to expand this
could create a much more significant magnet.

4.77

Marinas also can attract visitors in their own right, by having associated retail and leisure facilities,
including restaurants and night time uses. As mentioned above, owners RBS may redevelop
Newhaven marina.

4.78

The nearby existing town centre also virtually abuts the river, although separated by the current ring
road. The challenge is now taking comprehensive development onto the East bank, where any
proposals must be linked into the existing town centre to the West and the station/transport
interchange to the East, as well as exploiting the use of open spaces, to maximise ease of pedestrian
and cycle movement.

4.79

This raises the opportunity for an “expanded” town centre, with development on either bank
exploiting the proximity to the river. The visitor economy would respond to such an offer, particularly
if the development of mixed uses included leisure which went beyond shops and cafes, such as a
hotel, cultural industries, and possibly a Lifeboat museum as mentioned above.

4.80

Other developments which could provide a focal point for visitors, could be a cinema or bowling alley,
or the development of a niche sporting facility, for example one or two of the world class extreme
sports centres, which are in short supply in the south of the country, such as a climbing wall or indoor
wind surfing centre. This could give the town more of an 18 hour economy, which has long been an
aspiration for local partners, and would encourage longer visitor stays and increased spend, as well as
providing a better range of amenities for the local community.
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4.81

For this to be successful, the development of the evening economy needs to be accompanied by
supporting infrastructure, including safe parking and well lit walkways. An innovative and joined up
approach, possibly building on the local food sector in Sussex, skills/expertise of the network A Taste
of Sussex, and integrated with wider development, could also be linked to the above possibilities.

4.82

The beaches in the area are another visitor attraction. Although there have clearly been issues with
the West Beach over the last couple of years, with improvements to the access and surrounding
environment, it could provide a good opportunity as part of a wider strategy. The presence of a
“sandy” beach is seen as a major asset, and could also provide a good location for water sports and
related activities such as kite surfing, wind surfing, beach volleyball, and sand sculpture. Many of
these could be promoted regionally or nationally as major events or competitions, building on the
reputation that already exists for similar activities in Brighton and Hove.

4.83

One consultee also suggested that music and cultural events could be promoted, using facilities at
Castle Hill/the Fort to draw in visitors. Newhaven Fort already runs an events programme including
live jazz evenings, theatre, and ‘Rock the Fort’ an evening of performances from local bands, which
should be supported and further developed. Brecon Jazz Festival is seen as another good example of
how events such as this can give a place a new image. Brecon is now seen as a serious visitor
destination, although it would be important for any special events to complement and not compete
with the day to day business of Castle Hill/the Fort, and any capacity issues in the town would need to
be addressed or else they could become a negative factor for visitors.

4.84

Some stakeholders suggested that there may be opportunity to promote ‘industrial tourism’ in
Newhaven, this could focus on ‘behind the scenes’ tours and open days at the waste to energy centre
and if off shore wind development takes place, then other locations have exploited the chance for
“informative” boat trips out to the turbines. This would be a very specialist/niche market, but could
potentially form part of a wider tourism offer in Newhaven.

4.85

Although some consultees have suggested the development of larger scale attractions such as a water
theme park, experience shows that achieving viability for this type of facility is extremely difficult in a
location such as Newhaven. Normally it is a prerequisite to have a significant “360 degree”
population catchment within a reasonable drive time, together with nearby “motorway” access - in
order to be able attract a sufficient number of visitors to make a major attraction profitable for a
private operator.

4.86

These opportunities should not be discounted, but there should be more prospect of securing some
of the other initiatives discussed above in the short/medium term which could create a critical mass
of activity – all aligned towards the visitor economy.

4.87

The preferred strategy over this period is therefore to focus on making best use of the town’s existing
environmental and physical assets, i.e. the South Downs, the sea, the river and marina, the Fort and
Castle Hill, Paradise Park, and the port and ferry service. Much more can be made of linking the
town’s natural assets together and promoting it to visitors who are interested in a walking, cycling or
waterfront experience.

4.88

The development of infrastructure to support the visitor economy in Newhaven should then be a
focus - including the provision of accommodation suitable for walkers/cyclists, secure bike storage,
and transport connections. The Seahaven Coastal Trail, linking the communities of Newhaven,
Seaford and Peacehaven, is an asset to be built on in the physical development vision for Newhaven.
The vision should also capitalise on the position of Newhaven midway between Brighton and
Eastbourne.

4.89

Finally, it should be mentioned that this sector also has the potential for significant overlap with the
food sector discussed below, including opportunities to market Newhaven as a destination for local
sustainable fish and produce, as well as markets and food related events throughout the year.
Building the town’s reputation as a centre of sustainable manufacturing and construction would also
contribute to re-branding the town in a positive and cohesive way.
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SOUTH DOWNS NATIONAL PARK
Hilary Benn, Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs announced on 12 November
2009 the creation of a new National Park for the South Downs and confirmed its boundary. The South
Downs National Park will come into being on 31 March 2010.
The South Downs stretches east from ancient pastures and hanging woodlands of East Hampshire
across West Sussex hills, wooded estates and heath land to the looming Seven Sisters cliffs in East
Sussex. The iconic landscape is best known for its ancient chalk down land. This man-made
environment comes about by constant livestock grazing the chalk hills over thousands of years. The
grazing checks the hardy scrub plants and this, combined with the poor soil, gives fragile native plants
a chance to thrive. As the flora is so diverse, a vast array of creatures can live in this habitat, including
rare butterflies and grasshoppers.
To the north of the chalk hills, heath land forms a warm, open habitat which is home to rare birds,
snakes and lizards. The UK has 20% of the entire world’s heath land, but it’s vanishing at a startling
rate as it is generally not looked after properly. Unlike other ‘wild’ National Park landscapes, around
85% of the South Downs is farmland, with a high proportion of arable cropping.
The park boundary surrounds Newhaven to the north and east and is easily accessible by foot from
most parts of the town.
Source: www.southdownsonline.org
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Visitor Economy - Key Opportunities
Launch a campaign/programme to re-brand Newhaven as a destination and major touring
base/centre for walkers and outdoor enthusiasts, building on existing initiatives such as the
Seahaven Coastal Trail.
Create a strategy for linking Newhaven’s natural and other assets including Newhaven Fort and
Paradise Park, through physical connections, improved signage, and better promoting the
connections between places and features.
Improve accessibility from the town to the beaches, the National Park, the wider Sussex
catchment and other locations of interest – primarily by foot and cycle but also by car and
public transport, including accessibility from the town centre to the fort.
Explore strategies to promote the beaches in the area, for use for occasional events such as
water sports and beach volleyball, and consider the provision of new facilities/amenities there.
Organise a range of events directed at raising sport participation of local children and
promoting healthy lifestyles within the community, with other events aimed at a wider
audience.
Examine potential for/cost of environmental enhancements to Castle Hill and the Fort.
Physical Requirements
Promote development around the river frontages within an “expanded” town centre, in
particular:
-

A new 2,100 sq m 3 Star hotel with 60 beds

-

New restaurant development to support additional hotel accommodation in the town

-

An “extreme”/niche sports venue – potentially as an interim use at Railway Quay

-

An expansion to the marina facility, including support services, retail uses etc.

A new retail space in the “extended” town centre to either side of the river, around the marina,
potentially as part of the redevelopment of the Parker Pen site, and land on Norton Road.
A new footbridge across the river, and a possible new river crossing to the North, creating a
loop around the town.
A new visitor information point.
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Visitor Economy - Actions
Promote Newhaven as a destination and major touring base/centre for walkers and outdoor
enthusiasts, building on existing initiatives such as the Seahaven Coastal Trail.
Create a strategy for linking Newhaven’s natural and other assets including Newhaven Fort
and Paradise Park, through physical connections, improved signage, and better promoting
the connections between places and features.
Improve accessibility from the town to the beaches, the National Park, the wider Sussex
catchment and other locations of interest – primarily by foot and cycle but also by car and
public transport.

The Food Sector
Key Points
The food sector is an important contributor to the economic development of Newhaven, with
the employment profile for this sector including fishing, food manufacturing and wholesaling.
The local fishing fleet which has a reputation across the South East for sustainably caught
fish.
Enterprise Works has for some years helped to enable new start up businesses in the food
sector.

4.90

The food sector is an important contributor to the economic development of Newhaven. At present
the employment profile for this sector primarily includes fishing, food manufacturing and the
wholesale of food stuffs. 159 Newhaven residents are employed within the food sector and this
represents some 3.1% of the local workforce. The vast majority (147) work in the wholesale of food;
particularly fish and seafood products, alcohol and beverages, and meat.

4.91

There are 14 workplaces in the food sector in the town, which represents 2.5% of the town’s total
workplaces, 4 of which are involved in the wholesale of fish and seafood. Many of these businesses
are clustered around the Avis Way Industrial Estate. In terms of employees, nationally the food sector
represents 2.5% of the workforce compared to 3.1% for Newhaven, including food manufacturing.

4.92

Across Sussex as a whole, there is a very active local food movement, which links in with a national
trend towards an increasing desire to reduce food miles, and to eat and produce food more
sustainably. There is a significant opportunity to capture the momentum that is already there, and at
the same time to build on a sector which already has a presence in the town. As mentioned
previously, this also offers the ability to link to tourism/visitor initiatives as well as education and skills
objectives.

4.93

The food sector in Newhaven already has a strong base, namely in its established fishing fleet which
has a reputation across the South East for sustainably caught fish, as well as a number of existing
catering and food processing companies located in Avis Way Industrial Estate. Enterprise Works has
for some years helped to enable new start up businesses in the food sector, many of whom have been
very successful and expanded their operations. After automotive and storage and distribution, food is
the most common type of business currently occupying Avis Way and Quarry Road estates, with eight
companies in the sector.
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4.94

Local businesses include Newhaven Fish & Flake Ice Society which provides ice, fuel, storage and
berthing to the local fishing fleet, and who serve as the local liaison with Defra and the marine
fisheries agency, and Network Seafoods.

4.95

Network Seafoods Ltd of Newhaven started out as commercial fishermen, but is now one of the
leading distributors of fresh and frozen seafood in the South East, and has a particular focus on
promoting high quality, healthy foods. They specialise in supplying shellfish as well as a range of
freshly landed fish from multiple South Coast ports including Newhaven. Products landed in
Newhaven Port are taken to specialised premises in Quarry Road for preparation and distribution
daily to the catering industry in about a 40 mile radius.

4.96

The South East Food Group Partnership (SEFGP) is the sector body for regional food in the South East
of England. SEFGP’s day to day role includes trade development work with producers, supermarkets,
the food service sector and wholesale markets as well as working with the public sector to increase
the level of regional food on the menu of schools and hospitals.

4.97

A Taste of Sussex is a network providing support to Sussex based food producers and supply chains.
The network provides a range of skills, and local expertise on food businesses that could be tapped
into to help foster local food supply chains, encourage high standards and promote good practice.
The Sussex Breakfast is an example of an initiative by A Taste of Sussex, Sussex Tourism Partnership
and East and West Sussex councils. The initiative invites B&Bs, hotels, cafes and visitor attractions to
sign up to serving at least 60% locally sourced, ethically produced ingredients in their breakfasts.

4.98

SEFGP features information about South East fisheries, events, information for the industry, research
and trade opportunities. They offer training programmes and events year round across the region. In
the summer of 2007, SEEDA launched the South East Fishing Industry Development Plan, and SEFGP is
the body dedicated to the implementation of the plan.

4.99

There are currently 26 active boats in the Newhaven fishing fleet, although some of these only
operate part time. They most commonly fish cod, sole, plaice, mackerel and scallops among others
and the average annual value of the catch is around £1m.

4.100

The fish market premises are currently empty and the industry overall has been in decline in recent
years due to quotas. Under current conditions, the market would be obliged to buy in fish from other
ports to keep it in business, and this would not be easy because most ports tend to have their own
markets. Currently most of the fish brought into Newhaven goes to France, and it is difficult to supply
direct to restaurants because they need continuity of supply and therefore don’t normally buy fish
direct off the boat.

4.101

Newhaven’s anglers however have been faring better than the rest of the fleet in recent years, partly
due to the fact that the market is steadily growing for more sustainable (line caught) fish. Newhaven
has potential to build on its already strong reputation for sustainable fishing and further increase the
market across the local area and further afield. This would ensure greater traceability and generate a
better reputation for quality.

4.102

With regard to eateries in Newhaven, there’s a gap between Brighton and Eastbourne for one or
more high quality seafood restaurants. If the fish coming into Newhaven were of sufficient (and
consistent) quality, there is an opportunity to support such restaurants with a locally caught offer.
For example, a local restaurant(s) could offer a combination of continuity and a range of fresh local
fish which changes daily depending on the catch. It could also sponsor a local boat and buy direct
from them whenever possible. This would raise quality and be good for the restaurant’s image
because it would be seen to be supporting a local family business.

4.103

There is considerable potential for overlap between food and the visitor economy (see below),
especially capitalizing on opportunities for food events such as festivals and markets, and to broaden
the restaurant and café offer as part of a wider leisure and tourism strategy for the town.
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4.104

Consideration should also be given to links between this sector and further and higher and education
(FE and HE) in terms of developing the local skills base in catering and food technology. Both Sussex
Downs (Eastbourne) and City College Brighton & Hove offer a Food and Culinary Arts foundation
course in conjunction with the University of Brighton who offer a BA course in the subject.

4.105

City College Brighton & Hove has received an ‘Action for Business Colleges’ accreditation and has
been awarded Centre of Vocational Excellence (CoVE) status for its Hospitality and Catering
department. There is a student managed restaurant, ‘The Gallery’ which offers bistro-style lunches
and fine dining along with catering for gala dinners and charity events. The college also offers a range
of NVQ and VRQ qualification courses in food preparation and cooking.

4.106

Nearby Plumpton College is mainly for students who are interested in careers in farming, horticulture,
and other land-based subjects, but it is also offers a number of food related courses including Wine
Business and Wine Production foundation degrees. Plumpton is affiliated with Brighton University.

4.107

Markets and festivals could provide an ideal platform for Newhaven to develop and showcase its food
sector, particularly as Sussex has gained a national reputation for high quality local food, including
fresh produce, beef and lamb among others. These products along with other locally produced food
such as bread and pastries, beer and cider, jams and chutneys, feature in a number of very successful
food festivals in Brighton throughout the year. Participation by Newhaven businesses in the annual
Sussex Food & Drink Awards would also help to raise the town’s profile and reputation in this field. It
is noted however that nearby Hastings has successfully been rebranded with an emphasis on festivals
and events, and any initiatives in Newhaven will need to differentiate from this offer.

4.108

The annual Newhaven Fish festival organized by NCDA has been a popular free event celebrating local
produce and fresh fish, and featuring cooking demonstrations and a variety of community activities,
but it is relatively unknown farther afield. If this event could be expanded to become a broader food
festival, and better promoted across the region, it could attract a much higher level of visitors and
increased revenues for local food businesses. One option is for the festival to be held several times
throughout the year to celebrate the start of each major fishing season.

4.109

Building on the ferry link with France, another option is for there to be a number of regular French
food markets held in Newhaven each year. There are a number of commercial operators who run
French markets across the country, and this would be another way of raising the town’s profile and
encouraging visitors.

4.110

Finally, the food sector has an important role to play in Newhaven’s communities by promoting health
and well-being. Not only could local residents take up courses at a new learning centre and receive an
NVQ or other qualification, but there could be free courses offered to residents, focusing on target
groups such as parents of young children, on how to cook healthy and inexpensive foods for a family.

4.111

The learning centre could be part of the new “education hub” and would be an ideal location for a
café or bistro, open to the public but staffed and managed by students. If it had a core focus on
healthy food and using local ingredients, it would be a draw not only for Newhaven residents but
farther afield, and could be promoted as part of the visitor offer.

4.112

Eventually, as the catering side of the food sector grows, local businesses may be in a position to
encourage the County Council to supply all Newhaven schools with locally grown fruit and vegetables,
locally reared meat, and sustainable locally caught fish. Because of the emphasis not only on health
and well-being, but on supporting small businesses, this could attract government grants, and if
successful the programme could be expanded to all of Lewes District and other parts of the county.
Food Sector – Key Opportunities
Make the annual Fish Festival bigger, broader and much more prominent – generating greater
publicity and with a focus on sustainable fishing and local produce.
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Have fish market days every fortnight/once a month where fishermen can sell direct to the
public and to restaurants.
Encourage at least one entrepreneur to open a high quality restaurant selling locally caught fish
and other seasonal local produce, possibly connected with a new culinary school to offer
training opportunities for local residents and an “enterprise hub” developing new business
opportunities for those interested in a career in the food sector.
Introduce food training courses at Sussex Downs College connected to food safety, food
preparation and cooking, etc and offering free courses to the community on healthy eating,
and encourage City College Brighton & Hove to open a branch in Newhaven offering a broader
curriculum.
Consider local produce markets offering Sussex beef and lamb, local fruit and vegetables, local
bakeries, butchers etc – similar to Brighton food festivals but smaller scale. This could build on
successful initiatives such as the South Downs Landscape Enhancement Initiative which
promoted high quality branded local products including ‘South Downs Lamb’.
In tandem with the Sussex produce initiatives above - explore the possibilities of offering
regular French markets throughout the year.
Forge better links with SEFGP re promotion of Newhaven sustainable fishing, and local
provision of training courses and food events featuring Newhaven based companies.
Promote participation in the next Sussex Food and Drink Awards to raise the profile of
Newhaven food producers, shops and restaurants.
Physical Requirements
Sufficient market and festival space in the town centre or in a prominent riverfront location.
Industrial space in Avis Way, or in and around the port – for food processing, storage and
distribution.
Quayside access, moorings and storage space for fishing boats and supplies.
Fish market premises with parking.
Start-up and grow-on space for new small businesses, much of this as part of the new provision
of 5,000-6,000 sq m of new small workspace – referred to in previous Sections.
Space for college courses and community learning, including classrooms, kitchens, informal
meeting spaces, a café and/or bistro – with good public transport accessibility.
An attractive town centre or riverfront location for a restaurant.
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Food Sector – Actions
Encourage the opening of a high quality restaurant selling locally caught fish and other
seasonal local produce, possibly connected with training opportunities for local residents and
an “enterprise hub” developing new business opportunities for those interested in a career in
the food sector.
Build on the fishing industry, still operating out of Newhaven.
Offer local produce markets offering Sussex beef and lamb, local fruit and vegetables, local
bakeries, butchers etc building on initiatives such as the South Downs Landscape
Enhancement Initiative which promotes high quality branded local products including ‘South
Downs Lamb’.

Creative Industries, Culture and IT
Key Points
A number of companies in this sector have migrated to Newhaven, following pressure on
rents and accommodation in Brighton.
Hillcrest Centre is home to a number of painters and sculptors, in addition to artists based
elsewhere in Newhaven, and some may be likely to move if suitable, inexpensive studios
were provided.
There are also creative businesses in Newhaven Enterprise Centre, among those an interior
designer, a web designer, a graphic designer and photographer; NEC is well suited to office
based creative activities such as digital media and design.
4.113

304 residents of Newhaven are employed within sectors that are classified as operating within the
13
creative or cultural industry (CCI), as defined by the Department of Culture Media and Sport . This
represents 6% of the local workforce but 11% of the town’s workplaces. This compares to 7.6% of the
British workforce in CCIs. The broad categories included in CCI are advertising, architecture, art and
antiques, designer fashion, video, film and photography, music and the visual and performing arts,
publishing, software, computer games and electronic publishing, radio and TV.

4.114

The highest numbers of employees are based in the specialist retail store sector (185 employees),
unclassifiable business activities sector (66 employees) and architectural and engineering activities
and related technical consultancy sector (19 employees). The highest numbers of workplaces are
within the unclassifiable business activity sector (19 workplaces), the specialist retail store sector (14
workplaces) and the computer software consultancy and design sector (10 workplaces).

4.115

Hillcrest Centre is home to studios used by nine painters and one sculptor at the moment, and it
demonstrates a demand and potential hub in Newhaven for the artistic and creative community.
However, some people have expressed the view that the space is not ideal for some artistic activities
such as metalwork because of close proximity to a residential area and limited access. Some of the

13

Creative Industries Economic Estimates bulletin, DCMS 2009
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artists currently working in the Centre may be likely to move if suitable, inexpensive studios were
provided elsewhere in the town.
4.116

There are also already a number of creative businesses in Newhaven Enterprise Centre, among those
an interior designer, a web designer, a graphic designer and photographer. While the NEC is not
suitable for “dirty” or more industrial activities, it is well suited to office based creative activities such
as digital media and design.

4.117

Consultations, suggest that over the last few years, there have been a number of companies move
into Newhaven, who were previously located in Brighton. The shortage of accommodation and the
high rental levels in Brighton have however forced them to find an alternative base, and Newhaven
was sufficiently close and less pressured to create an attractive option. This is a characteristic which
should be encouraged in the future.

4.118

In terms of the requirement for accommodation, one local artist has highlighted the Glasgow
Sculpture Studios (see below) as a best practice exemplar of creative industry workspace. If
something of this calibre were available in Newhaven, albeit on a smaller scale, it would be possible
to attract artists from Brighton and possibly further afield, because there is currently nothing similar
to that in Brighton (industrial artist studios). Some artists need a place where they can do noisy,
smelly work without impacting on adjacent housing and thus disturbing residents. Likewise, flats built
on top of studios do not work for this purpose.
Glasgow Sculpture Studios

Glasgow Sculpture Studios supports a vibrant community of professional artists who focus on
innovative sculptural techniques and practices. This wide-ranging community are at varying stages of
their careers, from emergent and recent graduates through to established artists whose practice is
recognised at the highest level; from representing Scotland at the Venice Biennale, being nominated
for the Turner Prize to winning Becks Futures.
Glasgow Sculpture Studios production facilities include the following:
Wood workshop – radial arm circular saw, pillar drill, wood lathe, band saw, sanding machine, planer
thicknesser and 3 meter table saw.
Metal workshop – piranha iron worker, cold saw, MIG welding, oxy-acetylene cutting & welding
equipment, guillotine, box bending machine, mobile gantry & hydraulic lifter, pillar drill & chop saw.
Spraying and resin – fume extraction, basic temperature control.
Ceramics – large kiln and basic facilities
Stone – air chisels, flexible dust extraction, lifting gear & crowbars
The programme includes production and research residencies, curated exhibitions, talks, symposia,
off-site and artist-led projects and events. Current and future partnerships include Cove Park,
Lowsalt, RMJM, Skulpturenpark Berlin_Zentrum and The Glasgow School of Art.
Production residencies are aimed at contemporary visual artists, who are working nationally and/or
internationally for whom a change of scenery might offer fresh inspiration; offering the artist/s a
dedicated studio and access to all Artists Facilities and Artists Support Programmes with a view to
realising a major project or body of work that is disseminated as part of the Public Programme in the
gallery.
Research residencies support a writer, scholar, academic, curator or researcher working nationally
and/or internationally, to support existing projects and the development of new ideas over a
sustained period of time. This residency format is key to GSS' commitment to enabling the
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dissemination of contemporary sculptural practices and creative exchanges between visiting resident
practitioners and in-house artists as well as the public.

4.119

The ideal location for noisier creative activities would be near to the river in an industrial area, but
with good public access so that people can walk by and see the artists working. Near to or inside the
extended town centre would be a good location. Allowing a public view of work in progress as well as
exhibition space is important in promoting a creative industries quarter, and this also links in with
initiatives to promote the visitor economy.

4.120

Any space upwards of 50 sq m would be sufficient for an individual artist’s space, but because the
work is often sporadic in nature, artists need to be able to come and go easily, and occasionally
expand their needs for short periods of time. Therefore it is crucial that this space be as flexible as
possible, and in some cases shared workspace would be ideal. It is also important to have good road
access for getting bulky materials in and out.

4.121

Whilst important in some cases, accommodation is not the only catalyst to attract companies to
Newhaven; developing a critical mass of CCI businesses would provide opportunities for joint working
and collaboration in supplying services or delivering commissions, and networks of companies in this
sector could produce some real benefits. Providing the framework and connections to enable such
activities to be supported could be an important role for partners, as would the provision of training
and skills development programmes, with links to FE and HE.

4.122

For example, there is scope for considering opportunities for explicit links between this economic
development vision for Newhaven and the research activities of the University of Sussex. The
University has developed six multidisciplinary research themes including ‘culture and heritage’, and
‘digital and social media’. The university could therefore engage with projects to promote the cultural
identity of Newhaven, and to get involved in culture and creative industry led regeneration and placemaking initiatives.

4.123

As noted above for other sectors, City College Brighton & Hove is also a Centre of Vocational
Excellence (CoVE) for Digital Design. It has three Mac-based multimedia suites, a Mac-based Graphic
Design suite and a PC-based Multimedia suite. Facilities also include a video studio with Chromakey
and lighting rig and a radio broadcast facility. Equipment includes digital video cameras, mini disc
recorders and digital stills cameras. All rooms are fully networked and have email and internet access
on every machine.

4.124

The Digital Design Skills Lab at the college has a proven to track record of delivering the right skills to a
professional standard. Training covers both business and software skills and includes courses in
Digital Photography, Web Design, Video Editing, 3D Modelling and Print.

4.125

There are clearly opportunities to foster links between local FE colleges and universities to raise local
skill levels in the creative industries, and to encourage young people to consider a career in the
sector. This would not only help to raise local aspirations in general, but also to offer an alternative to
those students who are less inclined to pursue either more academic or more industrial based
careers.

4.126

In this way a real focus on creative industries could help establish a reputation for the area and a
develop a “creative quarter” that could act as a focus for a range of inter related activities.

4.127

In terms of other opportunities to develop the sector, Artwave is an annual visual arts festival
organised by LDC and held in venues across Lewes District and is another opportunity to promote this
sector within the town. The event showcases work from local artists and makers, with over 350
artists taking part in the event in 2009. This event acts as a platform for artists in Newhaven, and
artists also link into the Brighton Open Houses Festival.
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4.128

As mentioned above, CCI will also link to the visitor economy by raising the image of Newhaven and
providing associated small scale attractions such as galleries. As the creative industry also includes
fashion and music, there is an enormous range of possible shops and leisure activities that could form
part of the creative quarter. It is important to allow for these micro businesses to form and grow
organically alongside any plans to provide studio and office space for other types of creative activities.
Creative Industries, Culture and IT - Key Opportunities

4.129

Flowing from the above, there are potentially a number of opportunities which could be progressed –
Involve the local community of artists and designers in plans to develop a creative quarter, to
ensure that their specific requirements are catered for in the design and location of new
workspace.
On the basis that a “creative quarter” can be established, actively promote Newhaven to
artists, designers and retailers in Brighton and elsewhere who are looking for suitable space to
set up or move their business.
Promote links with HE and FE, in terms of either a mixed use creative industries and education
“hub” or joining up with research and teaching.
Physical Requirements

4.130

In terms of physical requirements, there may be scope to consider:
1000 sq m of new studio workspace, at an average of 50/100 sq m per studio, located within
the extended town centre area near Railway Quay.
The identification/provision of accommodation for CCI businesses within the town, with
improved access for cars and lorries (for more industrial creative uses such as large scale
sculpture).
The provision of space for both a waterfront and town centre based cluster of small shops,
cafes, bars, small music venues and other associated creative uses.

Creative Industries, Culture and IT – Actions
Involve the local community of artists and designers in plans to develop a creative quarter, to
ensure that their specific requirements are catered for in the design and location of new
workspace.
Identify both existing accommodation and the potential to provide new accommodation,
which will meet the needs of CCI businesses and encourage this sector to develop in the
town.
Promote links with universities and colleges to build a creative industries and education
“hub” or join up with research and teaching.
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Supporting Small Businesses and Entrepreneurship
Key Points
NEC has been very successful in offering managed small business workspace in Newhaven to
date and, in order to support other businesses looking for similar accommodation, there is a
need to provide “move on” space for those SME’s looking to expand further.
Enterprise Works also serves a key function as an incubator for new manufacturing
businesses, supporting a number of specialist sectors.
A combination of physical and non-physical infrastructure and support is needed to enable
start-ups to form, as well as existing small, medium and larger businesses to expand; this can
include accommodation, facilities and equipment, along with ‘softer’ business support.
Investment in enterprise initiatives, especially when linked with education and skills
development, can be a significant driver of economic growth and productivity.

4.131

Although the importance and potential of a number of key sectors have been discussed above, along
with some proposed actions to promote these specific sectors to the benefit of Newhaven’s economy,
this does not mean that other, more broadly based business activities should be ignored or
discounted. There are many benefits to be gained by supporting start ups more generally or existing
SME’s in the area, and detailed strategies should therefore be developed to help such other
businesses or clusters to grow.

4.132

This includes both physical and non-physical infrastructure and support and can include
accommodation, facilities and equipment, along with the ‘softer’ elements of support (mentoring,
advice, identification of finance, brokering contacts, business angels etc).

4.133

This Section therefore explores this crucial “wider business” component further.

4.134

In recent years, there has been more of a push from Government, Education (HE and FE) and others
to use enterprise and innovation not only as a means to achieving economic prosperity, but also
tackling inequalities and reducing deprivation. Investment in enterprise initiatives, especially when
linked with education and skills development, can be a significant driver of economic growth and
productivity at local, sub regional and regional levels.

4.135

While investment must in some instances take the form of ‘softer’ business support in order to
encourage start-ups, it is also essential for there to be some form of physical infrastructure in place to
allow new businesses to form, grow, and take advantage of training, mentoring, networking and other
support. In regeneration areas in particular, incubation schemes - alongside a general focus on
innovation and business potential - have been found to create a significant impact in terms of
supporting disadvantaged groups and communities.

4.136

The Department for Innovation and Skills (BIS) works with RDAs and key delivery partners to ensure
that national, regional and local government understand and respond to the needs of entrepreneurs
and small businesses. BIS's Enterprise Directorate has expertise to both strengthen the enterprise
environment for small businesses and to enable more people to set up in business. Particularly during
the current economic climate, BIS is working closely with business groups to provide a wide range of
support. Government initiatives in this respect are under review, and could well change given the
imminent general election, and therefore need to be monitored carefully over the next few months.
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4.137

For example, the most recent SEEDA RES sets out three objectives for economic development
throughout the SE: Global Competitiveness, Smart Growth, and Sustainable Prosperity. Each of these
objectives needs to be seen in the context of existing business and future economic potential within
an area and fostering enterprise and business innovation could make significant contributions to the
following:
Achieving increases in GVA per capita;
Increasing productivity;
Increasing businesses’ R&D links with universities;
Delivering more business turnover attributed to new (or significantly improved) products;
Increasing the number of businesses per 1,000 population, including those run by women;
Increasing economic activity by bringing more working age residents into the labour market;
and
Enabling more people to benefit from sustainable prosperity across the region and reduce
polarization between communities.
Business Incubation

4.138

In the UK, business incubation involves a dynamic and diverse community of public and private sector
organisations striving to support innovators to grow sustainable businesses that will make significant
contributions to society and to the economy. Today, business incubation environments tend to focus
more and more on new sectors or on specific community groups. The most commonly supported
sectors include high tech industries, creative industries, knowledge based businesses,
bioscience/biotechnologies, advanced manufacturing and energy.

4.139

In Newhaven, Enterprise Works serves a key function as an incubator for new manufacturing
businesses, supporting a number of specialist sectors including food production. Like many sectors,
food requires specially approved facilities in order to be able to be sold wholesale or retail (as
opposed to direct to customers at markets), therefore it is essential for these needs to be met in
bespoke premises.

4.140

This is in contrast to the SEEDA-funded Enterprise Centre on Denton Island, which although meeting a
need of a wide range of entrepreneurs and micro businesses, primarily functions as serviced office
space and does not serve a “hands on” incubator function.

4.141

Business incubation centres/initiatives generally operate as not for profit organizations, and provide
services to start-ups and early stage businesses – which traditionally includes accommodation as well
as shared admin and business support services – although some incubation centres also include
established businesses as ‘anchor tenants’. Pre-incubation activities are also a growing trend and
these usually target under represented groups and areas where self-employment and raising
awareness about entrepreneurship are important aims.

4.142

In terms of revenue and running costs, the biggest contributor to such a centre/initiative is from rent
and service charges, but a recent survey showed that there is also a wide range of revenue sources, as
shown in the table below:
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Figure 4.9:
Source

4.143

Source of revenue
(% of respondents)

Average covering of
running costs (%)

Rent and service charges

92

66.5

Investments (royalties,
equities)

2

0.19

Consultancy and
external work

23

5

Grants

40

15

Loans

0

0

Others

27

13

The size of incubation centres varies largely from one initiative to another. Their gross area ranges
from 700 – 23,000 sq m and the average size is around 3,500 sq m. The identified average lettable
area for business incubation units is around 100 sq m and the average size for hot-desking activities is
10 sq m.
Facilities and shared services typically include:
Meeting rooms and/or conference facilities;
Reception area/reception facility;
Broadband and general office equipment (e.g. photocopier, fax);
Networking areas; and
Telephone network and hardware.

4.144

Business and financial support also form a core aspect of business incubation and can be delivered
internally or externally. Services include:
General business advice/planning services;
Access to specialist advice (e.g. legal, IP);
Help finding grow-on space;
Mentoring;
Training/seminars/workshops;
Networking with finance providers;
Access to Investment Readiness programmes; and
General financial advice.

4.145

Research shows that recently established firms are an important driver of productivity growth in the
economy, both directly and indirectly. Benefits to society also arise when entrepreneurs can develop
their ideas, achieve a critical size and ultimately challenge the dominance of established firms.
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4.146

In terms of the benefits to businesses themselves, incubation offers start-ups a supportive and
learning environment by providing mentoring, support services and advice to help them reach their
potential. It has been shown that provision of a managed workspace with flexible leases can play an
important part in the incubation process.

4.147

A well-managed business incubation environment can also play an important role in a local area or
sub region, by ensuring that a critical range of skills and other capacities are not only in place but are
accessible to a wide group of small businesses and entrepreneurs. This will ultimately raise regional
competitiveness. Furthermore, it can be a good way to attract and retain highly skilled workers that
might otherwise leave the sub region, especially where the incubator is attached to a university or
research centre.

4.148

The potential for establishing a business incubator in Newhaven (potentially jointly with one of the
local universities or colleges) should therefore be explored as a priority. As well as generating a
number of start-ups over the next few years, it can also help foster an entrepreneurial culture locally
and promote an environment that is conducive to establishing and growing new businesses,
particularly if it is linked to schools in the area. A successful business incubator can also help to
leverage private sector inputs, such as access to finance and managerial experience.

4.149

Access to suitable move-on space is another critical factor and is vital if businesses are to be retained
in an area, yet have the opportunity to grow as work expands. Creating a facility which links
incubation with move-on accommodation has two main advantages. First, it enables contacts already
established with business advisors, other support services and co-locating companies to be retained
and continue to support the business at a critical time. Second it frees up accommodation within the
original incubator for new start ups to follow.

4.150

The potential for move-on space should therefore be explored as part of the incubation strategy set
out above, and one potential option could be the re-use of current, unoccupied industrial space in
Avis Way, as discussed later in Section 6 of this report.
Links Between Business and Higher Education

4.151

In 2009 the Government set out its framework for the future of British higher education in Higher
Ambitions: The Future of Universities in a Knowledge Economy. Key measures in the framework
include:
Encouraging businesses to be more engaged in the funding and design of programmes,
sponsorship of students and work placements.
Creating more part-time, work-based and foundation degrees to make it easier for adults to go
to university, with routes from apprenticeships through to Foundation Degrees and other
vocational programmes.

4.152

HEFCE (Higher Education Funding Council for England) distributes public funding for teaching and
research to universities and colleges. HEFCE highlights that there are four key ways to provide HE
provision supported by universities:
An existing university or a partnership of universities can set up a new university campus or
centre;
A stand alone HE centre to offer new or expand existing HE courses;
FE colleges provide HE courses alongside their existing further education provision; and
The creation of a new university.
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4.153

HEFCE has a Strategic Development Fund (SDF) which supports new HE capital projects (new
institutions/campuses). Since 2003 HEFCE has invested around £110 million in 21 HE centres or new
university campuses, supporting 10,000 additional students over a 6 year period. In order to promote
sustainable development in the HE sector, institutions are encouraged to apply for additional student
numbers in tandem with SDF applications for new buildings and equipment.

4.154

These strategies and policies point toward an increasing willingness on behalf of national and regional
public sector bodies, and education providers, to foster better links between business and HE, and a
critical element in this is the provision of suitable premises for learning, R&D, incubation and
innovation. This trend should be capitalised upon in Newhaven as part of the Vision.
Innovation and Enterprise Centres

4.155

There are a number of successful innovation and enterprise centres across the country that could be
drawn upon in terms of best practice for Newhaven to follow, not least the NEC itself which won the
business support award from Sussex Express Business Awards last year and is almost fully occupied.

4.156

However, as discussed above, it is essential for the town to have not only high quality, flexible
workspace available for local small businesses, but to have a wide array of facilities to support the
whole life cycle of new and expanding businesses.
Figure 4.10: Newhaven Enterprise Centre, Denton Island

4.157

Some examples of successful centres include the following:
The Sussex Innovation Centre (SInC) at Falmer is one of the premier business incubators in the
UK. It offers functional, modern business accommodation in an attractive two-storey building
that is designed to encourage innovation and give tenant companies and business start
ups both the freedom and the support to succeed.
The Nucleus business and innovation centre in Dartford, Kent provides 30,000 sq ft of instant,
virtual and flexible office space designed to help pioneering science and technology companies
reach their full potential and to provide more general commercial services for local
organizations.
The Thames Innovation Centre (TIC), located in Bexley, Greater London offers state-of-the-art
office space and workshop space, from 20 sq m to 158 sq m as well as desks by the hour, day,
week or month and Virtual Offices. The atrium comprises a staffed reception, coffee-shop and
exhibition area leading to the conference and meeting rooms and IT training room.
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The Joiners Shop in the Chatham Historic Dockyard was developed for the Dockyard Trust as a
refurbishment of a historic building. It is a centre which provides an environment for new and
small businesses in the Creative Industries sector.
4.158

The absolutely key components of new small workspace are: free wifi, a good location, parking,
breakout space, and a generally relaxed and comfortable environment. In addition to dedicated
workspace, there should also be a range of rooms suitable for conferences and meetings, business
support, training and more formal networking events, and ideally a café that is also open to the
public.

4.159

Enterprise and innovation centres are not only effective economic development tools from the
perspective of promoting regeneration and encouraging new start ups, but they are also important
because there is a need for small businesses to cluster, and to be near other companies regardless of
type, for informal networking opportunities and amenities such as cafes. Micro businesses in
particular express a desire not to be “out on a limb” but rather part of a vibrant business community.

4.160

New businesses are also drawn to successful places, and those with new premises. By creating a wide
range of new small workspace, this will help to position Newhaven not only in terms of marketing to
small businesses and start-ups, but to business and inward investment in general because the
presence of small workspace gives an atmosphere of vitality to a place.
Supporting Small Businesses and Entrepreneurship - Key Opportunities

4.161

Reflecting the above analysis, it is recommended that a broadly based business development strategy
should be evolved to:
Ensure that physical workspace aligns with “softer” business support initiatives throughout the
town.
Identify a dedicated resource that could act as a catalyst to spot businesses/start ups with the
prospect of developing and growing.
Link such a resource with the provision of business support and other services/finance
providers/businesses – as well as ensuring that they occupy the most appropriate type of
accommodation in the town.
Consider ways to draw in capital investment from BIS, HEFCE and other sources focused on
linking business and education.
Continue to host “Jelly Days” and develop other networking structures, whereby entrepreneurs
and people who often work from home can get together on line or meet in a relaxed
environment and exchange ideas.
Consider the feasibility of a comprehensive accommodation strategy, to work in parallel with
the existing Enterprise Centre, but which could provide a package of small workspace including
incubation, innovation and skills, flexible “move-on” workspace, business support and training
for small businesses, in key locations around the town.
Physical Requirements

4.162

In terms of physical workspace provision – the following initiatives could be considered –
5,000 – 6,000 sq m of small workspace (referred to above) to be planned as part of the Physical
Development Vision; this will be concentrated around the existing town centre, extended town
centre and transport interchange for maximum accessibility and proximity to local services and
amenities.
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This proposed workspace strategy, should also allocate additional land and premises, which can
be reserved for “move-on” space for expanding businesses.
The new “education hub” will be the preferred location for most of the skills training and
educational components of small business development, but some of these uses could be
incorporated alongside the workspace elements.
New small workspace should look to comprise a full array of more general B1 uses including
office and light industrial, with some dedicated space for creative industries, and to
accommodate the varying needs of high tech start ups, R&D and other types of business
innovation as well as straightforward flexible small business space.

Supporting Small Businesses and Entrepreneurship – Actions
Consider the feasibility of a comprehensive development initiative to work alongside the
existing Enterprise Centre, but which could provide a package of small workspace including
incubation, innovation and skills, flexible “move-on” workspace, business support and
training for small businesses.
5,000 – 6,000 sq m of small workspace is proposed as part of this Vision; this will be
concentrated within the existing town centre, and around the extended town centre/
transport interchange for maximum accessibility.
Additional land and premises should also be reserved for “move-on” space for expanding
businesses.
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5

HOMES AND COMMUNITIES
Key Points
Newhaven provides one of the main growth opportunities in this part of the sub region
which, when considered with the wider functioning economic area (Worthing – Brighton –
Newhaven), can provide a major opportunity across two Local Investment Plan areas for new
development and investment.
Some residential areas surrounding Newhaven town centre have a poor quality environment
and generally there is a shortage of low cost housing.
Stakeholders suggest that that new housing development should be balanced with
community facilities and provided in sustainable locations; this is especially important to
improve Newhaven’s deprivation indices with regards to access to local services.
Education, skills and training performs worst in terms of the Index of Multiple Deprivation
(IMD) in Newhaven; this has been recognised by the LSP as being detrimental to the town’s
development.

5.1

This section builds on the economic vision and other analysis in this report by examining the role that
homes and communities play in the Physical Development Vision for Newhaven. It focuses on the
physical aspects such as housing mix and community infrastructure, in particular education and skills
facilities, and identifies some of the key sites which could play a role in delivering the “new” housing
agenda going forward. A summary of the main priorities and resources required, along with delivery
mechanisms, is also provided.

Current Housing Profile in Newhaven
5.2

Some residential areas surrounding Newhaven town centre have a poor quality environment and
generally there is a shortage of low cost housing, particularly for first time buyers and young people.
Housing affordability is an important local issue with costs in Newhaven being relatively high
compared to local wages – at the district level, the ratio of lower quartile house price to lower
quartile earnings is 8.52, compared to 6.28 for England as a whole and 8.12 for East Sussex. However,
house prices in Newhaven are amongst the cheapest in the district. In Q3 of 2009, the average house
price in Newhaven was £182,000, compared to £261,000 for Lewes, £240,000 for East Sussex and
14.
£264,750 across the South East and £223,400 across England and Wales

5.3

14

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 below shows the relative price of housing and how values have changed in recent
years - Newhaven experiencing a greater drop in value (approximately during the recession) than the
UK average.

CLG House price information, table 581 (2010) and Land Registry (2010)
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Figure 5.1: Average house prices in Q3 2009

Figure 5.2: Average house prices in BN9 (Land Registry, 2000-2009)15

5.4

The Lewes District Housing Needs Survey identified the outstanding level of affordable housing need
for the District to be 230 units per annum 16 and 1,274 households remained on the district’s housing
waiting list as of April 2009. Affordable housing unit completions as a percentage of all new homes in
the district were 8.7% in 2007, 4.5% in 2008 and 12.1% in 2009.

5.5

However, there have been no new additional affordable homes completed in Newhaven since
2001/02 despite 22% of new housing in Lewes district being built in the town between 2001 and
17
2009 . Low cost private rented accommodation is also in short supply and this demand is often
hidden due to the fact that many people continue to live with parents.

15
16
17

www.upmyStreet.com, 2010
DCA (2005) Lewes District Housing Needs Survey
www.eastsussexinfigures.org.uk
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5.6

This is despite the fact that a higher proportion of existing demand for social housing in the district is
likely to be in Newhaven due to its housing tenure profile, with higher numbers of people living in the
social and private rented sector than in the rest of the borough. 13% of households live within the
social rented sector compared to 11% for the whole of the Lewes District and 9.5% in privately rented
accommodation compared to 8% of the district; furthermore there are lower levels of home
ownership with 74.8% of households being owner-occupiers compared to 78.2% at the district level18.

5.7

Figure 5.3 demonstrates the local, district and regional tenure split.
Figure 5.3: Tenure mix of Newhaven town, Lewes District and South East region (Census, 2001)

5.8

In terms of the mix of housing types, in 2001 Newhaven had almost half the level of detached housing
compared to the wider district, county and South East and over 10% more terraced housing in terms
19
of the proportion of its total housing stock . This contributes to the lower house prices experienced
in the town and the higher levels of homes that are in need of modernisation and repair. In 2001,
residents of Newhaven were more likely to live in an overcrowded house or one without a bathroom
20
or without central heating than in any other part of the district .

5.9

Other issues raised with regard to current housing patterns include the role of various other housing
tenures such as intermediate housing, accommodation for the elderly and live/work units, as well as
addressing the fact that current residential development tends to be small scale, piecemeal and in
neighbourhoods without facilities or community infrastructure. Anecdotally, it is understood that
there has been a recent migration of artists from Brighton to Newhaven due to lower house prices.

18
19
20

Census, 2001
Census, 2001
Census, 2001
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Figure 5.4: Newhaven house type mix (2001)

5.10

There is a consensus that new housing development should be balanced with new community
facilities and provided in sustainable locations; this is especially important to improve Newhaven’s
deprivation indices with regards to access to local services.

The Role of Housing in Delivering the Vision
5.11

Analysis undertaken in Stage 1 highlighted that in order to create a sustainable community, a good
balance of homes and jobs, which builds on the town’s sense of community and creates less need to
commute either out of or into the town, was required.

5.12

Whilst Newhaven has over recent years developed a role as a ‘commuter’ town, providing relatively
affordable housing for individuals and families priced out of the London or Brighton markets, this is
not a role that can be sustained in the long term. In order to achieve a better balance of homes and
jobs in the town, the Stage 1 research identified that a greater mix of employment opportunities,
including high value added jobs facilitated by the provision of good quality premises, is required.

5.13

Housing therefore has a key role to play in the wider vision for Newhaven. The provision of a good
mix of housing in terms of tenure, unit size, and design is important for attracting a broader range of
people to live and work in Newhaven. It is recognised that there is a link between the provision of a
range of quality and affordable homes, and the ability of a place to attract skilled workers. This in
turn also has an influence on decisions made by businesses looking to locate in an area.

5.14

Through the South East Plan, Lewes District has a housing target of 4,400 net additional homes in the
period 2006 - 2026. The majority of these homes (3,400) are required to be located in the southern
part of the District (including Lewes town). The District Council are now reviewing the evidence to
support these housing targets.

5.15

As of April 2009, Newhaven had housing commitments of 444 homes, with 64% of these planned for
brownfield land. Permissions for some 40 additional new homes in the town have been granted and a
further 688 homes have been identified on allocated sites. In Peacehaven there are permissions for
250 new homes, and in Seaford 102 new homes have planning permission, with a further 30 homes
identified on allocated sites (without permission).
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5.16

Newhaven most importantly, presents an opportunity for further housing growth beyond that already
planned for. This includes developing housing on brownfield sites, which will contribute to holistic
regeneration and form an integral part of the vision to promote a balance of homes and jobs in
Newhaven, reduce travel to work patterns, and make a positive contribution to environmental
sustainability. A well designed urban environment of appropriate scale and density to meet current
and future needs of Newhaven’s communities should be promoted.

5.17

New housing should be located close to community facilities reducing the need to travel and
encouraging walking and cycling. A network of open spaces and safe places for children to play will
enhance quality of life in Newhaven for the benefit of existing and new communities.

5.18

A key part of the vision for Newhaven also includes opportunities to improve the existing housing
stock in Newhaven, including the retrofitting of social rented properties which could make a
significant contribution to reducing household fuel bills and stimulating the economy by creating
associated employment. There is still a significant number of LA owned properties in Newhaven,
which, together with RSL ownership, represents some 13% of the overall housing numbers.

5.19

Feedback from local stakeholders has emphasised the need for housing and jobs growth to go hand in
hand in order to develop a ‘balanced’ community in Newhaven. To be sustainable, housing growth
should be supported by a good mix of community infrastructure and services, ensuring a high quality
of life for local communities.

5.20

Stakeholders have highlighted that housing development in the short term is likely to be constrained
by current market conditions. The SHMA for Lewes District highlighted that whilst the coastal towns
in the district have regeneration opportunities, flats/apartment development is likely to be vulnerable
in the market downturn.

5.21

A number of proposed residential development schemes in Newhaven have stalled with uncertainty
over their future prospects. Whilst the market downturn has caused severe development challenges
in Newhaven, the issues of affordability and the lack of supply of affordable homes remain
unchanged.

5.22

There is however the opportunity to plan now for sustainable development in the longer term and
create a ‘shared vision’ for Newhaven’s future.

5.23

National, regional and local planning and housing strategies promote the development of mixed
communities, with a wide range of housing choices. Stakeholders also thought that a good mix of
housing in terms of housing types, sizes and tenures should be provided in order to cater for existing
communities and attract new residents into Newhaven.

5.24

Furthermore, stakeholders indicated that opportunities offered by relatively low cost housing in
Newhaven, in comparison to Brighton, could be maximised.

Retrofitting for Sustainability
5.25

As discussed in the previous section, retrofitting homes to be more environmentally sustainable is
identified as a policy priority both in the UK and Europe. In 2009 the government launched the UK
Low Carbon Transition Plan and announced that 7 million homes would be given energy makeovers by
2020.

5.26

Principal retrofit measures include wall and loft insulation, cavity or solid wall insulation, double
glazing, boiler replacement, locally based/small scale CHP, new controls, smart meters, solar panels
and photovoltaics, and water efficiency packs. Experience from elsewhere has shown that a
comprehensive retrofit of a primarily terraced housing estate could result in 60% carbon savings or
even more, using a combination of these basic measures.
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5.27

More extensive retrofitting measures can be examined in two main categories: community scale and
domestic (individual property) scale. At the community scale there is the opportunity to consider a
centralised energy supply which may include various forms of combined heat and power (CHP) as well
as other measures including the following:
Biomass heating;
Gas CHP;
Biomass CHP;
Anaerobic digestion;
Waste to energy; and
Wind turbines.

5.28

In Newhaven the presence of the Energy Recovery Facility that will soon be in operation, should be
capitalised upon and linked into any planned retrofitting programmes. This could result in lower
energy costs for Newhaven residents, as well as reduced heating bills. Likewise, it could be used to
power new commercial or community infrastructure, such as a new leisure centre or other
leisure/retailing based developments along the East Bank of the river.

5.29

At the domestic scale there are a large number of innovative products either currently available on
the market, or soon to be available, which in addition to the principal measures listed above can
further reduce carbon emissions from the home, up to a total of 70-80%. These include for example
micro CHP and micro fuel cell technologies.

5.30

There are clear environmental and social benefits in retrofitting homes to make energy savings and
tackle fuel poverty. Whilst the primary driver for retrofitting is to deliver improved environmental
performance, it also provides an excellent opportunity to engage with communities, promoting
shared learning and providing skills and employment benefits.

5.31

Securing funding is, however, highly competitive, and the challenge is to prepare robust and
implementable retrofit programmes that can benefit from these resources. Local authorities and
Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) can be key players in the development of retrofit programmes.

5.32

The new national strategy Warm Homes, Greener Homes sets out a number of measures that are
intended to increase the level of take-up of retrofitting with the aims that
By 2015, helping every household install loft and cavity wall insulation where it is practical.
By 2020, up to 7 million homes having more substantial improvements such as solid wall
insulation or renewable energy generating technologies, while millions more will benefit from
access to advice, information and finance.
By 2030, householders in every home benefitting from measures to improve energy efficiency
in their homes.

5.33

An important aspect of the strategy is that the obligation on energy companies to support retrofitting
will be extended, particularly through free or subsidised upgrades for vulnerable households. The
Government is also introducing a ‘pay as you save’ approach to financing upgrades, so that people can
benefit from lower fuel bills without upfront costs.

5.34

There are approximately 4,800 homes at present in Newhaven, and we have identified a large portion
of these in our spatial Framework Plan as being in areas with potential for retrofitting. Areas with
higher concentrations of social housing could provide “early wins” through devising programmes that
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maximise the use of funding that is available from a range of UK and EU sources and programmes
focused on deprived areas.
5.35

Private terraced housing also provides increased opportunities for community scale measures to be
implemented due to higher densities. One option for consideration is building a centralised energy
plant in the Western Heights residential area. Since this site is adjacent to extensive areas of council
owned land, there may be considerable opportunity for retrofitting. LDC has commissioned the
consultants AECOM to prepare a renewable energy and low carbon development study. Part of the
remit of this study is to examine ways of improving the energy efficiency/performance of the existing
stock of housing in the District . Further ideas for achieving this should emerge from this study.
Scale, Resources and Delivery

5.36

Analysis as part of the Physical Development Vision suggests that 2,000 – 3,300 new homes could be
delivered in the period to 2030. 60-70% of these housing units are envisioned for the west side of
town, and the remainder in a new East Bank “Eco Quarter”. The sites in particular which could play a
key role in delivering the housing agenda include Western Heights (up to 1,452 units), East Bank (333
units), the marina (202 units), along the waterfront on the East (232 units), town centre (185 units),
Norton Road (119 units), town centre extension and Railway Quay (75 units), and the Parker Pen site
(60 units).

5.37

At the time of writing this report, the outcomes of the SHLAA (Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment) for Lewes District were not known. Once the outcomes have been established, they will
need to be considered alongside this section of the report, in terms of making decisions concerning
future housing growth in Newhaven, although this Report has been considering the long term
potential for sites which could accommodate significant housing growth, which may well not have
come through the strict guidance adopted by SHLAA studies.
Figure 5.5
Location

21

Development Capacity
(No. of Units)

Western Heights

up to 1,452

East Bank

333 units

The Marina

202 units

Along the waterfront on the
East

232 units

Town centre

185 units

Norton Road

119 units

Town centre extension and
Railway Quay

75 units

Parker Pen site

60 units

21

As noted earlier in this report, the recommendations with regard to new development potential have been made in the
context of the long term potential for the town, and are therefore not constrained by current planning policy.
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5.38

Clearly there are a number of financial and physical constraints that must be overcome in order for
this scale of growth to occur, not least of which the risks of flooding on the East Bank, and these have
been discussed in some detail in this report. However, we recommend that large scale mixed use
development take place within the framework of this overarching Vision, in order for real benefits to
be achieved for Newhaven, its residents, businesses and other local stakeholders.

5.39

Further detail regarding the proposed mix and location of new development is addressed in Section 6,
the Preferred Physical Vision.

5.40

Housing development in Newhaven will require a combination of public and private sector investment
and support from a range of partners. Some potential investment sources for retrofitting specifically
have been discussed above, but more generally financial support for both affordable and mixed
tenure housing at a national level is directed at present through the Homes and Communities Agency
(HCA).

5.41

The HCA is the national housing and regeneration agency for England which works locally to build new
and enhance existing communities. The agency’s key objectives are to:
Accelerate the delivery of housing growth;
Secure the delivery of new affordable housing and improve the quality of existing stock;
Accelerate the regeneration of underperforming areas; and
Ensure high standards of design and sustainability.

5.42

The HCA invests in growth and renewal programmes, and uses public sector land to deliver
regeneration. The agency plays a key role in the delivery of new and the improvement of existing
affordable housing. Through all of its activities the HCA promotes community engagement, diversity
and equality, high standards of design, challenging quality and sustainability standards, and lower
carbon development.

5.43

The Single Conversation is the HCA’s most important business process. It is a new way of working
that has been developed to coordinate discussion and make better use of funding streams. The Single
Conversation is now taking place jointly between the local authorities of East Sussex and the HCA and
will determine the HCA’s future activities. These are embodied in a Local Investment Plan (LIP), which
highlights the key economic, housing, environmental and community themes which the sub region is
to pursue over the next 5 to 10 years – together with the priorities for the sub region which flow from
these objectives, including the key projects which will need to be delivered in the short and medium
term.

5.44

It is therefore crucial that the short, medium and long term priorities in Newhaven are reflected in
this process, not just in terms of new housing development but wider economic and community
needs. Most importantly it will be crucial to stress that Newhaven provides one of the main growth
opportunities in this part of the sub region – which when considered with the wider functioning
economic area (Worthing – Brighton – Newhaven) can provide a major opportunity across two Local
Investment Plan areas for new development and investment.

5.45

The vision for Newhaven supports the HCA’s strategic objectives and it is likely that there will be
opportunities for the HCA to work with local partners to ensure that local priorities and national
objectives are met.

5.46

With regard to new housing development proposed as part of this Physical Development Vision, it is
likely that this will be financed by some combination of private sector developers, RSLs, the HCA and
other public sector bodies such as Lewes District Council. As in many other areas, the structuring of
investment in key sites and infrastructure will be a critical part of any public policy over the next 2/3
years, and it is expected that public sector assets will also need to play a key role.
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5.47

In line with the ‘Total Place’ and ‘Total Capital’ approaches currently being investigated by
Government as a means of working to achieve better local outcomes through the more efficient use
of assets and other resources, over the next few years it will be crucial for the District and County to
consider their asset bases and budgets, and re-examine how they can be better used to deliver key
services and social infrastructure.

5.48

The delivery of new housing must therefore be considered in the context of a more holistic, phased
approach to mixed use development throughout the town, focusing on strategic sites and commonly
agreed priority projects, rather than in response to piecemeal proposals by developers which are
often unable to deliver the appropriate level of associated community facilities and other strategic
infrastructure required.

Community Issues
Demographics
5.49

The 12,241 residents of Newhaven lived in approx 5400 households as at 2009, translating into an
average household size of 2.3 people, which is much smaller than the national average household size
of 3.9 people per household. This is largely due to the number of single elderly people and oneparent families. This situation exacerbates the local housing supply issues.

5.50

In terms of the population’s age profile, Newhaven is typical of an industrial town, particularly in a
coastal location, with a high proportion of both the young and the elderly. In 2009, 19% of the
population in Newhaven was aged below 15 years, while a further 18.8% of the population is over the
age of 64. This is a large proportion of the population that are unlikely to be economically active, and
is higher than the national average for England and Wales which has figures of 17.3% and 16.4%
respectively for these age groups. The age profile for Newhaven is demonstrated in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Newhaven’s population profile, age (2009)

5.51

The polarisation between young and old is also an issue at the county level for East Sussex, with over
a fifth of residents being of pensionable age and having the highest proportion of very elderly
residents of any county in the country, with 4% of the population aged over 85.

5.52

Between 2001 and 2007, the population of the county grew by 3.1% while Lewes District grew by
2.4%. This is mainly the result of in-migration from other parts of the South East and the country; in
2007/08 alone net migration into East Sussex was approx 36,000 and 800 for Lewes. However, this
represents a fall from previous years, possibly due to the impact of the recession: in 2006/07 66% of
net migration into the district was made up of those between the ages of 25-44; this had dropped to
25% of net migration into the district in 2007/08. At the same time, the age group 15-24 has
experienced net outward-migration.
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5.53

In Newhaven, there was a net flow of migration out of the town in 2007/08 of 1,414 people compared
to 1,036 in 2006/07; this represents an increase in the outward flow of migration by 36%. Of people
who left the town in this period during 2007/08, 28% were aged 15-24 and 26% were aged 25-34,
which represents a relatively sharp outflow of young working aged people.
Deprivation

5.54

Compared to the surrounding area, the two wards that make up the town – Newhaven
Denton/Meeching and Newhaven Valley, are relatively deprived and have higher than average
proportions of young people and single parent families. One quarter of households in the town have
an income less than 60% of the national average, i.e. are in relative poverty.

5.55

The 2007 Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) shows that two of eight of Newhaven’s Lower Super
Output Areas (LSOA) are in the top 20-30% most deprived in the country. This compares to just one
SOA found to be in the most deprived third in 2004, thus highlighting a decline in recent years. This is
further accentuated by the fact that all of Newhaven’s SOAs have performed worse nationally in 2007
compared with 2004, and the same can also be said for East Sussex as a whole.

5.56

The most deprived LSOA in Lewes District (009A) is located within Newhaven Denton and Meeching
ward and is within the top 10% most deprived LSOAs in the South East; a further five LSOAs are within
the top 20% most deprived in the South East . 009A is also ranked among the most deprived 10% in
England in terms of both the Education and Barriers to Housing and Services domains due to low
educational achievement and distance to services such as a local GP and post office. More than one
in five of all residents in the LSOA are income deprived, which is higher than for the town as a whole.

5.57

A tenth of all working age adults in Newhaven are employment deprived and around 15% of the local
population are income deprived. Children are particularly at risk with more than one in five
experiencing income deprivation (22%) 22 . Whereas 9.8% of children in Lewes District were in receipt
of free school meals, the proportion is 16.7% in Newhaven. A number of LSOAs also fall into the top
20% of those in the whole South East region for income deprivation.

5.58

In the Newhaven Valley ward, nearly 1 in 5 people of working age are in receipt of at least one of the
key income-related benefits, including Job Seekers Allowance, incapacity benefit, and lone parent
income support23 (also see Section 4).

5.59

Figure 5.7 below demonstrates that the average household income for the residents of Newhaven is
significantly lower than that of the region, county and district, i.e. it is just 82% of average household
income for the wider South East at £27,834 compared to £33,291.

22

Oxford Consultants for Social Inclusion (2007) Index of Multiple Deprivation in Lewes

23

Nomis/ONS, 2009
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Figure 5.7: Average household income (2009)

5.60

Another area of concern is the domain covering education and skills with 3 LSOAs in the town being in
the top 10% most deprived in the county – and one in the top 2% (9A). All LSOAs fall into the lowest
third and three SOAs in the lowest 20% in England; the following section details the extent of the low
qualification and achievement levels in the town.
Health and Well-Being

5.61

Although health is not one of the IMD domains where there is concern in the town, Newhaven still
has a higher than average number of disabled people and people with a limiting long term illness. In
2008, 73.5% of Newhaven residents self-reported themselves as in good health; compared to East
Sussex Downs & Weald PCT average of 78%. From 2004 to 2009, the number of Newhaven residents
in receipt of Disability Living Allowance rose by 20.6%, over half of which are now between the ages
of 16 and 60 years old. This means access to local services and facilities are particularly important in
the town.

5.62

There is a particular issue with regards to health and lifestyle; the wards in Newhaven have the
highest percentage of smokers than in other parts of the district - 27% of Newhaven residents aged 16
years and over were estimated to smoke in 2005, compared to 21% for the wider East Sussex Downs
& Weald PCT area. Furthermore, 16% of Newhaven children in reception year were classified as
overweight when measured in 2007/8 academic year, again this compares unfavourably with East
Sussex Downs & Weald PCT average of 13%, an additional 11% were classified as obese (compared to
8% for the PCT). 26% of the adult population are classified as obese, which represents one of the
highest levels of adult obesity in East Sussex.

5.63

With regard to social care, one tenth of people resident in Newhaven provide unpaid care, which is
the same ratio countywide and only marginally higher that across the South East (9%) and the same
as England and Wales. The town has nine communal care establishments, which represents 10% of
the total across Lewes District.
Education and Skills

5.64

As noted above, education, skills and training is the domain in which Newhaven performs worst on
the IMD and has been recognised by the LSP as being detrimental to the town’s development.

5.65

Educational attainment across all ages is low in Newhaven and skills levels in Newhaven are lower
than the district, regional and national averages. At the time of the 2001 census, 33% of Newhaven’s
resident population between the ages of 16-74 years old had no qualifications compared to 26% of
the district and 23% of the wider South East.
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5.66

Figure 5.8 below shows that compared to the UK and regional average, a greater proportion of
Newhaven’s residents (21.6%) have level 1 qualifications (i.e. 1+ CSE/GCSE, NVQ level 1, Foundation
GNVQ). In addition, a significantly smaller proportion of residents in Newhaven have higher level,
graduate qualifications (Level 4/5) compared to the Lewes, South East and UK average.
Figure 5.8: Comparative skills profile of Newhaven (2001)

5.67

In Newhaven schools perform below the national average with no sixth form facility in the town to
develop higher level skills. In 2008, fewer Newhaven children achieved level 2 at Key Stage 1, level 4+
at Key Stage 2 or five or more GCSEs compared to those in the rest of the district or county. Figure
5.9 demonstrates the persistence of the divide between attainment in the town and the wider area.
Figure 5.9: Percentage of pupils meeting key educational milestones

5.68

Compared to the national average, much lower proportions of those of university age apply and are
accepted from Newhaven. Between 2006 and 2009, 36% of those under 21 year olds eligible for
university applied through UCAS to a British university and only 28% were accepted. This compares to
a national application rate of 55% and an acceptance rate of 44%.

5.69

This is something the town is looking to develop with the NSN Masterplan establishing plans to
improve educational institutions in Newhaven, including the recent redevelopment of the existing
Tideways secondary school and aspirations for greater facilities for post-16 education, over and above
the existing post-16 vocational provision at the skills centre on Denton Island.
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5.70

The Denton Island Vocational Skills Centre has received a capital bid of £1 million from the DCSF
alongside £500,000 capital contribution from Sussex Downs College (SDC) to develop a Skills Centre to
support local delivery for 14-16 year olds. This development provides locally based facilities which
has already:
extended the range of vocational provision on offer;
provided more coherent progression pathways locally; and
supported the LAPB partnership in their NEET work.

5.71

The Centre still has the capacity to offer further provision for learners in the area. However, in order
to meet the aspirations of this Vision, it should be expanded to all levels rather than concentrating on
Level 1 and Level 2 provision.

5.72

The campus of Sussex Downs College on Denton Island is an asset to the community, providing adult
education, basic skills and a range of vocational courses such as construction and hairdressing, but the
town has the potential to offer a much wider range of post-16 learning opportunities, particularly if it
is to achieve the vision set out in this report. Nevertheless, opportunities to work more closely with
Sussex Downs to adapt the curriculum to Newhaven’s changing needs should be explored in the short
to medium term, particularly before investigating more ambitious plans for a new training and adult
learning facility.
Library services

5.73

As noted in Section 2, a new library, which will make a positive contribution to wider community
learning and provide a modern space that meets the needs of local communities, is envisioned in
Newhaven. It is now the norm for new libraries to provide a wide range of services and facilities that
go beyond ‘traditional’ library services, acting as a community or town centre hub.

5.74

Multi use libraries can bring together under one roof a range of public services, such as health, social
care, pre-school, adult and community learning, Citizens Advice Bureau, information point and the
police. In some areas, libraries provide recreational services such as performance space, arts and
crafts workspace, community gardens and cafés in tandem with state of the art library services
including computers and a wide range of stock.

5.75

Whilst many of the most innovative projects are in larger towns and cities, there are examples of
successful multi use community libraries in smaller towns and rural areas across the country. The
Whitehawk Community Hub in East Brighton for example will be a new centre that brings together
health, social care services, pre-school facilities, education and library services in one place. The new
library will be a ‘Library and Learning Centre’ providing a modern library, café, rooms for learning and
advice sessions, computers and a wide range of stock, facilities and activities. It will also be the base
for the local authority’s Family Learning Team and Children and Young People’s Trust Services.

5.76

In Weston-super-Mare, North Somerset, the ‘For all Healthy Living Centre Library’ combines library
services with a GP surgery, community hall and café, a Children’s Centre, local authority information
point as well as meeting and training spaces.
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Figure 5.10 - The ‘For all Healthy Living Centre Library’, Weston-super-Mare, North Somerset

5.77

There is opportunity to develop a innovative multi use library in Newhaven town centre that meets
the needs of local communities and co-locates health, police and local service information in one
place (see Section 2 and 8.4).
Community Facilities - Key Opportunities and Physical Requirements

5.78

In 2001, there were approximately 2,500 15-19 year olds in Newhaven, Seaford and Peacehaven.
Applying the nationwide FE participation rate of 78%, this would suggest that there is a potential FE
student population of approx 1950 within the three towns, many of which will currently travel outside
the area. Currently there is no sixth form provision in the town, with the closest colleges being 20
30min bus ride away in Lewes or further afield in Brighton and Eastbourne.

5.79

In Newhaven, schools all perform below the national average with no sixth form centre in the town to
develop higher level skills. While there is a sixth form college seven miles away in Lewes, it will be
crucial for Newhaven’s future to have this sort of provision more readily accessible to local students
(preferably within easy walking or cycling distance) in order to help foster a culture of learning in the
town. Partners in Newhaven recognise the opportunity to improve educational institutions in
Newhaven and there are aspirations for greater facilities for post-16 provision in the town.

5.80

Stakeholders have said that improving skills provision is important for ensuring local communities in
Newhaven can access new employment opportunities. Skills in emerging growth sectors need to be
provided, with an emphasis on ‘re-skilling’ for those who are keen to seek different types of
employment.

5.81

Our Framework Plan has allowed for the creation of a crucially important “education hub” in the
town, located near to the transport interchange for easy access from neighbouring towns. This
should include a new post-16 facility including a sixth form, to accommodate up to 1000 students.
This would help to raise participation levels in Newhaven by reducing the burden to travel.

5.82

There is also the opportunity to combine the development of an “education hub” with the provision
of enterprise, business support and cultural activities in Newhaven. A multi use centre, providing a
range of services and facilities to support education, training and business development could play a
key role in raising skills attainment and promoting entrepreneurship in the town now and in the
future.

5.83

A school this size would be sufficient for the existing populations of Newhaven, Seaford and
Peacehaven, and could be expanded to meet the increased demand arising from future new
residential development, which would happen gradually over the next 20 years.

5.84

A new two form entry primary school is also envisioned to meet the needs of the town’s increased
population. Due to the typically young working age profile of in-movers to new housing
developments, the primary school is likely to be needed early in the development timeline.

5.85

As mentioned in Section 4 of this report, the “education hub” could also accommodate new training
facilities tailored to the needs of key sectors to be pursued, and potential for other uses such as
performance space could be investigated.
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5.86

Stakeholders also highlighted that a wide range of community services (for all ages and interests)
should be provided in Newhaven. Workshop participants suggested a range of services/facilities
including: community centres, youth provision, allotments, cinema, play spaces and sports facilities.

5.87

As discussed elsewhere in this report, there is the opportunity to build on and enhance Newhaven’s
existing assets, including the river and waterfront spaces, beach and Fort. Ensuring that the town’s
positive features are at the centre of plans for Newhaven are important to local stakeholders.

5.88

In addition, stakeholders said that ensuring a high quality of design in the built environment and the
‘greening’ of the town centre was thought to be important for improving the quality of life for local
communities, attracting new residents and encouraging people to visit.

5.89

The opportunities to develop community facilities and services will address the key issues discussed in
the report, particularly education and skills needs (including Higher Education, Further Education and
sixth form provision), private and affordable housing needs, and employment creation.

Homes and Communities – Actions
Ensure that the Local Investment Plans (LIP’s) both between East Sussex and Brighton &
Hove/West Sussex local authorities and the HCA - highlights the short, medium and long term
priorities in Newhaven, in terms of new housing development but also wider economic and
community needs; this should include the key projects which will need to be delivered in the
short and medium term.
The vision should also include opportunities to improve the existing housing stock in
Newhaven through retrofitting of both socially rented properties and private housing - which
could make a significant contribution to reducing household fuel bills and create funds for
wider community projects.
Take forward plans for a multi-use library in the town centre which can bring together under
one roof a range of public services such as health, social care, pre-school, adult and
community learning, Citizens Advice Bureau and the police, serving as a “one stop shop” for
the local community.
Develop a new post-16 education and training facility including sixth form college to serve
the wider Newhaven, Seaford and Peacehaven area, and complementing the Sussex Downs
curriculum .
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6

THE “PREFERRED” PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT VISION
Key Points
Newhaven needs to grow, develop and diversify in terms of its population/demographic
profile, business and economic activity, skills and education.
To achieve this it must deliver, on a comprehensive basis, a significant quantum and wider
mix of housing, space for education and training, space for key businesses, suitable locations
for additional retailing and leisure, and open space improvements.
There is a need to develop a high level Development Framework and Masterplan for the
Western Heights area, which will provide a context within which early phases can be
developed along with a blueprint for longer term opportunities.
Another main development opportunity is in the area to the East side of the river which is
predicated on the delivery of a comprehensive flood risk management strategy.
Proposals for the “East Bank” area include a mixed use sustainable community focussed
around an extended town centre, the Eastern Gateway education and employment campus,
and new residential uses.

6.1

This section pulls together the findings and recommendations from the preceding Sections and uses
them to define the core objectives that underlie the Physical Development Vision for Newhaven. The
key development areas that comprise the vision are then presented, and their respective attributes in
terms of use type, quantum and character outlined in turn.

Underlying Conclusions
6.2

The preceding sections enable some important conclusions to be drawn which can be assimilated to
provide the fundamental basis for the Physical Development Vision.

6.3

The anticipated flood risk management issues, likely to develop over the next 20/30 years, can be
addressed through a series of physical solutions which need to be incorporated into development
proposals and ultimately tackled by both the public and private sectors; consequently the East Bank
of the River is developable.

6.4

Current transport problems and issues being experienced throughout the town and its immediate
environs have been identified and the impact of natural growth in the period to 2026 on these
problems also highlighted. Physical solutions, changes in travel mode and service improvements have
been identified to overcome or improve these issues as well as cope with the additional growth
suggested as part of the Physical Vision emerging from this report. The results have been modelled to
demonstrate that they are capable of delivery over a period of time.

6.5

The area suffers from high levels of deprivation and economic imbalances, as identified previously in
this report, but (apart from direct intervention which is already well understood) these can be
addressed by most importantly encouraging demographic and economic diversity, and targeting such
issues as education and skills development.

6.6

Physically, space can be provided to grow the size of the town to encourage this level of diversity, and
to accommodate a range of new housing, employment, education provision, open space and other
community infrastructure.
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6.7

The key economic drivers and opportunities which it is recommended should be exploited in the area
are also known, and the physical (and soft) infrastructure which is required to attract new and grow
existing businesses across the town has been identified. Furthermore, the Port is a major land and
economic resource going forward, and has been developing its future Master Plan and Business Plan
over the last 12 months. Although there has been initial liaison during this Study, the opportunity
exists once these documents are published over the next few months, to combine the Physical Vision
with the Port’s future plans, to ensure that there is synergy in terms of both short and long term
objectives.

6.8

Alongside the above, it is clear that a new role for the town centre needs to be explored, focusing on
civic, business, increased residential and “leisure” activities, retaining the best physical features but
encouraging new development and providing much greater linkage and integration with the adjoining
communities to the south. It is also critical to exploit/improve connections to the river and the main
public transport hub to the east of the river formed by the railway station and adjoining bus routes.

6.9

Consideration of open space, public realm, landscape and the natural environment are of
fundamental importance to the town and offer a real opportunity for Newhaven to differentiate itself
from other locations.

Core Objectives
6.10

The Objectives behind the proposed Physical Development Vision for Newhaven are therefore that
the town needs to grow, develop and diversify in terms of its:
Population/demographic profile;
Business and economic activity;
Skills; and
Education.

6.11

From a physical perspective, the town will therefore need to deliver on a comprehensive basis:
A significant quantum and wider mix/quality of housing;
Space for education and training (post 16, further and higher);
Space for the key business opportunities and in particular encourage key business sectors to
develop;
Suitable development locations for additional retailing and leisure opportunities; and
Key open space provision – which will have a significant physical dimension – and attract
residents, businesses and visitors to the town.

6.12

It will also need to ensure that the spatial development above is achieved within a framework which:
Implements flood risk management solutions that facilitate sustainable development and meet
the requirements of the EA;
Overcomes the current transport problems in the town, and delivers improvements which can
also accommodate both natural and proposed growth over the next 15 years as well as provide
a more sustainable solution;
Creates an attractive environment, both in terms of built form and the natural environment to
attract residents and visitors; and
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Provides the services, facilities and support which a modern community expects and demands.
6.13

The remainder of this section therefore considers:
How can this strategy be delivered spatially across Newhaven?
The physical opportunities to accommodate this; and
What the realised vision will look like.

Overarching Objectives and Aspirations for Newhaven – Main Principles
6.14

Although the Brief for this commission does not anticipate the provision of a detailed master plan or
design guidance, it is nevertheless important to establish some of the main aspects which will need to
be borne in mind when taking forward each of the Vision components, listed above. The Newhaven
Physical Development Vision is therefore based on a number of key principles that underpin the
aspirations and objectives for the town and which should guide all future physical development and
delivery activities.
Comprehensive regeneration of Newhaven as a whole – it is important that this Report
produces a shared, long-term vision for the future – for which there is sign-up from all the main
partners and which makes the existing community proud.
Capitalise on the town’s assets – in particular the quality coastal setting, excellent access to
the South Downs National Park, the Dieppe ferry service providing good links to mainland
Europe, the skill base of the existing workforce and such facilities as the marina and port. Any
development proposals should certainly seek to exploit Newhaven’s geographic location and
natural assets in order to create a very attractive offer and make the town a destination for
new residents, businesses and visitors.
Establishment of a high quality, legible town with a distinctive character - This draws on its
location on the south coast and the proximity to Lewes, Brighton and Eastbourne.
Securing the future of the town’s economy - through encouraging the growth of key, existing
sectors/businesses with good prospects, whilst creating a range of new employment uses and
spaces to ensure the long-term success of the community and to reduce out-commuting to
Brighton, Lewes and beyond.
Widening the residential offer – by promoting a range of new attractive/well located sites,
varied dwelling types and tenures, together with improving the quantity and quality of
affordable housing. In particular this strategy should aim to provide a critical mass of new
residential development to support a range of new facilities within the wider town centre area.
Promoting Newhaven as a place to live, work and enjoy recreation - with a range of house
types to create a mixed and sustainable community alongside a range of employment
opportunities and the creation of a mix of new leisure opportunities - for the benefit of
Newhaven, Peacehaven, Seaford and Lewes.
Revitalisation of the town centre - through better integration with the rest of the town and
the provision of appropriate services and facilities which meet the needs of the community.
The encouragement of sustainable access and easy movement - to and within Newhaven,
allowing access by all modes of transport but notably walking and cycling, including the
provision of a new river crossing which connects into the surrounding movement network and
opens up the town centre.
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Development of the sustainable energy sector - drawing upon the proposals for a wind farm
off the coast close to Newhaven and exploiting the prospects for cheaper energy via the new
waste to energy facility. All new development is to accord with best practice and guidance as
set out in the Code for Sustainable Homes and BREEAM.
Capitalising on and expanding the visitor economy within Newhaven through the
enhancement of the tourist offer within the town.
Enhancement of the quality of the environment of the town as a whole – by establishing a
green infrastructure framework (linking areas of ecological interest), and through an extensive
air quality and tree planting programme including the enhancement of “gateways” into
Newhaven to help improve the image of the town and consequently attract new residents and
high quality new businesses.

Significant Potential Development Sites
6.15

In order to develop the opportunities and aspirations set out above for the town, the study has
considered in some detail the more significant development opportunity sites around the town that
could have a role to play in delivering a new physical vision for Newhaven going forward. These sites
fall under a number of “categories” illustrated on the plan overleaf (Development Opportunities Plan)
and include the following:
Sites with Planning Status

6.16

There are a number of sites that are already allocated for particular uses within the current local plan
and these obviously are primary opportunities for development. Sites included within this category
are:
County Council land adjacent to the current Tideway School, allocated for residential purposes
(1).
The site currently owned by Avalon Newhaven LLP to the east of the town, currently allocated
as the East Side Business Park for employment purposes (2).
Part of the Quarry Road/Harbour Heights area, in the ownership of the Trafalgar Group and
currently allocated for residential purposes (3).
A development site located at the end of Beach Road adjacent to the sewage treatment plant
and to the south of the ‘Eastside Business Park’ site, privately owned by a regional developer
with planning consent for a 90,000 sq ft industrial scheme (4).
Land to the West of the river located around the marina, originally owned by Oakdene but now
owned by RBS and zoned for residential purposes where the district council is minded to grant
planning permission (subject to a Section 106 agreement) for 331 residential units and 100
additional berths in the marina (5).
Sites/Premises Currently in Declining Usage or Vacant

6.17

There are a number of sites or premises throughout the town which are currently vacant and on the
market or in extreme states of underuse, which it is understood could be made available for sale and
development. These sites include the:
Elements of the Avis Way industrial estate, covered separately in this report, originally used for
a range of industrial and warehousing purposes, but now at the end of their useful life (6).
Quarry Road industrial estate, to date used primarily for industrial manufacturing, food
processing and storage purposes, part of which we understand is seriously under-used and part
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of which has recently been sold to the Trafalgar Group and is potentially available for
redevelopment (7).
The Parker Pen facility, until recently used for manufacturing purposes, but currently being
vacated, covered elsewhere in this report (8).
The Bevan Funnel site, previously used for furniture manufacture, but now understood to be
largely vacant and available for sale (10).
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The listed buildings and surrounding land within Railway Quay, currently mainly vacant with
the exception of the ‘Railway Club’ and now owned by RBS (11).
Sites/Premises Currently in Use but with Development Potential
6.18

There are a number of sites or premises throughout the town which are currently in meaningful use,
but which either adjoin sites ready for redevelopment or would be suited to a change of use (in the
medium to long term) as part of the reconfiguration of uses within the town. These sites include the:
The Port lands, sub-divided into two main areas:
24

1. North Quay, used primarily for processing and shipping scrap metal and aggregates (9a).
2. The main port operational land currently used as a ferry terminal and for other port uses
(9b).
Robinson Road, land fronting the river around Denton Island and in a number of ownerships,
currently used as a local authority depot and by a number of boat repairers/manufacturers
(12).
Sites with No Planning Status
6.19

There are a limited number of other areas within the town with development potential, but no
current established use or planning status - that it is suggested could be considered as development
sites. These areas include:
The upper portion of land known as Harbour Heights, currently in the ownership of the
Trafalgar Group and in agricultural use (13).
Other land to the West of the above Harbour Heights area, again used for low grade
agricultural purposes and in a variety of ownerships (14).

6.20

Many of the above listed sites are adjacent or within a particular part of the town, and therefore we
have grouped them to create four main Opportunity Areas for development,. These are illustrated on
the Framework plan overleaf and are considered in detail throughout the remainder of this Section.
The main opportunity areas comprise:
A new mixed use Quarter for the town at East Bank;
A reconfigured town centre;
A new residential led Quarter on the West of the river – Western Heights; and
A reconfigured business Quarter at Avis Way.

24

The Vision should have regard to the current Waste and Minerals Local Plans which are saved and remain in force until
replaced by policies in the East Sussex and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Development Framework (WMDF).
North Quay would only come forward for development if the mineral wharves were relocated elsewhere in the port or
were not required at some stage in the future.
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The New “East Bank” Quarter - Development Objectives
6.21

The main development opportunity in the town is provided by the area to the east side of the river –
which has traditionally been used for a range of port, manufacturing, warehouse and low grade
industrial uses. The development concept for this key area of the town is illustrated on the plans on
the following pages and the main objectives are set out below.

6.22

It should be highlighted however, that any proposals to bring forward mixed use development in this
area would be predicated on the satisfactory delivery of a comprehensive flood management strategy
across the eastern side of the River Ouse (as set out earlier in this Report), without which it would be
impossible to realise any significant development opportunities.

6.23

Assuming this can be resolved, proposals should be aimed at:
The creation of a truly sustainable and mixed use community where people can live, work and
play.
This would entail the promotion of a range of new employment opportunities for local people,
alongside a variety of housing types and tenures, education and leisure uses, set within a high
quality environment.
East Bank would also provide the capacity and stunning riverside environment to “extend” the
wider town centre across the river, facilitated by a new pedestrian and cycle bridge, and
including a new transport hub focussed around Newhaven Town Railway Station. Improving
movement through the East Bank Quarter and reducing the barrier the railway line currently
25
poses is also key .
The various development components which would make up the East Bank development area
would be:

6.24

-

The extended town centre;

-

The Eastern Gateway education and employment campus; and

-

The new residential community.

One of the key aspects of the Vision in the East Bank Quarter would be the extended town centre.
This would be facilitated by a development which initially concentrates on the river frontage,
immediately to the south of the swing bridge, together with the land between this and the railway
station, and the Parker Pen site. The current proposal is that potential uses could include:
A mix of waterside commercial space including niche retailing, food and drink operators and
studio or small business space for companies in some of the key sectors (including IT and
creative industries), alongside new housing development.
The area would embrace the listed buildings at Railway Quay, re-using these in part for some of
the commercial uses above and in part for leisure purposes, such as an extreme sports venue
e.g. a climbing wall or wind surfing facility.
The waterfront area would also include a 60 bed 3 star hotel.

25

Improving movement through East Bank, particularly with regard to the extension of the town centre, should consider
how to reduce the barrier of the railway line
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Provision would also be made for social development and the provision of new community
facilities, to service the existing and growing community in this Quarter – such as increased
play and sports provision and a range of activities for children and young people.
The whole area could be anchored at its eastern end by a new food retail operation.
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6.25

The Vision for this area would be built around two crucial pieces of infrastructure – namely the new
transport interchange focused around the railway station but linked to bus, cycle and pedestrian
networks. The second piece of infrastructure would be the construction of a new footbridge, to
connect the existing town centre with the eastern bank to the south of the swing bridge, and creating
a “loop” across the river and a direct connection to the transport interchange and other mixed uses in
this area.

6.26

The other main component considered at this stage is the opportunity for a new convenience retail
store as part of this comprehensive development proposal. As discussed earlier in this report, there
have been several expressions of interest from operators in the sector for further development sites
in Newhaven for this purpose, and a number off sites put forward.

6.27

As also discussed, ultimately this is a decision for the Local Authority around the demand/capacity
issues in the area, however in terms of Sequential Testing”, the identification of a food store site
within this comprehensive development area, would in our view provide an interesting opportunity to
pump prime the wider development of this area, achieve co-location with a major transport hub, and
combine a number of uses together in a way which could create a real mixed use retailing, leisure,
education, business and residential entity within the town, and a real driver for change.

6.28

Various locations for such a scheme could be considered in the East side area, however one candidate
would be the Parker Pen site, which given the current closure, would provide a suitable land area to
accommodate such uses. A separate report has been undertaken into the Parker Pen site for SEEDA
and the Local Authority, and a copy of that document is attached as Annex E for information.

6.29

As part of the overall development of this area, it would also be important to upgrade the quality of
the public realm in key public spaces including the area around the railway station and the provision
of an Eastern promenade to complement that on the Western bank.

6.30

The Eastern Gateway education and employment campus - to the rear of the riverfront sites, there is
potential for the provision of a new skills, training and educational facility, including a sixth form
college to serve the wider area (Newhaven, Seaford and Peacehaven). This could be linked to a higher
education “incubator” centre for new businesses and move-on space to complement the existing
Enterprise Hub on Denton Island.

6.31

Anchored by this new, further and higher education campus and additionally visually enhanced
through an extensive tree planting regime, the education uses here will complement the adjacent
extended town centre and will benefit from the transport hub which provides excellent accessibility
to residents from surrounding settlements.

6.32

Transport into and through the whole area would also be significantly improved through the provision
of a new Eastern Link Road along the boundary between the area known as Eastside (currently zoned
for employment purposes) and the Ouse Estuary Project. This road would both facilitate the growth
and development of the port, together with opening up further areas of land, such as Eastside and
land off Beach Rd, which are currently zoned for business park or employment use. This piece of
essential infrastructure would remove heavy commercial/port traffic from the heart of this East Bank
area, and improve the environment for the existing pockets of residential development. It would also
enable “softer” uses to be encouraged into the area, for example leisure, education and office based
uses.

6.33

By providing a much more direct and rapid route into the port, the infrastructure improvements in
this area would encourage the strengthening and growth of the existing port activity, in order to make
best use of the current facilities and improve its potential to attract long-term inward investment and
additional employment uses. There is also the chance to enhance the level/quality of marine
employment, particularly due to the site’s proximity and direct access to off-shore wind farms in this
part of the English Channel.
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6.34

Promotion of best practice for the implementation of energy efficiency and the sustainable use of
renewable energy sources in the built environment would also be a key component in this area. The
opportunity exists to link the areas of new development to transport and waste strategies (alongside
retrofitting existing areas). This could involve harnessing the energy produced by the Energy from
Waste facility and the proposed off-shore wind farm to supply new and existing homes and
workplaces with heat and power.

6.35

The achievement of the relevant Code for Sustainable Homes level throughout the duration of the
development period will be encouraged, alongside the relevant BREEAM standards for commercial
development.

6.36

The new residential areas - in addition to the proposed studio and office space in the extended town
centre, and the small business accommodation in the area around the railway station/Parker Pens
site, there is potential for further employment space, to be provided on the land opened up by the
Eastern Link Rd. One of these areas (known as Eastside), could create a mixed use environment, with
residential uses to the west (fronting existing residential uses and the Eastside Recreation Ground),
together with employment space to the east, wrapping around the Link Rd and providing a break
between the residential areas and the heavy goods traffic likely to frequent this new port route.

6.37

Capitalising on the excellent transport links proposed as part of this study, it is considered there is
capacity for the above mix of uses to grow further south in the medium term, (assuming the port
releases the northern part of its existing ownership and Bevan Funnel and adjoining sites can be
brought forward for new uses), which could see the development of a significant residential and
business community, including the development of a larger “employment campus” providing a range
of accommodation types from studios to more general small business workspace, grow-on and
expansion space, and even HQ type facilities for larger business entities. This development could grow
into a development up to 15,000 sq m in size.

6.38

The residential component would also be significant, ranging from waterside apartments to a mix of
family housing across the East Bank hinterland, with the potential to deliver in the region of 800 new
dwellings with ancillary retail and other commercial space, supporting the sustainable character of
the new development.

A Reconfigured Town Centre – Development Objectives
6.39

Given the key features identified within the town, the current state of decline and the challenges
inherent in attracting retailers back to the traditional centre, it is suggested that a strategy needs to be
adopted which protects the key/attractive features, whilst at the same time looking to improve the
town centre as a whole, particularly focusing on:
Redefining the future role of the town centre in order to reflect market conditions and trends
likely to exist over the next 10-15 years.
Defining those features within the town which need to be retained and enhanced.
Attempting to redevelop some of the most unattractive parts of the town to improve the
overall street scene as well as introduce more viable and vibrant uses.
Improving the main gateways into the town and securing new viable uses that add value to the
town centre as a whole.
Attracting footfall back into the town centre for a mix of uses which are unique to the town and
cannot be accessed elsewhere in Newhaven.
Creating a complementary rather than competitive role with respect to other users located
elsewhere in Newhaven and beyond.
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Achieving these objectives by working with the promoters of existing development sites such
as Saxonholme as well as by assembling new consolidated sites for comprehensive
redevelopment.
Restoring and enhancing the setting of the town centre, through the reconfiguration of the ring
road and restoration of the historic street pattern on the southern edge of the town centre,
complemented by high quality new mixed use development and the introduction of residential
uses.
Provision of significantly improved connectivity within the town which reduces the need to
travel and minimises the need to use the private car, notably through the provision of
additional river crossings to create walking/cycling circuits which provide access to key parts of
the town.
6.40

In particular, it is suggested that the lost Victorian connections within the town should be restored
and routes around the town should be at grade in contrast to the existing physical barriers between
the town centre and the adjoining residential areas. There should be a strategy to stitch the town
centre back into the riverside and, in particular, to the residential areas to the south.

6.41

Whilst it is noted that ESCC has an aspiration to consider allowing access to relatively limited traffic to
the Newhaven High Street at the North Way/South Way junction, it is believed that this should only
complement the regeneration opportunities the reconfiguration of the Ring Road could bring, and as
such should not have a significantly detrimental impact on the overall operation of the ring road,
particularly at the North Way/South Way junction.

6.42

The cluster of listed buildings at the junction of High Street and Bridge Street form the core of the
original village and are an important group of buildings which need to be retained and “built upon”.
Whilst this key location is in need of improvement in terms of public realm and the surrounding
buildings, it does provide an important focal point on which to build.

6.43

The listed building mid-way along the high street is another key location in the town centre and the
setting of this building and some of the adjoining buildings needs to be enhanced.

6.44

The western entrance to the High Street does not function well as a gateway to the town centre, with
poor quality buildings and a lack of connectivity. Improvements to the existing buildings within this
vicinity and potential changes to the ring road could significantly improve this gateway and its
associated links.

6.45

Where possible, the broken frontages along the High Street should be reinstated with higher quality
buildings which follow the original building line and reintroduce the feel of the town and its
connectivity with the waterfront. Extending the town centre across the river with the aid of a new
footbridge will naturally assist this re-connection with the water front.

6.46

In terms of uses, the town centre needs to retain its “civic” function, as demonstrated by the
proposed new library development (which is currently being pursued by the partners), the location of
the post office and associated services i.e. banks, building societies and solicitors/estate agents.
Improvements to the town could reintroduce footfall and a purpose for the resident population
visiting the area.

6.47

It is also important to retain the existing Somerfield store which performs an important service in
terms of the immediate residential area; improved links to the town centre should encourage
pedestrian and cycle movements. The recent transfer of Somerfield into the Co-operative Group
should also introduce an opportunity for an improved/extended offer and this will form an important
part of the functioning town centre.

6.48

It is also considered that the town centre offers opportunities for further commercial activity and the
introduction of more frequent and higher quality markets should be explored. Given the links with
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France and Newhaven’s location within the National Park, there would seem to be major
opportunities to encourage French and natural Sussex products on a regular basis (see Section 4).
6.49

The town centre currently includes a number of residential areas but it is felt that further residential
development would benefit the town by introducing further retail capacity as well as bringing life back
into the area. There are a number of potential development sites within the town centre which
would act as a catalyst for such uses and a strategy should be developed to take these forward.
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Figure 6.1: Town centre concept`
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6.50

As outlined in Section 2, the establishment of the town centre’s new role will be substantially
supported by the reconfiguration of the ring road; the northern section of which could be retained
becoming a two-way part of the network, which would enable through traffic to pass along the west
east access, whilst at the same time downgrading the part of the southern ring road so that it creates
an at grade connection between the town and the adjoining residential areas and enables movement
on a north south basis together with freeing up potential town centre uses to gravitate to the south.

6.51

Elsewhere in the town centre it is considered that the Victorian street pattern should be restored at
grade and the subways/flyover along South Way removed as part of the ring road alterations referred
to above. South Way would then become a “traffic calmed” route for local access.

6.52

As set out above, linking the existing town centre to the river, and indeed to the areas to the east of
the river, could be achieved through a new pedestrian link across the river, which would in principle
link the town centre with the existing railway station which acts as a major transport hub/interchange
for the town as a whole. This would also improve circulation within the town and would create an
attractive circular route encompassing the existing town centre and both banks of the river.

6.53

The principal components of the transport concept in the town centre are set out in the plan below.
The bold red route demonstrates the proposed redesignation of the northern section of the existing
ring road, to form a new two-way through route. The lighter red routes indicate local vehicular access
and the orange routes indicate proposals for pedestrian and cycle movements around the town. The
links with the proposed transport interchange are also demonstrated here.
Figure 6.2: Transport Concept

6.54

Indicative capacity work has been undertaken to identify development opportunities within the town
centre, adopting the above approach to a mix of civic and associated uses within the current town
centre and these are shown on the lay outs in figure 6.3.

6.55

Developing the town in this manner would create an opportunity for some 160-185 residential units,
together with additional retailing space and a new library and improved car parking opportunities.
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6.56

Core to the delivery of these proposals are the implementation of the proposed new library and also
the “SpaceBank” concept, which is explained in more detail in the paragraphs below. Both of these
initiatives offer an opportunity to get activity back into the town centre in the short-term and hence to
build momentum for subsequent, more extensive redevelopment schemes.

The Town Centre “SpaceBank”
6.57

Given the levels of vacant space within the town centre at the current time, it is recognised that this is
acting as a major disincentive to visitors/shoppers and consideration has been given to how this could
be addressed in the short term. One proposition being considered is the opportunity to work with all
shop owners/retailers within the town and establish some form of management company which
could take control of the vacant space and create a common approach to attracting new uses into the
town, both on a temporary and semi-permanent basis.

6.58

This strategy could be based around a themed approach to uses within the town over an initial 12
months period, highlighting an ongoing programme of activities that could be based around a regular
French street market, a regular Sussex produce street market, an ongoing programme of culture, arts,
and creative activities (show room space or gallery space etc.) all of which would tie up with regular
fairs and events held within Newhaven during the course of the year.

6.59

There would be a continuing programme of activities to draw shoppers and visitors into the town and
the objective behind such a programme would be to create a purpose for people visiting Newhaven
and spending time in the town centre.

6.60

The Space Bank would manage and deal with property requirements which would flow from these
opportunities and programmes and, if and when possible, longer term tenancy arrangements would
be structured.

6.61

If this was seen to be an attractive prospect to partners and town centre traders, then a management
contract/specification could be drawn up and potential “managers” approached to see whether they
would be willing to submit proposals. The skills required would need to be a mix of property (landlord
and tenant) and marketing/event expertise. Although it would be more usual for these skills to reside
in separate individuals, it may be possible to identify someone who could undertake both roles –
either on a contract basis (through a managing company/consultancy), or on a full time employment
basis.

6.62

The costs of employing such an individual would initially need to come from either the public sector,
or a combination of public sector and town centre traders. The costs associated with
promotion/marketing/event programmes would also initially need to come from similar sources.
However over time, it may be possible for these costs to be funded via income received from
occupations and other events. Clearly a proportion of these would need to go to the owners of the
premises being used/let, however it would also seem to be reasonable that a proportion is put to
offset overheads.

6.63

Finally, in terms of the town centre, if the broad development strategy set out above is to be pursued,
then some further work will need to be done to work up an overall master plan/development
framework for the area, which would establish the more detailed mix of uses on individual sites,
together with a phasing proposition.

6.64

Land ownership/assembly would be another critical issue and a strategy would need to be worked up
following discussions with existing owners etc – in order to see who would be prepared to cooperate
with such development proposals – and those areas which would need to be acquired/facilitated by
the public sector, without which development would be blocked.

6.65

Individual development briefs should then be drawn up for sites where there is likely to be an
agreement in respect of progressing an early development strategy – and arrangements agreed
between the owners/public sector in order to stimulate development. This could be undertaken by
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Lewes DC for example, or more likely the local delivery champion (as discussed in the Action Plan in
Section 7).
6.66

It may well be that such arrangements would fall within the wider Delivery Arrangements being
discussed for the town, and covered in Section 7 of this report, however if this is not the case it is felt
that proposals for the town centre should be considered on a stand alone basis over the next 12
months.
Figure 6.3: Reinvention of the town centre concept

A New Residential Led Quarter at Western Heights – Development Objectives
Context
6.67

The west side of Newhaven has a very different profile/set of characteristics – compared with the
areas to the East of the river. Development in this area is mainly focused around the town centre and
a number of residential quarters, together with the main secondary school for the area (Tideway
School), which has just been redeveloped next to its original site as a result of a serious fire which
required a major rebuild.

6.68

There are also a number of playing fields and the town’s football club, together with a small industrial
estate, known as the Quarry Rd Industrial Estate - currently still used for
industrial/warehousing/commercial vehicle storage & repairs etc. This estate is occupied by a number
of businesses, although many of the buildings are underused and in some cases vacant. We also
understand that some of the building/land owners have aspirations for redevelopment and given its
location, this is not seen as a significant employment site for the future.

6.69

The area also contains some pockets of major environmental, landscape and historic interest –
particularly around the Fort and along the cliffs which front the West Beach. These areas of
undeveloped/open space are mainly low grade agricultural or “heathland”, and run west into the
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largely undeveloped “green space” which then separates Newhaven from the adjoining community of
Peacehaven. This is seen as an important buffer between the two towns.
6.70

The open space, which is located above the cliffs and runs parallel to the coast, is steeply sloping and
significantly elevated above the town. As such, there are areas which form a backdrop to the town
and are highly visible - and therefore very sensitive in terms of future uses. Once the ground levels
out however it is less visible, although at this point reasonably elevated and exposed to the Channel.
In terms of development potential, these areas are therefore either undevelopable – or will need
careful treatment to enable satisfactory development to proceed. In addition, the coastal location of
this area means that risks related to coastal erosion need to be carefully considered in devising any
development schemes. The current rate of erosion, and the EA Coastal Defence Strategy policy to
‘hold the line’, mean that the level of such risks is considered acceptable and manageable.”

6.71

One other significant feature of the western sector of the town, is that ground levels as a whole rise
rapidly away from the river (apart from a strip of land immediately along the river bank) – which puts
the large majority of the west of the town outside any flood zones (and therefore beyond flood risk) –
and ensures that development is possible without any difficulties or additional costs.

6.72

Apart from the specific/sensitive areas of open space referred to above, the west of the town is very
densely developed and therefore any new development potential could only be considered in these
sensitive areas, as shown on the plan overleaf.

6.73

In terms of the potential for development (of a mix of residential, commercial and community uses),
there are three main “parcels” of land which could be considered for development in this area. First,
the current Quarry Rd Industrial Estate described above. Arrangements would certainly need to be
made to relocate the few existing businesses that have a desire to continue in business, particularly
the fish processing facility which is involved in one of the key sectors for the town in the future. It is
considered however that other suitable premises/land could be available elsewhere in the town for
these uses, either within the areas of vacant space on the Avis Way estate or possibly within vacant
port land/buildings.

6.74

Second, is the area known as Harbour Heights, which is much higher than the adjoining Quarry Rd
estate and primarily in the ownership of Trafalgar Investments. The site is already included in the
Local Plan as a potential residential development area. Previous attempts have been made to bring
forward suitable development propositions on this area, although nothing has so far succeeded in
being delivered. This site adjoins a further parcel of vacant land, owned by the County Council and
adjacent to (although not required for) the Tideway School.

6.75

Access to Harbour Heights is not straightforward and will require a main spine road to be constructed
through the Quarry Rd Industrial Estate, rising up to the level of the adjacent development plateau
which forms the Harbour Heights development area. Until both sites recently came into common
ownership this was potentially a problem, although that now appears to have been overcome. The
County Council’s land could be used as a further access point into the development area, although
this would clearly need cooperation between the various owners.

6.76

The third main “parcel” of potential development land in this area is located to the west of Harbour
Heights. Considering a suitable boundary for this parcel at this stage is very difficult, given that it is
not included in the current Local Plan for development purposes and is clearly in a sensitive
environmental location. The site is also we understand in a series of different ownerships – including
a parcel immediately to the west of Harbour Heights, which is owned by Trafalgar Investments, which
does at least create an interesting “comprehensive” development opportunity.

6.77

In addition to improving access to the Western Heights area in general, an important development
objective will be to ensure that strong connectivity is established between this area and existing
facilities/development such as Fort Road Recreation Ground and Newhaven Marina.
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Development Concept
6.78

There are two potential development options which have been considered for Western Heights and
these are illustrated on the plans overleaf.

6.79

There are a number of ways in which the layout “links” into its surrounding areas, by means of road
access, public transport only access etc:
By means of a new access road through the Quarry Road industrial estate (proposed for mixed
use).
By means of a new road with runs adjacent to the rebuilt school.
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From Harbour View Road, Pevensey Road and then feeding ideally into the Highway.
6.80

A spine road is proposed to run along the centre of the development area and is crossed by
north/south linear parkland strips which run across the contours to a major open space facility which
would be preserved and enhanced along the cliff edge.

6.81

At the heart of the plan is the main open space corridor which links the secondary school playing
fields with a new primary school (which it is suggested will be required as part of the overall growth
proposals for Newhaven, although this will need to be subject to further detailed discussion with the
education authority), proposed local energy (CHP) centre and community buildings, and possibly a
community shop. Virtually all parts of the plan (with the exception of the Quarry Rd component of
the development are within 5 minutes walk of this community hub.

6.82

Option 1 is considered more immediately deliverable as it largely focuses on a limited development
area, which we understand is largely in the ownership of Trafalgar Investments. Option 2 utilises
additional land to the west which is in the ownership of a number of third parties. This option is
therefore considered more challenging to deliver but would provide the opportunity to implement
more effective western links to the A259 and as a result of the greater scale of development enabled,
would go further towards realising the development potential of this area.

6.83

Under the implementation of either option, a key objective would be the maintenance of a strong
green buffer between Newhaven and Peacehaven. An indicative layout for the two options is shown
on the plans on the preceding pages.

6.84

Some initial capacity work has been undertaken and it is believed that the two options have the
potential to deliver around 900 and 1,450 residential units respectively, in addition to supporting
commercial and community facilities. These additional facilities could be a significant advantage to
the remaining development on the western side of the town, which is currently very poorly served in
terms of essential retailing, services and community buildings.

A Reconfigured Business Quarter at Avis Way – Development Objectives
Concept
6.85

A detailed analysis of the Avis Way Industrial Estate was undertaken earlier in this report, which
provides a “snapshot” of uses, vacancies, condition of buildings etc. A copy of the plan which
accompanies this analysis is shown overleaf, which identifies the key parts of the estate where
existing quality of premises and layouts are very poor and in need of improvement or even wholesale
redevelopment.

6.86

The suggested strategy for Avis Way is therefore that the estate is clearly retained for major
employment/business purposes, but that the opportunity is taken to make significant improvements
to parts of the estate – as properties fall into disrepair or become vacant.

6.87

In addition, there would be a move to improve the whole image of the estate by “re-badging”,
creating an identity and announcing this identity at each entrance into the estate, improving the
landscape “framework” around the estate (in terms of replanting/upgrading green/planting strips
along footpaths and roadways), improving circulation routes through the estate (including pedestrian
and cycle ways) and encouraging owners to maintain the standards of their buildings and the external
areas of their sites.

6.88

Clearly this would need cooperation between all occupiers, land/building owners and the local
authority, but it is suggested that it would be worth establishing a Working Group between all the
partners, with perhaps some initial support from the public sector, in order to discuss the
opportunities for such a proposition.
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6.89

In terms of opportunities to re-plan and redevelop areas within the estate, when they reach a critical
point in the lifecycle of the buildings involved (i.e. at the end of their useful/economic life), we have
taken our estate “condition” analysis to demonstrate how this could take place.
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6.90

It should also be borne in mind that urban design is all about creating good places and even the
humblest corner of an industrial estate has the potential to create good, and better connected,
places.

6.91

In this instance the eastern corner of the Avis Way Estate has been selected because of its currently
low environmental quality and high vacancy levels, in reality the two factors are very closely
interconnected. As described above, this is an industrial estate which is known for its lack of
character and in terms of connections, it connects neither to the open space in the north nor
Sainsbury’s to the east.

6.92

Given the high levels of vacancy and the generally poor environmental quality, selective demolition
and redevelopment is proposed in this particular corner of the estate and an indicative scheme is
shown in the plan on the preceding page.

6.93

The scheme delivers virtually the same floor space as currently exists but provides vehicle-free zones
along the perimeter planted drainage ditches, a pedestrian link to the park and a clear route to the
supermarket. This improved layout produces a better environment but, as importantly, it begins to
integrate the workplace with the rest of the town. Clearly such a scheme would need to make sense
from a viability perspective, and would require detailed consideration by the site owner, however
with a renewed strategy for the estate and a more focused economic role for Newhaven moving
forward, it is believed that such a proposition could be commercially worthwhile.

6.94

As part of our proposals for the estate, by means of the suggested Working Group, other such
opportunities would be selected and brought forward on the estate, over the next few years.
Other “Windfall” Development Sites

6.95

Clearly there are also a number of other potential development sites in the town which could come
forward for development over the next 5/10 years, and these should not be discouraged. An example
could include the redevelopment of the current Robinson Rd industrial/marine related uses – which
we know have been the subject of redevelopment discussions between some of the owners and their
architects.

6.96

However given market conditions and the need to focus on areas which will make a difference to the
image/prospects of the town, we are recommending that attention should be directed in the
immediate future to the limited areas identified above, in order to ensure scarce resources and a
limited market are used where they can make the most impact.
Development Capacity – Generated by the Opportunity Areas

6.97

The tables below summarise the overall development capacity for the Proposed Physical
Development vision for the town, focusing on the capacities created through the Opportunity Areas
described above. There are two “options” modelled - the key difference being that Option 2
incorporates the additional land as part of the expanded ‘Western Heights’ development, described
above.
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6.98

The Site Location Plan overleaf then illustrates the proposed land use under the expanded option.
Figure 6.4: Development capacity - Options 1 and 2
Option 1

Area (HA)

Residential
Dwellings

Offices
(sq m)

Small
workspace
(sq m)

Retail (sq
m)

Hotel (sq
m)

Community
Uses

West side

Western Heights

29.8

2 form entry
primary
school

883

Town Centre

2.7

185

Marina

2

202

7,533

1,420
1,000

East Bank
Town Centre
Extension/Eastern
Gateway

7.6

135

Waterfront

3.1

232

East Side

6.1

333

Norton Road

2

119

2286

2,286

1000

Port

27.5
2,089

25,819

8,066

11,020

2,100

Residential
Dwellings

Offices
(sq m)

Retail (sq
m)

Hotel (sq
m)

Total

Estimated Jobs
Estimated
Population

16,000

2,000

7,600

2,100

6th form/HE
institute for
1,000 student

3,780

2,275
(gross
new jobs)
4,700

Option 2

Area (HA)

Small
workspace
(sq m)

Community
Uses

West side

Western Heights
Town Centre

36.3
2.7

1,452
185

Marina

2

202

2 form entry
primary
school
7,533

1,420
1,000

East Bank
Town Centre
Extension/Eastern
Gateway

7.6

135

Waterfront

3.1

232

East Side

6.1

333

Norton Road

2

119

Port

27.5

0

Total

Estimated Jobs
Estimated
Population

2,658

16,000

2,000

7,600

2,100

3,780
2286

2,286

1000

25,819

8,066

11,020

2,275
(gross
new Jobs)
5,981
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6.99

Both Options demonstrate the potential for significant growth over the next 15- 20 years, increasing
the population by between 4,700 and 6,000 and creating in excess of 2,000 new jobs. The scale of
population is significant as it represents a 50% increase relative to the current population of around
11,000 people. The scale of growth is however very important as set out at the start of this report, in
order to create the critical mass required to support the step change anticipated in terms of – the
local economy, transport infrastructure, education and skills provision and also to deliver the Flood
Risk Management framework in a strategic manner.

Key Physical/Infrastructure Investment – to Achieve Development Capacity
6.100

Clearly the development of the Opportunity Areas will require some major, strategic infrastructure to
be considered around the town, if the partners are to capitalise upon the development opportunities.
The investment needed to deliver these infrastructure requirements, as identified in the report and to
underpin the development vision outlined in this section is summarised in the table below, together
with some initial, indicative cost estimates of the investment required.

6.101

Clearly these works will need to be subject to further detailed consideration and design, and there will
need to be a strategy worked up in order to identify how these are delivered during the course of
development, and where these are going to need public sector support/pump priming as well as
private sector funding – however the table is included at this stage in order to map out the issues
which need to be pursued over the next few months.
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Figure 6.5: Infrastructure requirements
Infrastructure required for Preferred 'Physical Development Vision'
Flood Risk Management (see figure 2.1)

£17,000,000

Remediation (see figure 2.2)

£820,000

Transport (see figure 2.9)

£27,820,000

Services Upgrade*

£5,000,000

Public Realm Schemes*

£3,000,000

Land Assembly Allowance*

£2,000,000

Overall Total

£55,640,000

*Provisional allowance

Prioritisation and Phasing of Key Infrastructure Projects
6.102

Some initial consideration has been given to the prioritisation of key infrastructure schemes,
recognising the capability of such schemes to release development opportunities and the potential
for subsequent outputs to be delivered, given current market and economic conditions.

6.103

Figure 6.6 below therefore relates the identified development opportunity areas to the infrastructure
required to support the delivery of development in order to provide an indication of the amount of
investment needed to secure housing and job outputs. The current economic climate and severely
constrained public finances mean that it is likely to be extremely challenging to secure funding for all
of the infrastructure identified in the short term and, as such, projects may need to be prioritised and
phased. Considering the relationship between investment and outputs is likely to be an important
component of any prioritisation exercise.

6.104

In some cases there are very clear relationships between pieces of infrastructure and development
areas e.g. the eastern and western links; in other cases, however, infrastructure is more strategic and
at this stage has been simply apportioned between development areas based on the respective land
area of the development sites, in order to represent the sums which it is expected each development
area would need to “contribute” to deliver the overall infrastructure requirements for the town.

6.105

All the costs are provisional and detailed design work is required to both refine costs and to establish
trigger points between development and infrastructure elements.

6.106

Particularly with respect to the strategic transport infrastructure, it is important to recognise that all
elements need to be designed in an integrated manner and the objective should be to secure delivery
of the whole package of improvements as early as possible. Early delivery is important in influencing
the behaviour of new residents and business/leisure users of the town. Improvements to bus and rail
services for example, will support the delivery of all sites; there is also an obvious relationship
between service improvements and the public transport interchange itself.

6.107

Individual inter-dependencies and phasing considerations are discussed further below.
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Figure 6.6
Infrastructure
and
Development
Released

FRM

Remedia
tion

Strategic
Transpor
t

£0.1m

£0.3m

Services

Public
Realm

Land
Ass.

W.
links

ELR

n/a

n/a

n/a

Total

West Quay/Marina
Infrastructure
Residential
Units
Commercial
space/jobs

£2.8m
202
1,000 sq
m

50 jobs

£0.5m

£0.0m

£0.1m

£0.1m

£3.3m
202
50

Town Centre
Infrastructure
Residential
Units
Commercial
space/jobs

185
8,953 sq
m

£0.4m

£0.2m

£0.1m

£0.4m

n/a

n/a

£1.6m
185

448 jobs

448

Western Heights
Infrastructure
Residential
Unit
Commercial
space/jobs

n/a

£0.1m

£4.9m

£1.8m

£1.1m

£0.4m

£9.2m

n/a

883

£17.5m
883

0 sq m

0 jobs

0

Eastbank: Railway Quay & 'waterfront'
Infrastructure
Residential
Units
Commercial
space/jobs

£1.9m
282

£0.1m

1,600 sq
m

80 jobs

£11.8m
537

£0.6m

35,452 sq
m

1,698
jobs

£15.1m

£0.7m

£0.8m

£0.3m

£0.2m

n/a

n/a

n/a

£3.3m
0
0

Eastbank: main
Infrastructure
Residential
Units
Commercial
space/jobs
Total costs

£7.1m

£2.6m

£1.6m

£1.2m

n/a

£5.0m

£29.9m
537

1,698
£12.8m

£4.7m

£2.8m

£2.0m

£9.2m

£5.0m

£55.6m

Total residential units

2,089

Total jobs

2,275

West Quay phase 3 (Marina)
6.108

Delivery of this site is self-contained in that no major infrastructure or development of other sites is
required to facilitate delivery. The site is, however, currently in the ownership of the RBS (following
Oakdene’s bankruptcy) and as such delivery is dependent on development appetite from the private
sector or additional public sector expenditure in order to acquire the site. Accommodating the
existing marina occupiers and associated facilities is a further logistical issue that needs to be
considered by any developer. Flood risk works to the site are self contained and although there are
no obvious transport related requirements that development of the site will trigger, it will be
important that contributions are made, or infrastructure is delivered, that supports the
implementation of the full transport improvement package.
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Town Centre
6.109

Delivery of this site is self-contained in that no major infrastructure or development of other sites is
required to facilitate delivery. Re-configuration of the ring road is however highly desirable in order
to realise the full vision for the redevelopment of the centre, and ideally this would be undertaken
following the implementation of enhanced western links as these would reduce the demand for travel
through the town centre thus assisting with any reduction in highway capacity, particularly during the
construction works. In addition to help establish the proposed new town centre uses and sustainable
patterns of movement, it would be desirable to implement the town centre development sites
alongside both the public transport interchange and the new bridge across the river. Flood Risk
Management works are localised and can be delivered independently of all other sites.
Western Heights

6.110

This area can be delivered independently of all other sites and schemes but is highly dependent on
the implementation of the enhanced western link roads. As noted above, further work is needed to
refine the phasing and specification of the western links, and it is likely to be possible for example to
deliver initial phases of development alongside initial aspects of the enhancements. Like West Quay,
the site is in private ownership so delivery is dependent on a willing developer and supportive
underlying market conditions. The landowner is, however, understood to be keen to deliver a scheme
and the fact that the site does not require any flood risk management works and is largely free of any
complications due to existing occupiers, supports its deliverability.
Eastbank

6.111

A key challenge on the East side of the river, due to its low lying nature, is flood risk management.

6.112

In addition, a further, significant pre-cursor to the development of the majority of the individual sites
within the Eastbank area is the Eastern link road which is required in order to provide safe
access/egress in the event of flooding. Once the ELR is in place all sites except Railway Quay can be
implemented independently, although delivery needs to take place within a carefully derived FRM
framework in order that access/egress routes are planned in the most efficient manner and to ensure
appropriate treatment of level differences between raised sites and existing development levels.

6.113

Delivery of Railway Quay is contingent on the prior raising of the adjacent port land into which flood
defences need to be tied in; it is not possible to raise Railway Quay levels due to the existing listed
buildings. Railway Quay and the adjacent waterfront stretch of port land can, however, be delivered
in advance of the ELR as access/egress can be routed via the existing swing bridge with relatively
minor works to existing roads and junctions.

6.114

Delivery of Eastbank is also complicated by multiple landownership which is likely to require
consolidation into the control of a limited number of public or private parties in order to successfully
achieve the necessary inter-relationships across the area.

6.115

In transport terms, in addition to the ELR, the Public transport Interchange and the new foot bridge
are key parts of the proposals for the extended town centre and such should be brought forward in
advance or alongside the development of Eastside. The scale of the development proposed across
the Eastbank will also add to the need for comprehensive transport improvements to be introduced in
a timely manner.
Conclusions

6.116

In line with the approaches discussed above, it will be important to develop and drive forward the
implementation of a strategic approach to key infrastructure, particularly transport and flood risk
management, which should be delivered as soon as possible within funding constraints and with
reference to development related trigger points.
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6.117

It is therefore suggested that infrastructure projects should be prioritised as follows:
Figure 6.7
Priority
1

Scheme
Western
Heights

Key infrastructure
Western access
links/public transport
strategy

2

Town Centre

3

Eastbank –
Waterfront

Local FRM works &
Ring road
Local FRM works

4

Railway Quay

5

West Quay Ph.
3
Eastbank

6

Local FRM works &
link to Eastbank
Waterfront
Local FRM works
ELR and integrated
local FRM works
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Rationale
Comprises a willing developer (with significant
land assets) ready to deliver; limited wider
dependencies; significant development
released; facilitates ring road works
Limited dependencies following western
access links, site specific flood works only
Limited dependencies, needed to release
Railway Quay, need to come to an
arrangement with NPP
Limited dependencies, needed to release
Railway Quay, need willing private developer
Should be market led in due course
High upfront costs relating to FRM works and
ELR, but provides transformational critical
mass so work should be ongoing to facilitate
subsequent development
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7

ACTION PLAN

7.1

An important objective of Physical Development Vision was to develop an immediate Action Plan, in
order to drive forward progress on a number of key projects over the next 12 months. This reflects
the need to build momentum in what are going to be very difficult financial circumstances over the
coming 18-24 months and whereby significant public sector funding is unlikely to be forthcoming, as
originally envisaged, to take forward delivery on a more holistic basis.

7.2

This section therefore identifies a number of initiatives which it is suggested fulfil a range of criteria
making them both potentially deliverable and effective at generating momentum within the next 12
months or so.

7.3

With regard to parties responsible for taking forward the action plan, it will be up to partners to
identify who is going to carry out individual actions. We have however highlighted the need for a
“Project Lead” and it would be that individual’s responsibility to take the initiative to drive most of the
actions forward. While some tasks could be carried out ‘in house’, other actions would require pulling
together others to take a lead role, and in some cases it may be necessary to commission external
resources to assist.

Developing an Immediate Action Plan
7.4

Moving the Physical Development Vision forward where possible is critical if momentum is going to
be maintained and the work of the last two years not wasted. This is particularly the case given the
current economic climate and the likely reduced availability of public funding over the next few years.

7.5

Actions also need to be viewed in terms of short term priorities (from 2010-2013) versus more
medium term objectives (2013-2016), and the prioritisation of tasks should reflect these
considerations. This highlights the importance of sequencing activities and ensuring that initial pump
priming work is programmed in the next 12 to 18 months, as that will enable later development and
project work to emerge at the most appropriate time.

7.6

Consideration has therefore been given to a number of issues that:
Are already under consideration but if delivered as part of the Physical Development Vision
approach may impact upon other initiatives;
Will make an impact on the place as a whole, as highlighted in this study; and
Potentially can act as an early catalyst for other activities/development.

7.7

The approach which is proposed below “groups” the proposed Actions under a number of distinct
headings, which reflects the key physical issues which need to be addressed in order to permit a
comprehensive approach to development within the town, and the four main priority areas which
have been highlighted in this study. They also cover the small number of other key projects that can
potentially make a real difference to the town over the next 2-3 years, and the wider actions which
will be essential if Newhaven is to have any prospect of funding its aspirations over this period. These
are shown in the diagram below.
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Figure 7.1
Key Physical Infrastructure
Issues

Concluding the Flood Risk Management Strategy

Town Centre Strategy
Development Framework
Delivering the Library
Implementing the ‘Space Bank’
Drawing up the Ring Road Rationalisation Scheme

The Main Development
Opportunity Areas

East Bank – Initial Development Phase
Phase 1 Development Framework
Working up the Retail and Small Business Proposals for the
Parker Pen and Adjacent Sites
Riverfront – bringing forward the Hotel and ‘Extreme Sports’
Development
New Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge
Avis Way Industrial Estates
Improvement and Development
Western Heights
Developing the Masterplan
Planning the early infrastructure & phases of development

Delivering the Sixth Form College

Key Image Changing
Projects

Delivering the Phase 1 – Public Transport Interchange

Improving Key Open Spaces and Links
Heavy landscaping initiatives
Opening up pedestrian/cycle links to coast/national park

Working up a cocktail of funding initiatives – including
proposals for a Town-wide Section 106 / Infrastructure Tariff
Essential Actions to Open
Up Funding Potential

7.8

Representing Key Newhaven Projects in the Local
Investment Plan

On this basis, it is suggested that the following projects should be the focus of partner attention in the
immediate future.
Flood Risk Management Strategy

7.9

Even though considerable work has been undertaken to identify whether development can be
considered on the east side of the river, and to work up a flood risk management strategy for this
area, some urgent work is still outstanding to enable this to be confirmed by the EA and embodied in
planning policy. The following actions are therefore required in the short term:
LDC to complete the Sequential Test as soon as possible.
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Liaise with the EA in connection with their conclusions emerging from the Coastal Defence
Strategy.
Identify whether either of the above will have any implications on the proposals for Newhaven
– and if so then incorporate into the FRM strategy and the final draft Exception Test.
Formally submit the final Exception Test to EA for comment.
Take into account any feedback from the EA and circulate an agreed Exception Test to all
Partners.
Work up a costed and programmed delivery strategy for the FRM strategy proposals –
identifying which actions should be undertaken by the public sector up front, and which need
to be built into the planning framework and implemented by the private sector as part of a
development proposition.
Formulate a funding strategy for the FRM strategy proposals, including a consideration of:
1.

The need for public bodies with a statutory responsibility for flood protection to
contribute (EA etc);

2.

The opportunity to use public sector funds in a pump priming capacity – with the prospect
of such funds being repaid at a later date as development value is created;

3.

The opportunity to establish some form of “town-wide” funding mechanism (either
utilising CIL or a form of tariff/Section 106 arrangement); and

4.

The use of private sector funding – to implement elements of the direct works required as
part of its site by site development proposals.

Work up the detailed evidence base and business case for proposed CIL/tariff arrangements
and seek any statutory approvals necessary to implement such proposals.
Obtain any other public sector approvals necessary to the above funding proposals.
Town Centre Strategy
7.10

There are a number of components which could form the basis of a plan to begin to address the
problems of the town centre and to make an impact on its image, levels of activity and ability to
attract shoppers, residents and visitors back into the area. In terms of the short term programme, it
is suggested that these should include:
Working up a more detailed Development Framework for the town centre – in order to
establish the priorities in terms of sites to be considered for early development, the mix of uses
to be attracted to the town, critical buildings to be brought back into use, and more detailed
master planning of specific areas;
Delivering the development of a new library and associated “one stop shop” for advisory
services, including for example a healthy living centre, Sure Start, social services, a community
café etc.;
Developing a specialist town centre “Spacebank” proposal to bring vacant and under-used
premises back into use and develop the use of street markets etc. (see description in Section
6); and
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Developing proposals to undertake the Ring Road rationalisation scheme to remove the
“concrete collar” which currently isolates the town from the surrounding area and enable
access and development to expand further south and east towards and along the river bank.
7.11

Working up a town centre Development Framework – whilst this study has considered an alternative
approach to the role of the traditional town centre going forward – there is now a need to develop a
high level Development Framework with some more detailed master planning work in specific areas.

7.12

This will provide a context within which particular initiatives can be developed – whether involving
public investment in infrastructure for example, or private investment in existing buildings or new
development. It will also provide a means of marketing opportunities to retailers as well as to
developers and investors.

7.13

The short term actions in this respect will cover:
The development of a more detailed Master Plan/Development Framework for the town
centre as a whole – to demonstrate the objectives for this wider area and how the proposed
mix of uses and roles will fit together.
In the context of the above, work on the town centre should concentrate on the production of
a more detailed Development Framework document which:
26

a) Designates key sites (including their likely timing for development) ;
b) Articulates site ownership, highlighting where development/redevelopment would be
acceptable to the owner or where further site assembly is required;
c) Identifies the new mix of uses to be targeted across the town centre;
d) Identifies those areas and buildings to be preserved in any future development;
e) Considers the main routes through and around the Centre (service vehicles, public
transport, pedestrians and cycles etc), how these can be improved to serve the new role
and how the town should relate to adjoining areas (e.g. existing communities to the west
and south, and the river itself);
f) Considers the current provision of public realm, car parking and similar uses, along with
future needs;
g) Relates the emerging proposals for the town centre to the planning framework for the
town and the developing LDF, particularly during the consideration of issues and options;
h) Considers market conditions, viability, development phasing and those areas where some
development potential could be crystallised over the next 1-2 years;
i) Focuses on those “priority” sites and considers some more detailed master planning of
development potential; and

26

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) was introduced in April 2010 and is a new levy that local planning authorities
can choose to introduce to help fund infrastructure in their area. CIL is implemented at a district level, therefore
potential arrangements for a town wide mechanism would need to be examined.
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j) Sets out a programme of activity for the public sector, private owners, local retailers and
potential developers to follow – together with a mechanism for Partners to drive this
forward and monitor progress.
7.14

Delivering the library in the town centre – discussions have been ongoing for some time with the
Brownfield Land Assembly Company (BLAC) – in order to secure an arrangement with an RSL, to
construct a scheme of affordable homes, together with the new library/“one stop shop” advisory
centre as a single, integrated facility on the Saxonholme site. Funding for this new facility is available
through a combination of the County Council and NCDA – although library funding is only available for
the current financial year (2010/11).

7.15

Interest from the original RSL declined some time ago and current market conditions in the affordable
housing market have resulted in extreme difficulty in interesting another partner in the scheme. BLAC
have held discussions with a number of RSLs but at the present time is unable to obtain a
commitment that enables progress to be made.

7.16

This is in part due to the original design of the scheme (all apartments) which does not meet the
current requirements of most RSLs, and in part due to current market conditions which make it very
difficult to pay any land value for the site. Clearly this is an issue for the current owner, who may well
prefer to hold the site until market conditions improve.

7.17

Discussions are ongoing with the site owners concerning land values, and options are being explored
to re-design the site, with the possibility of separating out the library facility as a phase 1 construction
contract, with a number of affordable homes being developed at a later date.

7.18

Clearly this is a very important component of the town centre strategy and it is crucial to ensure that
funding is not lost for the library and that at least a Phase 1 development can proceed in the current
year. The following short term actions are therefore required in respect of this scheme:
Continue negotiations with BLAC to secure a deliverable mixed use scheme (library, advice
centre, affordable housing) on the site.
In conjunction with BLAC, work up detailed phasing proposals for the development of the
Saxonholme site, in order to secure the library funding as a minimum in the current financial
year.
Continue negotiations with the site owners, in order to try and find an acceptable arrangement
in respect of a land value for the site, including any potential phased or overage provisions.
Continue to liaise with the County Council in terms of their timescale requirements, together
with their “minimum acceptable” specification for the library, examining any ways in which this
aspect could assist with viability and residual land value.
Continue to liaise with NCDA in light of progress made on issues above and ensure that its
proposals are fully incorporated in the finally delivered scheme.
Liaise with all parties involved in this scheme and continually monitor progress to ensure that
the ultimate development is secured and funding from the County Council in respect of the
library is not lost.
Partners will need to keep a continual view on progress with this initiative – and decide when
ways of securing a scheme on the Saxonholme site have been exhausted. At this time and
ONLY as a fallback, consider other viable options in order to deliver the required library and
advice centre within the town centre, with a substantial start on site before December 2010.
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This should include any options for refurbishing/adapting existing premises which are currently
vacant. Initial feasibility and design work should be undertaken under these circumstances as a
matter of urgency.
7.19

Implementing the town centre “SpaceBank” initiative – proposals set out in the town centre section
above need to be developed in some detail over the next couple of months if any impact is to be
made on patronage of the centre throughout the rest of this year. This will in particular include
discussions in detail with the existing retailers in the town, together with those owners of vacant or
under-used premises at present, in order to explore the kind of occupational arrangements which
could be put in place. There will also be a need to prepare a “business plan” for the Spacebank
initiative which will outline and support the implementation arrangements.

7.20

The following short term actions are therefore required in respect of this initiative:
Write up a “strategic approach” which will underline the proposed objectives and mechanics of
the initiative – and can be used as a briefing or marketing document for discussions with the
Local Authority, retailers, vacant building owners, and other likely stakeholders and
participants.
Agree between local partners how this can be led and managed, the identification of a
“champion” or small team to implement the proposition, and how this is to be overseen.
Hold initial discussions with the Local Authority to investigate ways in which:
1.

Marketing, promotional or tourism budgets can be used to concentrate activities and
attention on the town centre and linked initiatives;

2.

A wider range of street markets can be attracted to the town, themed to attract
particular users; and

3.

The common areas or public realm within the town can be used for events designed to
attract visitors to the centre and promote additional footfall e.g. exhibitions, fairs, etc..

Identify key property owners of vacant, under-used space and hold discussions about the
proposition. Assess the level of support and if this provides a critical mass of available
accommodation, then work up draft legal documentation to give effect to the initiative and
sign-up participants on this basis.
Following positive progress above, hold general discussions with the wider retailers within the
Centre, to provide details of the proposals and galvanise support. Explore whether any
financial contributions could be made available to support programmes of activity to draw
visitors and shoppers into the Centre.
Draw up a detailed Business Plan, taking account of the conclusions drawn from the above
activities, and demonstrate how the project is to be taken forward, likely costs and income in
an indicative cashflow, and funding sources to cover the establishment and negative cashflow
aspects.
Subject to Partner approval to the Business Plan, proceed to implementation.
7.21

The Ring Road Rationalisation Scheme – As part of the development of a high level Master Plan or
Framework for the town centre, there will be an implicit need to consider proposals to undertake a
Ring Road rationalisation scheme – to remove the “concrete collar” which currently isolates the town
from the surrounding area and enable access and development to expand further south and east
towards and along the river bank.
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7.22

In the context of the development of a more detailed Development Framework for the town centre as
a whole (as set out above) work will have been undertaken to review the key routes through and
around the Centre and to determine how these perform in terms of service vehicles, public transport,
pedestrians and cycle routes etc – as well as traffic passing through the town to other destinations. It
will also have been established that further work needs to consider how the town centre relates to
and physically interfaces with its adjoining, primarily residential areas.

7.23

The short term actions in this respect will cover:
A more detailed consideration of the issues around the Ring Road and the impact that the
current configuration would have on the emerging Development Framework.
Assessing the benefits to the town, in the context of the emerging Framework, of rationalising
the configuration of the Ring Road broadly in accordance with the proposals set out in this
report – and in particular the development sites which could be opened up and the physical
improvements in inter-connectivity – and how those could add value to existing and future
27
uses within the town centre .
Working up the outline design for a reconfiguration scheme, and running this through the new
Motts transportation models to identify any impacts on traffic performance in the town centre
and anywhere else in the Town.
Assessing any issues arising, and adopting any subsequent modification or mitigation works, in
order to produce a revised Ring Road scheme.
Producing a costed scheme proposal on the basis of the above and the practicalities of
implementation (timing, transition arrangements for daily traffic flows etc).
Assessing estimated costs against government or highway authority transportation and
funding for the town or district as a whole.
Assessing estimated costs against emerging development propositions for the town centre and
the prospect of levering any development funds into such works.
Assessing the inclusion of the ring road proposals within a “town-wide” tariff.
Agreeing a strategy amongst Partners for taking forward the ring road as part of the extended
town centre development programme – and the “town-wide” tariff structure.
Progressing an initial phase of development within the East Bank Quarter

7.24

Options to progress development within this crucially important area have been rendered more
deliverable by the recent closure of Parker Pen and the transfer of premises formerly in the hands of
Oakdene’s receiver to RBS.

7.25

A combination of five projects should therefore be progressed as set out below, in order to make
some tangible progress over the next 2 years –

7.26

Working up a detailed first phase Development Framework for the East Bank – whilst this study has
considered a new strategic approach to future development and uses on the East Bank and the role

27

It is noted that this would need ESCC in principle support
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which this will play in the town as an “expanded” town centre, there is now a need to develop a high
level Development Framework with some more detailed masterplanning work in specific areas.
7.27

This will provide a context within which particular initiatives can be developed in the short term,
whether involving significant interest from the private sector in retailing investment, or the potential
for the market stimulating residential or leisure development at some point in the future, or public
investment in infrastructure etc. It will also provide a means of marketing opportunities to both
developers/investors and retail operators.

7.28

It should also be noted in relation to the East Bank that in September 2009 NPP began the
preparation of a Port Masterplan, which will consider the port’s strategic planning in the medium and
long term. As mentioned elsewhere in this report, the Port Masterplan is nearing completion and
together with the Port’s Business Plan will need to feed into the Development Framework for East
Bank, to ensure that there is collaborative work and coordination between both pieces of work.

7.29

The short term actions in this respect will cover:
The development of a more detailed Development Framework for the Phase 1 area within the
East Bank – to demonstrate the objectives for this wider area and how the proposed mix of
uses and roles (particularly as an expanded town centre) – will both fit together and provide a
synergy with the uses to be retained in the traditional town centre.
In the context of the above, work should concentrate on the production of a Framework
document which:
1) Designates key sites (including their likely timing for development, given their existing
use, availability, infrastructure requirements etc);
2) Articulates site ownership, highlighting where development/redevelopment would be
acceptable to the owner or where further site assembly is required;
3) Identifies the new mix of uses to be targeted across the area and how these will
complement/support those in the existing town centre;
4) In particular addresses the issue of significant new convenience retailing in the town,
given the current level of interest expressed by the private sector, and determine with
Lewes District Council and partners, whether from a planning policy and sequential
test perspective, this is a suitable location for such a development;
5) Identifies those areas/buildings to be preserved in any future development, such as
the listed workshops along the waterfront;
6) Considers the main routes into and through the East Bank Quarter (ferry traffic,
service vehicles, public transport - particularly the railway station and key bus routes,
pedestrians and cycle routes etc), how these can be improved to serve the new role
and how the new East Bank area should relate to adjoining areas (e.g. the port, other
industrial areas, the key environmental assets to the east, the existing town centre to
the west of the river and the river itself);
7) Considers the current provision of public realm, car parking and similar uses, as well
as future needs;
8) Considers market conditions, viability, development phasing and those priority areas
where some development potential could be crystallised over the next 1-2 years;
9) Relates the emerging proposals for the East Bank quarter to the planning framework
for the town and the developing LDF, particularly during the consideration of issues
and options;
10) As part of the above, in particular considers the options for re-use or redevelopment
of the former Parker Pen site;
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11) Focuses on those “priority” sites and considers some more detailed master planning
of development potential in these areas; and
12) Sets out a programme of activity for the public sector, private owners and potential
developers to follow – together with a mechanism for Partners to drive this forward
and monitor progress.
7.30

Progressing a mixed use, food retail led scheme (potentially using part of the Parker site), including
a small business workspace scheme – this study has highlighted the critical issues around further
convenience retail development in the town, both in terms of whether there is demand for additional
capacity in this respect, and the location for such a use (town centre vs. out of centre).

7.31

Both of these issues are for resolution by the Local Authority, however there is no doubt that if such a
use could be implemented within the next 12-18 months, it would produce values which could be
focused on complementary infrastructure and development, and would create a potential catalyst for
further development. Work therefore needs to be progressed by LDC as a follow up to this study to
re-examine the retail capacity needs of the area (recognising the growth potential set out herewith),
consider the implications and practicalities of such development in the existing town centre, and in
Sequential Test terms, where would be an acceptable, alternative location.

7.32

Some preliminary work has already been done by BBP and LDA Design to consider options for re-use
or redevelopment of the Parker site (and adjoining areas). Discussions have also taken place with
Parker’s US parent company, Rubbermaid, together with their agents, Cushman and Wakefield (CW),
about intentions for disposal or demolition and clearance.

7.33

CW are considering all options at the present time, but emerging suggestions are that traditional
industrial, warehousing or office uses would not be viable in this location, and market conditions
would leave significant areas of accommodation vacant for a considerable time.

7.34

The agents have therefore highlighted an initial interest in pursuing a potential food retailing use on
this site, and as set out in the main body of this report, in sequential test terms this is likely to be a
more attractive and acceptable option, assuming a suitable site in the town centre is going to be
difficult to secure. As noted above, there will be a need for retail capacity to be demonstrated.

7.35

If such a use was considered possible from a planning perspective, then CW have also indicated that
they may be prepared to relinquish part of the exiting site or buildings for development of a small
business incubator or enterprise centre. Detailed consideration therefore needs to be given to this
possibility and the appropriate work undertaken to facilitate a credible approach to CW.

7.36

The short term actions proposed to address the issues in this respect will cover the following aspects:
Pursue the planning policy issues set out above through LDC.
Follow up the more detailed Development Framework exercise set out above, focusing on the
Parker Pen and adjoining sites as one of the “priority” areas emerging from this work and
develop a more detailed Masterplan for this area.
In respect of the Parker site - work closely with the site owners and their agents to consider the
viable options. Consideration would also need to be given to any cost and future development
issues posed by the existing buildings on site, and any potential ground contamination from
previous uses.
In addition to the proposed retail use, consider the strategy to be adopted for other
complementary uses to be secured as part of the development in this area. These could
include residential and community uses, and in terms of the strategy for the East Bank quarter
as a whole, would certainly need to consider the likely demand for small business space. It is
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seen that in the longer term this area would provide a real focal point for small business
activity, linked with post-16 education provision and taking advantage of the transport hub.
As set out in the main body of this report, there are a number of potential opportunities for
creating and growing new small business activity in the town, and a strategic approach to these
and the provision of new space in this location should be adopted. For example, uses identified
included the provision of space for companies in the creative industry sector, expansion space
for those needing to grow and move out of the Newhaven Enterprise Centre or Enterprise
Works, or an incubator centre for innovative companies linked to area Universities.
The more detailed Masterplanning work should consider these issues and identify the scale and
form of an initial phase of development, together with the capabilities for this provision to
grow over a number of years to provide a complete small business quarter.
As part of the Masterplanning exercise, a preliminary feasibility/viability appraisal should also
be prepared on the basis of the information assembled from the above activities in order to
demonstrate that the proposal is a viable proposition and subsequently to use the results to
refine the Masterplan and the wider Development Brief accordingly.
Subject to a satisfactory viability outcome, undertake a marketing exercise, in particular
targeting specific developers and agents who are known to be interested in the types of
development set out in the brief.
Enter into a dialogue and negotiation with suitable developers and operators in respect of the
various components of the brief and identify whether it is possible to select a developer or
consortium of developers, willing to take forward a comprehensive development on this part of
the East Bank at the present time.
Select a development partner(s) and progress design and planning aspects of the proposition.
7.37

Implementing the Eastern Link Road – this is an item of important infrastructure that ideally should
be considered as part of a package – in conjunction with the above mixed use/food development on
the Parker site. This would be required in order to relieve traffic pressure in the East Bank area and in
particular, to take Port, heavy goods traffic, away from the new mixed use development quarter. It
would also enable Port land around Railway Quay to be considered for release in the longer term.

7.38

The short term actions in this respect will cover:
Following on from the Development Framework work identified above - consider the longer
term mix of potential, new uses in the East Bank area and calculate their traffic generation
potential.
Overlay this with the traffic generation capacity of existing uses likely to remain, particularly
the Port and its future operational intentions and capacity, and prepare a traffic generation
profile for the whole East Bank quarter.
Review the preferred route for the construction of a new Eastern Link Road, as set out in this
report, to provide an alternative way of servicing existing and potential uses in this whole area.
Consider any other options which should be considered in the light of the more detailed
Development Framework, including any alternative routes which would service future uses
more efficiently.
Run the preferred option and any viable alternatives through the Mott MacDonald traffic
model, making all necessary assumptions about public transport improvements and modal shift
targets which are consistent with the principles for this area, set out in this study and the
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emerging Development Framework. Assess the impacts of these options on the wider
transportation network and identify where there are any adverse impacts.
Assess any necessary mitigation measures and incorporate back into revised proposals for
further testing through the MM model. Through this process identify the preferred option for
the Eastern Link Road. Discuss with the highways authorities during these “testing” stages and
agree final proposals.
Work up a more detailed proposition, based on the preferred option above, particularly
considering costs, phasing and timing issues, the planning position, land ownership issues and
the means of funding the proposals. Consideration should also be given to delivery
mechanisms and alternatives.
Funding options would need to be considered on a “town-wide” basis as well as at the East
Bank level. Sources are going to be limited, particularly from the public sector in view of severe
cutbacks over the next 2-3 years and it is therefore likely that a “cocktail” of funds would need
to be applied to the proposition. These could include:
(1)

A tariff contribution from the town-wide mechanism;

(2)

Developer contributions in the immediate East Bank area – e.g. from retail, leisure and
possibly longer term residential development;

(3)

A contribution from the Port, in the light of future expansion or other uses developed
within that site;

(4)

Limited public sector contributions (or possibly more likely investments), possibly in
advance of later Section 106 or other developer payments which could reimburse this
initial investment; and

(5)

Investment created via public sector, asset backed arrangements, seeing the Eastern Link
Road as one of a series of pump priming pieces of infrastructure, which are going to
stimulate further development and ultimately, value generation.

Agree with partners and key land owners a strategy for implementation, covering all of the
issues above, and particularly articulating how a programme for delivery needs to relate to the
bringing forward of priority sites in this area and what quantum of development is possible
before the road capacity needs to be increased by means of the Link Road.
Ensure that this strategy is embodied in planning policy and decisions for the East Bank area –
and that partners drive forward the delivery of this important piece of infrastructure.
7.39

Hotel and extreme sports (as an interim use) – land at Railway Quay, including the listed buildings in
this location, are currently owned by RBS who have indicated that they would be prepared to
consider redevelopment or refurbishment of their land interest as part of a wider proposal and likely
to produce an acceptable value. Seen in the context of the above mixed use and food retailing
development, and development of a Eastern Link Road to remove the need for traffic in this area, re
use of this attractive river front location could potentially be brought forward in the next 2-3 years.

7.40

A hotel use is seen as attractive in this location, but re-use of the listed buildings is also likely to be
important. Discussions with an “extreme sports” developer/operator have indicated that there may
be an option to secure a niche sports venue in these structures as an interim use. For example an
international, competition standard climbing wall has been discussed. Whilst there are climbing wall
facilities in the region (the K2 Centre in Crawley for example), there is apparently little provision of
advanced climbing facilities and demand would be high and attract significant footfall.

7.41

There may also be demand for an element of residential, retailing and food/beverage uses in this
location, all of which may help with the viability aspects of a scheme.
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7.42

The short term actions in this respect will therefore include:
Following on from the East Bank Development Framework work identified above – hold further
discussions with RBS to confirm site boundaries and agree that the site and buildings could be
brought forward for early development and the mix of uses and development value that would
be acceptable.
Work with RBS to:
-

Undertake some further market testing of the proposition, with agents and potential
developers or future occupiers;

-

Draw up a more detailed Masterplan for this part of the site and translate into a
Development Brief which can be used for marketing purposes and to provide potential
developers/operators with a clear view of the aspirations for the site;

-

In parallel, agree the flood protection works which are required to the site, to protect the
listed buildings in particular against flooding and the treatment of the surrounding land –
in principle - with the EA and LDC;

-

Also in parallel, agree the uses proposed for the listed buildings and the works required to
facilitate such uses – in principle - with English Heritage and LDC;

-

Consult with the LDC Planning Department on the proposals for the area and ensure that
they are consistent with the emerging planning framework for the town and the
developing LDF;

-

Prepare a preliminary feasibility and viability appraisal on the basis of the information
assembled from the above activities in order to demonstrate that the proposal is a viable
proposition and refine the Development Brief accordingly;

-

Subject to a satisfactory viability outcome, undertake a marketing exercise, in particular
targeting specific developers and agents who are known to be interested in the types of
development set out in the brief;

-

Enter into a dialogue and negotiation with suitable developers and operators in respect of
the various components of the brief and identify whether it is possible to select a
developer or consortium of developers willing to take forward a comprehensive
development on this part of the East Bank at the present time; and

-

Select a development partner(s) and progress design/planning aspects of the proposition.

7.43

Developing a new pedestrian and cycle bridge across the river – linking the existing town centre with
the proposed development along the East Bank and the railway station. As described earlier in this
report, the bridge proposal is another critical piece of “pump priming” infrastructure which will
provide a much safer and more attractive crossing of the river for residents, could become a
“flagship” in its own right to attract visitors, will provide an alternative crossing option when the
swing bridge is open, and provides a circular route for those walking along the river front and around
the town.

7.44

It will therefore be important to develop thinking around this initiative, so that it can be incorporated
into masterplanning and development designs to either side of the river, routes and “landing” points
on the river banks can be protected, and any requirement for land assembly and rights of support can
be initiated with owners as appropriate over the next couple of years. As noted above, the emerging
Port Masterplan will also need to be taken into consideration. Furthermore, as noted in Section 6, the
Vision should have regard to the Waste and Minerals Local Plans and the emerging East Sussex and
Brighton and Hove Waste and Minerals Development Framework (WMDF).
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7.45

The short term actions in this respect will cover:
Following on from the East Bank Development Framework work identified above - consider the
ways in which the new uses will benefit from improved links to the west of the river and in
particular the existing town centre. Also consider the opportunities for better pedestrian and
cycle links from the west of the river to the railway station/transportation hub, and the ways in
which this could benefit movement around and through the town.
Provide an assessment of likely usage and the consequential bridge specification required.
Review the preferred route and positioning for the construction of a new bridge (recognising
the proposals set out in this report) and in particular consider the objectives behind the
thinking for a new bridge (as above i.e. provide a safer and more attractive crossing that could
become a “landmark” for visitors, provide an alternative to the swing bridge and provide a
circular walking route around the town).
Consider any other options which should be considered in the light of the more detailed
Development Framework, including any alternative routes, which would service future uses
more efficiently.
Consider whether the new bridge is likely to make any significant improvements to the
performance of the transport network (e.g. encouraging modal shift) and if so run the
preferred option and any viable alternatives through the MM traffic model. Assess the impacts
of these options on the wider transportation network.
Consider whether the new bridge could have any potential additional uses e.g. as a “public
transport only” alternative when the Swing Bridge is open.
Consider the implications of maintaining navigation rights up the river in terms of the
requirements for the bridge’s opening span and frequency of opening, both in short to medium
term (whilst North Quay is still used for aggregates and scrap metal), and in the longer term
when these uses are potentially relocated and river navigation is for mainly pleasure craft.
Work up a more detailed proposition, based on the preferred option emerging from the above
considerations, particularly articulating costs, phasing and timing issues, the planning position,
land ownership issues (either side of the river and rights of passage along the river) and the
means of funding the proposals. Consideration should also be given to delivery mechanisms
and alternatives.
Funding options would need to be considered on a “town-wide” basis as well as at the town
centre or East Bank level. As above, sources are going to be limited, particularly from the
public sector in view of severe cutbacks over the next 2-3 years and it is therefore likely that a
“cocktail” of funds would need to be applied to the proposition. These could include similar
sources to those identified above.
Agree with Partners and key land owners a strategy for implementation, covering all of the
issues above, and particularly articulating how a programme for delivery needs to relate to the
bringing forward of priority sites in this area.
Consider the options and relative benefits of holding a design competition for the bridge, in
order to create the “landmark” feature mentioned above and consider best practice and
designers from experience elsewhere.
Ensure that this strategy is embodied in planning policy decisions for the East Bank area – and
that partners drive forward the delivery of this important piece of infrastructure.
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Working with the owner of Western Heights (Trafalgar Group) to develop a masterplan for
comprehensive development and access in this area
7.46

This report has proposed a new strategic approach to future development and uses in this western
quarter of the town, which includes mostly undeveloped land in addition to an area of poor quality
industrial and employment uses. Although close to sensitive areas of high environmental or
landscape value, the area does provide significant opportunity for quality housing growth and a real
chance to enhance the level and quality of services provided in this part of the town.

7.47

Ownerships and occupations in the area are helpfully consolidated into a few freeholders. There is
also one significant parcel of development land which is both already within the current planning
framework (for new residential development) and wholly outside any future potential flood zone.
These features mean that development progress could be made quickly.

7.48

There is therefore a need to develop a high level Development Framework and Masterplan for the
area, which will provide a context within which early phases can be developed in the short term
against a blueprint for the longer term capacity/opportunity within the wider area and the
requirement for new access and public transport improvements, which will improve traffic movement
around the town and encourage modal shift.

7.49

Working with the owner, the short term actions needed in this respect will cover:
The development of a more detailed Development Framework/Masterplan for the wider
Western Heights area, to demonstrate the objectives for this quarter and how the proposed
mix of uses and roles (particularly the provision of community services and facilities) will both
benefit the existing community and provide an attractive and sustainable environment to
diversify the residential offer.
In the context of the above, work should concentrate on the production of a Framework
document which:
-

Considers carefully the critically important environmental and landscape features of the
site (and the adjacent areas), how these can be protected or improved, and particularly
the way in which the green space between Newhaven and Peacehaven can be better
defined and enhanced without development on Western Heights leading to a further
intrusion into this area;

-

Determines the scale, nature and location of potential development that could be
promoted in the area and how this would relate to the landscape. This should include a
consideration of the mix of uses required to create a balanced community, e.g. retailing,
other services and community infrastructure;

-

Examines vehicular and public transport access into and through this area at present and
in particular the difficulties which this creates, e.g. only one way into and out of this
whole western quarter of the town, which feeds all traffic onto the ring road and allows
no “through route” for public or other transport;

-

Develops a wider transport strategy, which can accommodate new development and uses
in the Western Heights area as well as improve and create more sustainable movement
patterns within the town and in its connections with adjoining centres of population;

-

Runs the preferred transport option (and any viable alternatives) through the MM traffic
model, making all necessary assumptions about public transport improvements and
modal shift targets which are consistent with the principles for this area, set out in this
study and the emerging Development Framework. Assess the impacts of these options
on the wider transportation network in the town and identify where there are any
adverse impacts;
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7.50

-

Identifies the quantum of development that can be sustained by current infrastructure
and transportation configurations, and at what point interim improvements to the system
are required (and what these comprise), as well as ultimately when implementation of
the above overall strategy is required;

-

Assesses any necessary mitigation measures and incorporate back into revised proposals
for further testing through the MM model. Through this process identify the preferred
option for a new “Western Link Road”. Discuss with the highways authorities during
these “testing” stages and agree final proposals; and

-

Overlays the key environmental and landscape issues identified above, with development
capacity and the emerging transportation strategy in order to define an acceptable
Development Framework and way forward for a new Western Heights neighbourhood.

In addition to the above, work would be required with the owners to:
Consider the key sites for development, any additional ownerships which should be included
(other than those currently owned by the Trafalgar Group and the County Council) and their
likely timing for development. Hold discussions with owners and identify ways in which these
areas could be incorporated in the overall development plan, given existing use, availability etc.
Where necessary consider options for any relocations required to free up development land.
Assess the full costs of opening up the Western Heights area from the above work, including
the costs of all site preparation, infrastructure, site assembly, relocations, environmental works
etc..
Consider market conditions, likely movements in the market over the next 2-3 years, and work
up a detailed development appraisal to test viability and highlight funding and cashflow issues,
considering the need for pump priming funding and how that could be “reimbursed” over the
life of the development.
Assess likely development phasing and those priority areas where some development potential
could be crystallised over the next 1-2 years.
Relate the emerging proposals for Western Heights to the planning framework for the town
and the emerging LDF, particularly during the consideration of issues and options.
Set out a detailed programme of activity (with key responsibility points and milestones) for the
public sector, private owners and potential developers to follow – together with a mechanism
for Partners to drive development in this quarter forward and monitor progress.
Reach an agreement on the alignment and location of the proposed Western access road
running through the site and providing direct access onto the broader highway network
towards Brighton.
Progress the development of a public transport network throughout the Western Heights area,
together with the surrounding development to permit early phases of development and ensure
that this area is well serviced and can contribute significantly to modal shift.
Ensure that the first phases of development are ear-marked and brought forward as soon as
possible, either using existing infrastructure in the area or looking at phasing new
infrastructure and public transport improvements, in such a way as to open up early parts of
the site with minimum up front expenditure.
Improvements to the Avis Way Industrial Estate and future redevelopment prospects

7.51

A number of issues have been identified in this study that currently affect the Avis Way estate. These
are broadly around the condition of the buildings and common areas (which are particularly poor in a
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number of places), the overall image and profile of the estate, and the lack of any coherent plan to
deal with the redevelopment or reconfiguration of areas which are characterised by empty and long
term vacant or under-used space.
7.52

Overarching all of this is the impact which all these issues have on the value of assets on the estate
and their long term ability to grow and provide a real investment for both owners and occupiers.

7.53

The short term actions proposed to address the issues in this respect will cover the following aspects:
Establish a profile, role and purpose for the future of Avis Way in terms of both public planning
and economic development policy. This should at least be secured through the emerging LDF
and the local Economic Development strategy.
Assemble a representative group of owners and longer term occupiers on the estate to
consider some of the key strategic issues that have been identified in this study:
-

how the management/maintenance of both the estate’s common areas and the buildings
can be improved in the short term;

-

how the image and profile of the estate, particularly the gateways into and routes
through the development, can be enhanced;

-

how buildings which are past their useful life can be refurbished/redeveloped – and parts
of the estate reconfigured to improve access and layout; and

-

how the longer term investment value of the assets on the estate can be improved .

Earmark a “champion” (which could be public sector but is more likely to be a private owner or
occupier representative) to drive forward change and improvements on the estate.
Undertake a more detailed review of the current condition/status of the estate, in order to
articulate and highlight the four strategic issues above.
Through the Avis Way Group develop options and proposals to deal with the main issues
emerging from the status review above and in particular:
-

See whether sufficient owners are prepared to come together to establish a
“management forum” which could agree on a structure for annual management
contributions, and would take responsibility for ensuring that common areas are
maintained and improved over time;

-

Identify a range of physical and image and awareness options which would improve the
profile of the estate within Newhaven and the wider area; and

-

Develop options for redeveloping or reconfiguring those parts of the estate which are in
need of major investment to bring buildings back into a productive condition.

As part of the above exercise, develop “business plans” for each of the components to identify
whether there is a commercial or financial rationale for pursuing these aspects, i.e. preliminary
costed plans with both funding sources and delivery mechanisms identified and the outputs
expected. Submit these to the Group for ratification before proceeding.
Develop an action plan in order to take forward the above priorities, identifying responsibility
points and a programme for implementation.
Development of a Sixth Form College
7.54

The need for this crucially important facility has already been raised by the new Headmaster of the
Tideway school to serve the wider Newhaven, Seaford and Peacehaven area, and will need to
complement the Sussex Downs curriculum. In spatial terms, this needs to be in an accessible location
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to all three settlements, and therefore options within East Bank, adjacent to the Railway Station,
would seem to be an attractive opportunity.
7.55

The short term actions in this respect will cover:
The establishment a “steering group” with the main parties interested in securing this facility in
the area, in particular Tideway School, Seaford Head CC, Peacehaven Community School,
Sussex Downs College, a representative from NSN, the local authority, County Council and
possibly other FE and HE facilities in the area (particularly Brighton). The role of this group
would be to “champion” the delivery of a new post-16 facility in this area, and to drive forward
a programme of activities which will build the “business” case for the facility, determine the
best location, identify the means of securing funding etc, and set out a deliverable programme
of action.
It is considered that the initial work will require a more detailed review of existing 16 to 19 and
further education provision in the area, including an analysis of the range of courses and
subjects provided.

7.56

This will be followed by:
An assessment of the potential demand for post-16 education from the main population areas
of Newhaven, Seaford and Peacehaven (based on current performance and future aspirations
and trends), identifying where possible the range of courses and subjects likely to be in
demand.
A comparison of the supply/demand factors identified above in order to provide an indication
of the type and scale of post-16 provision required in the area which cannot be supplied by
current provision or simply an expansion of current provision.
A consideration of whether this post-16 facility has any synergy or overlap with any other uses
and initiatives envisaged within this study and in particular those earmarked for the East Bank
quarter (e.g. the small business incubator, enterprise centres, leisure facilities etc). Apart from
the economic, commercial or business benefits which may emerge from such a combination of
uses, this may also enable accommodation to be shared or better utilised with subsequent
savings in both construction and running costs.
The drawing up of a specification for the ultimate facility required, together with an
assessment of estimated costs and a detailed review of funding and delivery options, including
the potential to use any innovative mechanisms emerging from new government policies and
any opportunities to enable cross funding between different uses and initiatives. Identify an
ultimate, preferred option to pursue.
Taking into account the work running in parallel to draw up an East Bank Development
Framework (identified above), a consideration of how the post-16 facility can best be
accommodated in the East Bank area, recognising the importance of public transport links.
A consideration of other potential location options for the new facility, elsewhere in the area
and the completion of a pros and cons analysis compared with the potential East Bank facility.
Using the Steering Group to get a consensus on the preferred location, specification, funding
and procurement strategy, and most important a single “champion” to drive forward the
project and undertake its project management (this champion could either be the Project Lead
or a grouping of the Heads from the secondary schools in Seaford, Newhaven and Peacehaven
plus the College and potentially the universities as well).
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Agreeing a final, detailed Action Plan for delivery – with programme, critical dates and
responsibilities identified to ensure real progress can be made.
Implementing a first phase of the Public Transport Interchange adjacent to the station – pursuing
and enhancing proposals already developed by ESCC
7.57

As set out in this report, some work has already been completed to design an initial phase of the
Transport Interchange, to be developed around the existing Newhaven Town Station and used as a
hub to enable a much more effective transfer of passengers between different transport modes. This
work has not been able to attract funding to date and needs to be reviewed in the context of
emerging proposals for the area around the station and the wider proposals for the East Bank quarter
as a whole.

7.58

The short term actions in this respect will cover:
Reviewing interim proposals drawn up on behalf of ESCC and whether they are capable of
funding and implementation.
Assessing whether any alterations required in the light of conclusions from this study and
current circumstances.
In particular consider the Phase 1 proposals in the context of the wider East Bank Development
Framework exercise (identified above) – which will be running in parallel – including a
consideration of the longer term objectives in creating a public transport interchange in
Newhaven and how this should be configured in terms of scale, role, location etc..
Identify how both the long term Interchange and the Phase 1 component can best be
accommodated in the East Bank area, recognising the importance of transport links,
particularly bus and rail, to the creation of a sustainable new neighbourhood in this area.
Re-work interim proposals as necessary to produce revised scheme proposals and a phased
delivery programme.
Hold discussions with any essential third parties, to agree terms and conditions necessary to
implement proposals (e.g. NPP).
Draw up cost estimates.
Review potential funding sources and what that means in terms of delivery/phasing etc..
Funding options would need to be considered on a “East Bank-wide” basis. Sources are going
to be limited (as highlighted above), particularly from the public sector, and it is therefore likely
that a “cocktail” of funds would need to be applied to the proposition. These could specifically
include in this case developer contributions from the immediate East Bank area – e.g. from
retail, leisure and possibly longer term residential development.
Work up a detailed Phase 1 scheme specification ready for implementation as and when
funding is available.
Ensure that any opportunities to fund are seized, either through the availability of public
funding, or by means of private contributions as appropriate. All opportunities should be
monitored and pursued rigorously.
Incorporate the delivery of the initial Interchange phase within other development proposals in
the area, as and when progress is made over the next couple of years.
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Key Open Space initiatives
7.59

This section considers actions related to improving the image and connectivity within the town,
including the linking of key walkways and cycleways to adjoining coastal and National Park routes,
together with Tree Planting schemes and other heavy landscaping initiatives to critical areas within
the town.

7.60

The study has highlighted the importance of open space, landscaping and pedestrian and cycle routes
as a critical part of the comprehensive strategy to be adopted in Newhaven, to both improve the
image and aspect of the town as well as create the opportunity for attracting a significant increase in
visitor numbers over the next few years.

7.61

Some of these works/improvements can be undertaken at relatively low cost and using funds which
are already available for such purposes, and it is recommended that initial progress is made on a
number of these initiatives over the next 12-18 months.

7.62

The short term actions proposed to address the issues in this respect will cover the following aspects:
Use the existing Open Spaces Group to drive forward actions in respect of this agenda.
Develop two main work strands so that activities and funding can be focused on achieving real
results and outputs.
Linking existing pedestrian and cycle routes within Newhaven with the coastal and National
Park routes to establish the town as a centre for visitors using these facilities:
-

the Open Space section of this report set out the principles behind a strategy to create
significantly enhanced connections between Newhaven and the plethora of surrounding
coastal and national park walkways, cycleways and bridle paths, as well as the potential to
improve routes through the town and across the river;

-

in the short term actions need to be taken to identify the most effective and deliverable
routes (both physically and financially), which can be established within the next 12
months, to enable a programme of awareness and promotion to be commenced and
additional visitors attracted to the area;

-

a review exercise therefore needs to be completed to consider the key routes within the
National Park and the coastal strip which do or can potentially feed into central
Newhaven, and to assess:
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

the potential impact which they will have on the town;
the cost of the works needed to create connections or improve existing connections;
estimated timing to design, prepare and complete the works;
any other issues to resolve, prior to completing the works (land assembly etc.);
a “ranking” of projects set against the above criteria;

-

the results of this review will then be considered by the Open Spaces Group and those
“ranked” highest, considered in terms of further detailed design and specification;

-

draw up a costed programme for implementation of the selected projects;

-

identify potential funding streams and whether funding is available to secure delivery
within the next 12 months (including use of the Waste to Energy Section 106 funds);

-

identify the partners and other parties who are able to take responsibility for contracting
the works, and agree suitable contractual arrangements and responsibilities;

-

assuming the required level of funds is available, progress those schemes capable of being
delivered within the available sums, by completing detailed design, tendering the works,
obtaining final funding partner authorisation to proceed etc.;
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-

monitor progress and completion, through the OS Group;

-

set out an ongoing management and maintenance arrangement(s) for the new and
improved routes to ensure that standards are retained in the medium to long term;

-

the Working Group would also work with other partners to establish a programme of
marketing and image raising events/activities – to ensure that Newhaven’s positioning in
relation to the cycle and walkways is understood and actively promoted.

Progressing a number of “heavy” landscape planting initiatives in order to improve the
“gateways” into the town and some of the main through routes.
-

Although a significant programme of landscaping will be required throughout the town
over the next few years, there are some immediate opportunities to improve some key
areas in the short term.

-

The OS Group should initially undertake a more detailed assessment of potential locations
for such treatment, highlighting areas which:
•	
•	
•	
•	

Are of sufficient size to make an impact;
Are of suitable topography and shape to render works feasible and cost effective;
Are in public ownership, or if in private ownership are readily available;
Are located on major “gateways” into the town (whether by car, sea or public
transport) or significant through routes where the image of the town is important;

-

An assessment should then be made of the “short list” compiled above, to determine
which are the most effective in terms of making an impact, cost effective and deliverable
in the short term;

-

the results of this review will then be considered by the Working Group and those
“ranked” highest, considered in terms of further detailed design and specification;

-

draw up a costed programme for implementation of the selected projects;

-

identify potential funding streams and whether funding is available to secure delivery
within the next 12 months (including use of the Waste to Energy Section 106 funds);

-

identify the partners or other parties who are able to take responsibility for contracting
the works, and agree suitable contractual arrangements and responsibilities;

-

assuming the required level of funds is available - progress those schemes capable of
being delivered within the available sums, by completing detailed design, tendering the
works, obtaining final funding partner authorisation to proceed etc.;

-

monitor progress and completion, through the OS Group;

-

set out an ongoing management and maintenance arrangement(s) for the new
landscaped areas – to ensure that standards are retained in the medium to long term.

Town-Wide Tariff/Section 106 Arrangement
7.63

As set out during the course of this report, there are a number of major infrastructure items that will
require construction during the course of the next few years, some of which will be essential pump
priming activity in order to permit other aspects of the development strategy to be delivered. These
include such items as flood protection and management, road infrastructure etc.

7.64

There will therefore be a need for this strategy to be driven forward over the next couple of years in
order to create the business case/evidence base for such a proposition, as well as to highlight the
practicalities and ensure that it can be incorporated within the planning framework for the area.
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7.65

The main tasks in the short term are therefore:
Compile the overall strategic approach to a tariff (Section 106) strategy, including a review of
the latest strategy provisions at the time (including reviewing the status of CIL) and drawing on
best practice from elsewhere in the country.
Identify the key strategic infrastructure items which will have an implication on growth and
long term delivery within Newhaven, and which should fall within a town-wide strategy.
Detail those items in terms of costings and delivery timescales.
Assess the level of new development over which such infrastructure can be “spread” and
assess the likely tariff per unit in terms of residential property and tariff per sq m in terms of
commercial property.
Compare the resulting tariff levels with such arrangements elsewhere in the country and
identify whether this is deliverable, particularly given anticipated values in Newhaven.
Identify whether there is likely to be a public sector funding gap necessary to complete the
identified infrastructure items, over and above the level of funding available through a tariff
arrangement.
Assuming the tariff proposals appear deliverable from the above analysis:
Draw up a more detailed business case which can then be submitted to LDC for consideration
and adoption, either as part of the current LDF process or as a subsequent initiative (to be
initiated by the Project Lead, but most likely requiring additional technical input).
Ensuring Newhaven Strategies are included in the Local Investment Plans for East Sussex (and
potentially Brighton and Hove/West Sussex)

7.66

As already discussed, the HCA is in the process of encouraging all local authority areas or, where
appropriate, broader sub-regional groupings to develop a broadly based Local Investment Plan to
cover activities over the next five plus years. These plans are designed to capture the range of spatial
and place making initiatives which areas wish to pursue and set out the key themes and polarities.

7.67

The plans are also designed to capture the broad range of funding requirements required to deliver
the strategy, including not only HCA funding but also that of other public agencies and government
departments. The intention is that both strategy and funding is aligned in order to produce the most
effective use of public sector monies and to lever in as much private sector funding as possible.

7.68

In East Sussex the range of districts and partners within the county have come together to prepare a
single Local Investment Plan and it is important that this sets out the longer term vision for the sub
region and in particular Newhaven’s contribution to that. Key activities are:
Establish under which strategic themes the main components of the Newhaven vision sit.
Establish the rationale for investment in Newhaven, in particular highlighting the growth
opportunities compared with need (e.g. deprivation, low skills and education, lack of affordable
housing).
Demonstrate how this can contribute to the wider area/sub-region, including both West and
East Sussex.
Articulate the main aspects of the vision which will require public sector intervention, either in
their own right or as a means of levering in future private sector investment.
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Work with other sub-regional partners to ensure that the priorities are embodied within a
robust delivery plan.
Work with the HCA to identify specific projects/investments which could be considered as part
of the HCA’s agenda over the next five years.
7.69

As mentioned earlier in this report, Newhaven provides one of the main growth opportunities in this
part of the sub region which, from a consideration of Travel to Work statistics, and business trading
patterns, is considered to form a wider functioning economic area, comprising Worthing – Brighton –
Newhaven. There is therefore a possibility for Newhaven to look to the Brighton and Hove/West
Sussex LIP as well, in order to ensure that there is synergy and joint development between the
priority economic, infrastructure and growth initiatives, across the sub region.

Action Plan – Medium Term Priorities
7.70

Consideration will in due course need to be given to following up actions after the initial 2-3 year
period covered above in the short term actions section.

7.71

It is primarily considered that any medium term actions will primarily follow on from those pursued in
the short term, and indeed any medium term programme will very largely depend upon the progress
which has been achieved over this initial 2-3 year period.

7.72

It is likely that a number of actions outlined in the short term plan will produce outputs or represent
significant projects in their own right during this period. On the other hand there are other projects
which are intended to be catalytic in their effect and will indeed enable other projects to follow on
and ultimately be delivered. This latter category will specifically rely on good progress being made in
the short term, without which medium term progress is unlikely.

7.73

Recognising these characteristics we have therefore set out a number of medium term actions (4 to 6
years), both flowing from those key projects outlined above, but also including a number of other
projects which will be incorporated in the medium term development plan for the area.
Flood Risk Management

7.74

On the basis that the main actions set out in the short term strategy have been achieved, then in the
medium term there would be a number of requirements associated with pursuing the availability of
public sector funding or funding to be secured through tariff or CIL arrangements, all of which would
be required to implement the initial phases of up front flood protection works. These would be pump
primed by the public sector and would establish the broad framework within which ground raising
would then take place on a site by site basis.

7.75

Clearly, works could only be implemented where funding was available, however, it would be sensible
to draw up a phased approach to the public sector works so that this could be implemented in stages
and preferably protect flood cells on a step by step basis.

7.76

In the medium term there would also be a need to coordinate work with the Environment Agency, as
their strategy in the area develops, and also to take account of any changes in flood protection levels
which are assessed over time.
Town Centre

7.77

Progress within the town centre would need to be kept under close review on a regular basis over the
first 2-3 years of any activity, however, by year 3 it may well be appropriate to review progress on a
more holistic basis to understand what has been achieved as a result of the short term activities and
in the light of the market conditions at the time.
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7.78

In particular, development progress should be reviewed and the success of the space bank proposal
assessed in the light of occupancies within the town centre at that time. The level of more permanent
occupations should be examined, together with the opportunity to turn those into permanent traders
and operators. The broader initiatives associated with the space bank scheme, such as street markets
and events, should also be assessed and a review undertaken as to what has worked well and what
has not over the period.

7.79

There would also be a need to review the town centre within the wider context of the town itself and
its surrounding neighbours, and the success in expanding the town centre across onto the eastern
bank of the river should also be carefully reviewed.

7.80

In terms of proactive medium term actions, there would be a need to pursue further development
opportunities in accordance with the development framework for the town centre and specific site
assembly and development brief opportunities should be pursued in the light of market conditions.

7.81

The status of the ring road should also be reassessed and, depending upon development progress
generally within the town, a view should be taken as to whether the ring road reconfiguration
proposals should be progressed at this time.
East Bank

7.82

Again the medium term actions in relation to the East Bank would be very much subject to progress
on the short term priorities. Assuming that some success has been had in respect of retail and
business space development, development along the river bank and the formulation of a sixth form
college/post 16 education facility, then the priorities from year 3 onwards should very much be
focused on the next phases of development within this overall quarter. These could include:
An expansion of the small business units in the area to create a more comprehensive business
hub.
The expansion of further development along the river front, including further residential and
leisure uses.
Expansion of the post 16 education facility to include further links with the business community
and opportunities for research and development.
The potential for incorporating any port land which is surplus to requirements which could
then be brought forward as an extension to the phase 1 East Bank development framework.
Depending upon progress with the Eastern Link Road, this should continue to be progressed
and delivery secured as soon as possible.
Finally, the further components of development in this area set out above should be carefully
examined and appraised in the context of market conditions at that time, and the need for
further public sector intervention assessed in order to maintain momentum in this area
wherever possible.
Avis Way Industrial Estate

7.83

Again, medium term actions would very much depend upon success of the short term issues
identified above. On the basis that these have successfully secured an ongoing management and
maintenance strategy for the estate and general improvements in gateway areas and image, then
further work should be undertaken to consider opportunities for redeveloping or reconfiguring parts
of the estate as buildings reach the end of their youthful life, in order to create new uses and
investment within the area and further establish this as a modern and forward looking business park.
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7.84

Business support and advice services within the town should also maintain a ready dialogue with
businesses on the estate in order to ascertain those seeking further growth opportunities and effort
should be made to match future accommodation and site provision with developing company
requirements.
Western Heights

7.85

At the present time it is difficult to assess the progress that can be achieved on Western Heights over
the next 3 years, however it is hoped that the early phases of key access infrastructure will have been
completed, together with the first phases of house building within the areas that currently benefit
from planning allocations.

7.86

Medium term actions would therefore be to progress the overall strategy and approval process for
the remaining development as a whole and to ensure that the key constituent parts of the scheme
are resolved in terms of planning and specification, as well as funding and delivery. In particular,
attention should be focussed on:
Ensuring that the next phases of development are ear-marked and brought forward as soon as
possible, either using existing infrastructure in the area or looking at phasing new
infrastructure in such a way as to open up early parts of the site with minimum up front
expenditure.
Ensuring that appropriate community infrastructure and other services are adequately
provided for within the development framework and brought forward early on rather than
being developed late in the process.
Post 16 College

7.87

It is hoped that this facility will be up and running by the end of year 3 and in the medium term
activities would need to focus on developing the student population and the offer, as well as creating
links with the business sector, particularly those that could be accommodated within the small
business units to be developed close by.

7.88

Opportunities to introduce further courses and to expand the facility should be continually examined,
together with the possibility of identifying other activities and uses which can share the combination
provided by the college for “extra curricular” activities.
Public Transport Interchange

7.89

It is hoped that the first phase of the transport interchange will have been completed by year 3 and
therefore, in the medium term, attention should be focussed on trying to expand the mix of transport
modes which can be connected through this facility. This would include both rail and bus transport,
as well as pedestrian and cycle activity and, in addition, links to taxis and parking facilities for car
transport. The scale of the interchange should be expanded as demand grows and land availability in
the area increases, and this should be seen as a fundamental part of the development framework for
the area thus permitting further uses to be introduced into the vicinity.

7.90

Attention should also be turned to some of the other transport initiatives set out in this study,
particularly improvements to the rail system (e.g. increasing the frequency of train services to Lewes
and further afield to London, and the prospect of further improving bus type journeys to Brighton,
possibly including consideration of the high speed transit system which is being explored in the
Shoreham to Brighton area and could extend out to Brighton marina and further to Newhaven.
Open Spaces and Connecting Links

7.91

The strategy set out in this study is long term and would stretch well beyond the initial 3 year period.
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7.92

Assuming that progress has been made with the short term heavy landscaping initiatives and the
opening up of some of the key links between Newhaven and the National Park coastal strip, there
should be a further focus on developing these initiatives much further during the ensuing medium
term period.

7.93

In addition, the strategy around allotments and the provision of new allotment areas should also be
pursued in the medium term, with an initial assessment of suitable land areas for allotment purposes
being turned into a short list and then specific areas being actioned for development as new
allotment space.
Town Wide Infrastructure

7.94

It is hoped that during the short term progress can be made on establishing a tariff arrangement and,
assuming this has been achieved, in the medium term priorities would be in implementing such a
strategy, drawing down appropriate contributions as development progresses, and prioritising the
aspects of infrastructure which need to be committed to first. These should be assessed in the light
of development progress achieved over the first 3 years and, in particular, reflecting those priority
schemes which need to be brought forward in the ensuing 3 years.

7.95

By this stage there may also be new infrastructure funding mechanisms or other incentives to
promote infrastructure development in the area through such mechanisms as accelerated
development zones or tax incentive schemes. These should certainly be regularly reviewed and it
may well be that in the medium term such schemes would need to be progressed in order to achieve
some of the public sector intervention and infrastructure required across the town.
Local Investment Plan

7.96

The initial Local Investment Plan should have been adopted and operational within the first 12
months of the development period covered by this study. Moving forward this would need to be
incorporated in a local investment agreement, which would establish the levels of HCA funding to be
committed to various projects and initiatives and this should be well in train by the end of the third
year.

7.97

In the medium term, however, it is anticipated that there will need to be continual monitoring and
updating of the LIP, to reflect changes in market but also changes in the availability of public funding
and the changing circumstances of partner organisations. One of the priorities therefore would be to
ensure that the LIP is reviewed in the medium term and that any possible cocktail of funding is
secured to enable development to progress as far as possible.
Economic Development and Business Sectors

7.98

There are no specific actions earmarked for these areas in the short term, however, in the medium
term it is felt that there will definitely need to be particular initiatives around the key business sectors
which have been highlighted in this study and which is it expected will form the bedrock of future
economic activity and wealth creation in Newhaven and the surrounding area. Action plans therefore
need to be drawn up for each of these sectors, working closely with private businesses already in the
area representing these sectors, and specific actions taken to promote the opportunities for existing
businesses to grow and develop, as well as to attract other businesses into the area.

7.99

Such initiatives could well entail the provision of accommodation, the development of business
support and mentoring, and the development of routes to financial investment opportunities.
Port

7.100

Although the report has undertaken initial work in terms of master planning and business planning, it
is expected that this will develop significantly over the next couple of years and it could well be that
by the end of year 3 there are some specific initiatives under way which can attract both business
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activity and investment into the area and act as a catalyst for other businesses to establish
themselves within the town. At the present time one of the most likely opportunities appears to be
around the offshore wind industry and this would need to be kept under close review and work
undertaken in parallel with the port to identify how new business opportunities can be created from
this initiative.
7.101

There may also be other opportunities developed within the port over this period and a close and
regular working arrangement with the port authority needs to be established in order to maintain the
dialogue on these issues.
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8

DELIVERY

8.1

Having defined the Physical Development Vision for Newhaven based on a thorough understanding of
the key infrastructure issues affecting the town, and set out the critical short term actions which are
required to move this strategy forward, this Section highlights the key considerations and makes
recommendations relating to the delivery and implementation of the Vision.

Overarching Approach
8.2

Given the current economic and public sector climates, the challenge of delivering a new vision for
Newhaven should not be underestimated. Any approach is going to need to adopt a number of
principles which the partners will need to understand and accept, for example:
It is a long term initiative and therefore important to break down the project into a number of
“themes” and also “bite sized” initiatives which can be delivered on a phased basis. However,
all must “conform” to an overarching Plan and Framework so as to ultimately achieve the end
objectives established by the partners.
This Plan/Framework needs to be flexible and continually reviewed. However, it must retain
some of the key aspects of the original strategy which should provide a central “back bone” to
the delivery process.
It must be embodied in the Local Development Framework and administered consistently and
accordingly.
All partners must be signed up to the overarching strategy and understand their particular roles
within the delivery process.
Although the involvement of the private sector is key, and in the current climate delivery will
be impossible without significant private investment in the town, it is unlikely that the
comprehensive approach would be achieved without the public sector taking a lead role and
changing the status quo, driving both policy and implementation – as well as making at least
some financial contribution to act as a pump primer for a number of key components. These
could include:
1.

Infrastructure;

2.

Site assembly;

3.

Setting the scene/pump priming;

4.

Helping with up-front investment and adverse cashflow;

5.

Taking the lead to redefine the image for the place; and

6.

Giving the message to the private sector that a “sea change” is wanted and would be
expected.

It will also be important to establish a short term Action Plan (previous section) which sets out
over a relatively limited period, say 2-3 years, the key priorities and how these are going to be
delivered and who is going to take responsibility for delivery. These should be subject to
regular review and refreshed to ensure that objectives are up-to-date and deliverable.

Governance
8.3

Establishing a Delivery and Governance structure is something which can evolve over time. In the first
instance it is important that there should be a controlling and monitoring group (a Steering Group)
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that ensures policy is in place, and that action plans are agreed and being delivered. It would also
need to begin to undertake regular reviews of the programme, ensure that responsibilities are being
met and that the overarching strategy is still relevant going forward. As progress is achieved, the
Group would also act as a “lobby group” to secure future funding sources and attract additional key
investors/occupiers to the area.
8.4

The Steering Group should initially comprise the key public sector players with a role to play in the
area, for example:
Lewes District Council, East Sussex County Council and Newhaven Town Council;
The HCA and SEEDA (or its successor); and
The local partnerships (currently NSN).

8.5

There would also need to be a decision on whether Elected Member representation, would be
included on this Group – or whether a higher level “Policy” grouping should be established – which
would meet on a much more infrequent basis, but would “direct” the work of the Steering Group in a
number of respects.

8.6

Consideration should also be given to including some of the key landowners/businesses in the area,
provided they had a major role or interest in the future of the town. In due course other private
partners could be considered, such as major Joint Venture development partners or
investors/funders.

8.7

The formal constitution of the Steering Group could develop over time, and there are a number of
models in use throughout the country which could be utilised in Newhaven. These range from a loose
arrangement of interested parties coming together to discuss issues of mutual interest on a
reasonably regular basis (say twice per annum) to a much more formal, corporate structure which
involves the key stakeholders as members/shareholders, potentially with a financial interest in the
operation.
Figure 8.1

DELIVERY VEHICLE OPTIONS

Private : Private

Public : Private

Loose
Arrangement

Charitable Trust

8.8

Legal Development
Agreement

Company Ltd by Guarantee

Public : Public

Corporate
Vehicle/SPV etc.

Local Asset Backed
Vehicle

The rationale for adopting a particular model would significantly depend upon the objectives of the
partners and the roles which they wish to adopt – and some examples are set out below, together
with their respective characteristics (pros and cons):
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‘Do nothing’ - no public intervention
Relies on planning policy (i.e. Local Development Frameworks) to influence and control
development;
Public sector partners can still intervene on a site by site basis but no structure for joint
working between different agencies on individual initiatives or across the project;
Relies on private sector willingness/ability to develop and buy-in commitment to achieve
project objectives; and
No monetary or time investment required in setting up a Local Delivery Vehicle.
Informal Partnership
Continuation of existing governance arrangements (developed through NSN), with respective
partner bodies agreeing to non-binding project roles alongside their day to day responsibilities;
A series of joint objectives, roles and terms of reference can be signed up to;
Individual partners agree responsibility for managing/monitoring/delivering specific aspects of
project e.g. consultants appointed by a project partner;
Limited certainty of delivery as partners are not bound to deliver on objectives or to provide
funding;
Risk of lack of leadership if no party takes control or if parties have differing agendas; and
Reduced time and cost in setting up LDV but ongoing ‘ad hoc’ administration may be
inefficient.
Formal Partnership
Formalisation of roles, responsibilities and relationships through a legal “partnership”
agreement;
Joint funding commitments can be made for project investment or dedicated staff but project
partners
retain
independence
and
individual
responsibilities
for
managing/monitoring/delivering specific aspects of project e.g. consultants appointed by an
individual project partner;
Some financial and time costs required to complete legal agreements;
Difficult to enforce legal obligations in practice; and
Requires initial/ongoing agreement as to individual roles and relies on close liaison between
partners to ensure consistent progress towards objectives.
Corporate Entity (e.g. City/Economic Development Companies)
Normally configured as independent companies - potentially (though not necessarily) limited
by guarantee. Members would normally include local authorities, and other partners such as
the HCA, RDAs and private sector as appropriate;
Established by local partners, in order to achieve a focused, integrated regeneration strategy
for a key location;
Coherent single vision for the future development framework/masterplan;
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Capital and land could transfer to the Economic Development Company (EDC) and they attract
revenue funding from central Government;
Do not have statutory powers - and are flexible enough to change scope/function over time;
and
Roles include co-ordinating and overseeing major physical development projects across cities
and city regions, seeking to ensure projects are delivered; procuring private sector participation
in the development process; aligning programmes etc..
Community Development Trusts (CDTs)
Defined as organisations engaged in the economic, environmental and social regeneration of a
defined area or community;
Projects undertaken include property development, sports and leisure facilities, retail and
market space, environmental improvement, community transport, information services,
community development, social provision, health centres, countryside management, tourism
and cultural industries, etc.;
They are independent, self sufficient or aiming for self sufficiency, and not for private profit;
and
There is no standard organisational form for a development trust, however, most register as a
company limited by guarantee and in a few cases as an industrial and provident society. Many
register as charities.
8.9

Another critical factor in deciding the form of the Delivery Vehicle is the way in which funds are going
to be drawn into the project and subsequently used, both in terms of an initial investment and
through future recycling etc. These issues are covered in more detail below, but they do provide
alternative governance options to the models set out above.

8.10

Irrespective of which model is ultimately selected, one critical component of any structure, would be
the need for an overall Physical Vision “Project Lead”, supported by a Delivery Team - which would
provide the necessary resources to drive forward and implement the actions/priorities established by
the partners, through the Steering Group and ultimately the agreed Delivery and Governance
Structure.

8.11

This team could initially be one highly skilled person with secretarial support, but whether an
individual or a team, it is important that their sole focus is upon driving forward initiatives in the area,
monitoring progress and ensuring that others are performing their roles as agreed.

8.12

As mentioned above, it is going to be very difficult to drive most aspects of this project forward
without a dedicated resource (available to the public sector), and this is being borne out in many
areas of the country, where the partners behind Local Investment Plans are needing to devote
significant time and effort to the planning, funding, viability and feasibility aspects of their priority
projects.

8.13

The Project Lead would particularly be given a key role in driving/coordinating the short term Action
Plan set out in the previous section. Some tasks would need their direct involvement or intervention,
whereas others would be more of a monitoring and facilitation role. Nevertheless this post will form
an essential role in achieving progress.

8.14

Part of the delivery process would also include the establishment of a number of “task and finish”
groups drawn together from the key partners (and possibly other parties with a particular interest in
the initiative under consideration). These would address key projects, particularly where there is a
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need to pool together thinking from a number of bodies/agencies in order to develop an overall
initiative and its subsequent delivery arrangements.
8.15

These groups could include both public and private sector bodies but they would be primarily tasked
with producing an agreed strategy with a business or delivery plan and an identified means of delivery
(including funding and procurement) and ideally a “champion” to drive forward the initiative.

Funding
8.16

The importance of funding at the present time should also not be underestimated, and this will need
to be considered in the context of any Delivery Vehicle and ensuing governance arrangements. In
particular partners will need to ensure that this includes both:
Revenue funding for the delivery team (as a minimum) - and possibly further study work to
develop ideas and initiatives; and
Capital or project funding to take forward the various initiatives, particularly where there is a
need for public sector pump priming.

8.17

Given the usual problems in identifying revenue funds, there may also need to be thought given to
arrangements to “capitalise” such costs, which could be included within the capital costs of a project,
but used to cover such aspects as project management tasks etc.

8.18

Also, given the current economic climate, it is becoming increasingly obvious that cocktails of funding
are going to be required in order to deliver particular initiatives. The importance of combining
projects and budgets to achieve economies of scale and deliver assets which can be used for a
number of purposes is becoming increasingly important. This demands some smarter thinking about
the ways in which initiatives can work together and the synergies which can be developed between
projects e.g. sharing accommodation, joint procurement etc.

8.19

Funding “cocktails”, may also enable a number of smaller contributions towards project management
tasks to be combined, and used in part to fund the Project Lead role identified above, which would be
able to straddle or contribute towards a number of individual projects.

8.20

The principles of Total Place and Total Capital should be particularly considered in Newhaven as there
may well be some specific initiatives which still retain their “priority status” in the area and continue
to receive funding (e.g. health or education initiatives). These projects need to be considered in a
holistic way in order to identify how they can help achieve other priorities in the area.

8.21

The importance of the HCA and the Single Conversation and Local Investment Plan (LIP) within
Newhaven has been highlighted in the previous section as one of the key Action Plan priorities.

8.22

The HCA regards the Single Conversation as its “most important business process” – which is at the
heart of its approach to secure delivery of national objectives at the local level. It is intended to be
comprehensive and include the full range of housing, economic development, infrastructure,
regeneration, growth and community activities. It is also an ongoing process which will mature
overtime as relationships are built between the parties involved. Negotiation is key to the process in
order to create a shared vision for places and inherent to this will be a commitment from the HCA
(through the subsequent Local Investment Agreement) to fund priority projects.

8.23

The establishment of the LIP’s for East Sussex and Brighton & Hove/West Sussex should certainly
recognise some of the key initiatives to be taken forward in Newhaven and it will be important for
these to be highlighted as priorities within the first versions of the LIP’s.

8.24

Drawing on recent work on the Single Conversation and the development of LIPs it is important to
stress:
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The importance of aligning investment from a range of sources to maximise value and secure
better outcomes. Given the pressures on public sector budgets, approaches which promote
greater alignment across different funding streams to increase efficiency and value for money
will be crucial.
The process of prioritisation is at the heart of the LIP. Stakeholders will need to make choices
about whether to focus on short, medium, or long term objectives, rank projects and places
within timeframes, and decide whether to assemble individual projects into coherent
programmes. The process of agreeing priorities, particularly given the current market and
political conditions, can provide a strong platform for the future - regardless of levels of
investment from the HCA or other sources.
The HCA promotes a wide approach to investment planning through the Single Conversation, and
the Local Investment Plan can provide a good mechanism for integrating education, health,
transport, housing and other priorities.
8.25

Given the potential for housing delivery in Newhaven, it is hoped that the HCA can definitely be
involved over the next few years in some of these major initiatives and therefore it will be important
for such schemes to be written into the Local Investment Agreement at the culmination of the
process. The HCA has not been closely involved in the local partnership group or in thinking through
Newhaven initiatives before and it will be important to ensure that contacts are established within
the very near future, given that the development of the LIP and LIA will be ongoing over the next few
months.

8.26

Other opportunities for making the best use of funding secured, should also be considered carefully in
the overarching plan/framework for Newhaven, particularly the opportunity to recycle funds as and
when initiatives are developed and ultimately delivered. This could well dictate the form which the
Steering Group and any Delivery Vehicle may take in this respect. The opportunity to recycle and
administer significant budgets may well dictate more of a corporate structure than a loose
arrangement of partners, as set out earlier in this Section.
Use of private sector funding is however also increasingly being seen as critical in regeneration
areas, given the significant cutbacks in public funding, which are considered likely over the next
2/3 years, or longer. In those respects, attention is turning in many places to the opportunities
for making the best use of public assets (local authority and other agencies), and therefore
initiatives such as local asset backed vehicles are being considered, particularly where public
sector assets (land or buildings) have the potential to be incorporated within development
areas.

8.27

This may be the case within the town centre and indeed other land assets should be considered more
widely within the area. The opportunity to lever in private equity investment on the back of the
development value of such assets (or additional loans on the strength of such value) could act as a
catalyst to kick-start certain initiatives and through recycling these could assist with the overall
development plan.

8.28

Formal structures would however be required to implement such arrangements, and elsewhere these
are being configured as Special Purpose JV Vehicles, between the public asset holders and the equity
investors. Importantly the latter may well not be a traditional developer, and arrangements with
private institutional investors, or a consortia of private investors, are a real possibility.

8.29

Another major funding source could well be the prospect of drawing down developer contributions
over the life of the project. This was set out as a key short term Action in the previous Section.

8.30

This may be particularly relevant if a planning permission is granted for significant convenience
retailing scheme in the near future. This may also provide a major opportunity as and when
residential values recover and, although the opportunity for a tariff (or CIL arrangement) seems
remote at the present time, due to very low values across most use categories, consideration should
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certainly be given to establishing the mechanism in the next few months to draw down such increases
in value - to ensure that these opportunities are not lost in the future.
8.31

Clearly the Local Planning Authority will need to be the initial recipient of any funds accrued in this
way, but arrangements between the LPA and other partners committed to the Physical Vision, will be
key in ensuring that these funds are deployed in accordance with the priorities agreed between such
bodies.

8.32

Finally, there is the strong possibility that new financial mechanisms could be introduced over the
next few months as the new Government after the General Election, attempts to define other ways of
attracting private sector funds into new development – given that public funds are going to be highly
limited and only available for either very specific projects or possibly for pump priming initiatives.

8.33

Newhaven will need to keep this potential under close review, as it could well provide one of the few
ways of ensuring that the catalytic infrastructure investment is secured – and subsequent
development schemes delivered.

8.34

Such arrangements could encompass TiF schemes (sometimes known as Accelerated Development
Zones in the UK), where future “tax revenue” (generated in an area as a result of new
development/occupiers) is capitalised and used for up-front investment purposes. It allows local
authorities to borrow funds to deliver enabling infrastructure against a future projected income from
business rates which would be generated by the future occupiers of the property secured through this
infrastructure investment.

8.35

Alternatively there could be some form of tax incentivised funding introduced - such as the Enterprise
Zones concept used in the 1980’s which removed certain tax burdens and relaxed or accelerated the
planning process for an initial ten year period.

8.36

The main benefits included:
100% tax allowances for capital expenditure on constructing, improving or extending
commercial or industrial buildings;
Exemption from development land tax;
Exemption from rates on industrial and commercial property;
Simplified planning procedures and
Exemption from industrial training levies.
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